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ABSTRACT 
 
PRODUCTION AND POWER AT IDALION, CYPRUS  
IN THE FIRST MILLENNIUM BCE 
 
MAY 2019 
 
REBECCA MARIE BARTUSEWICH 
 
B.A., VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 
 
 M.A., MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY 
 
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 
 
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
 
Directed by: Michael O. Sugerman 
 
In archaeology, the analysis of ordinary things does not often lead to assessments of 
power. Political systems are difficult to trace materially because today they seem separate 
from our lives, but yet are involved in most everything we do. In this case study of first 
millennium BCE Idalion, Cyprus, I have found that the producers of undecorated, or 
utilitarian, pottery are impacted by political behavior and social relationships, which both 
impact their economic stability. When discussing the political economy, archaeologists 
describe elites as the controllers of wealth including the consumption and sometimes 
production of high value goods. However, I argue that they also play a role in the 
production of utilitarian pottery. I combine craft production theory, archaeological 
theories of power, and petrographic analysis, to analyze the organization of production of 
pottery and its role in the political economy. In the Mediterranean, and specifically on 
Cyprus, political economies are defined most-often through the translation of inscriptions 
and texts. For the first millennium BCE, the term “city-kingdom” is common on Cyprus. 
  vi 
This use of texts and inscriptions causes a problem because archaeologists do not often 
assess the legitimacy of these political terms, such as kingdoms and states, through 
material culture, thereby allowing political types to be poorly understood. To better 
define the Cypriot political type, city-kingdom, I approach politics from the mode of 
defining power and based my analysis on the multi-dimensional nature of power. The 
way power impacted producers of utilitarian pottery at Idalion includes political and 
economic power that placed limits on their access to raw materials, trade routes, and/or 
markets, and also social power through the relationships potters navigated to ensure their 
own economic stability and success. At Idalion, power was flexible and impacted by 
various cultural factors and by analyzing it through pottery production I am able to 
provide a tentative definition of a city-kingdom.   
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Archaeologists have been analyzing pottery in its environmental and cultural 
context since the mid 20th century, paying close attention to the clues that pottery 
provides about the economic and political context of production and consumption. Using 
a ceramic ecology perspective, an archaeologist can investigate the technical choices 
made by potters in the context of their cultural life. In this project I investigate the 
material culture of Idalion, a first millennium BCE polity of Cyprus, to determine what 
factors (political, economic, social) impact the production of undecorated, or utilitarian, 
pottery. Historians and archaeologists describe much of the first millennium BCE of 
Cyprus as a period during which autonomous city-kingdoms ruled by kings rose to power, 
competed for resources, formed alliances with one another and outsiders, and eventually 
became incorporated into the imperial designs of outsiders. I designed this project to test 
this description through an analysis of material culture. I furthermore hope to provide a 
clearer description of a city-kingdom and its role in political, economic, and social life. 
 The main source of data I have assessed is the attributes, or characteristics, of 
pottery and I investigate how these attributes can inform archaeologists about production 
and consumption behaviors. I specifically research the organization of production to 
establish how it was affected by the political economy. I also demonstrate the value of 
thinking about the ways stratification affects economic performance and viability. I 
ground my study within Adam T. Smith’s (2003) interrogation of our contemporary 
understanding of the state as a part of society that is seemingly divorced from the 
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physical realm. Archaeologists often define a political structure, such as a state or a 
kingdom, without defining it materially, likely falling victim to this same assumption that 
politics is ephemeral. Smith (2003) rightly redirects archaeological discussions of ancient 
state systems by placing them in spatial and material context. Through this framing I 
investigate the physical manifestations of political behavior, through pottery, to explain 
the relationship of politics, economics, and social life in operation at Idalion and begin to 
clarify what constitutes a Cypriot state, or city-kingdom, in the first millennium BCE.  
 Since the 1960s, archaeologists have been conducting long-term projects at first 
millennium BCE sites throughout Cyprus. Some have been published in extensive 
volumes while others are only partially published (Aupert 1997; Buitron-Oliver 1996; 
Childs, Smith, and Padgett 2012; Gaber and Dever 1996; Karageorghis 1983; 2005; 
Maier, Karageorghis, and Karageorghis 1984; Petit 2001; Stager, Walker, and Wright 
1974; Stager and Walker 1989). Most commonly, Cypriot archaeologists define the 
political, economic, and social structure of periods such as the Iron Age (c.1050-350 
BCE) and the Hellenistic Period (c.350-50 BCE) through epigraphic sources and not 
through synthesis of archaeological data, due to the inconsistencies in publication (see 
chapter 2 for more detail). The most commonly cited inscriptions and texts for 
discussions of politics are royal decrees, from which the term “city-kingdom” is drawn, 
and ancient historians Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus. These text-based interpretations 
need to be tested more often against carefully-excavated material culture. 
In a recent edited volume on the Cypriot Iron Age, Iacovou and Counts (2013:11) 
define the included papers as a collection that “…highlights how [the island’s polities] 
may have functioned as autonomous city-states on Cyprus and with respect to their 
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Mediterranean environment in the first millennium B.C.” This is a good illustration of 
how archaeologists continue to use “autonomous city-kingdom” or “state” to describe the 
urban sites of first millennium BCE Cyprus without defining the term or a relationship 
with the political economic model and material culture. Recently, some Cypriot 
archaeologists have separated from the culture historical paradigm to describe some 
periods of the first millennium BCE primarily through the analysis of material culture 
(Fourrier 2013, Janes 2013, Papantoniou 2012). This is an important shift in the research 
modes of Cypriot archaeologists. However, more work is needed to be done. Few 
scholars have examined the topic of kings and their role in political organization (Trigger 
2003, Graeber and Sahlins 2017) and none of this work has been done on Cyprus. The 
reader must often assume their own definitions for the terms used by archaeologists to 
define political structures, economic systems, or leadership roles. Therefore, by 
researching undecorated/utilitarian pottery, I am able to describe a physical element of 
the political economy and begin to test the validity of the epigraphic sources used on 
Cyprus.  
 
1.2 Power and Production: Goals 
The goals of this study are twofold. First, to demonstrate how we can better 
understand the lives of an archaeological culture by applying a political economy 
perspective to the study of staple goods. Second, to determine how power is structured in 
a Cypriot city-kingdom. The relationship of power and production has been assessed 
archaeologically through political economy models for much of the 20th and 21st 
centuries. In archaeological research on material culture outside of the Mediterranean 
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there is some emphasis on prestige goods theory, which states that elites would control 
the production of goods that are of higher value because their raw materials are more 
difficult to acquire and they are more difficult to transform, as a model for identifying 
power in the archaeological record (see Schortman and Urban 2004 and Chapter 4 for a 
review of literature). These studies illustrate how most archaeological analyses of power 
are contingent on prestige goods and as I will demonstrate below, archaeologists have not 
considered the importance of all types of objects in the economic and political structure 
of past societies. I argue throughout this text, that utilitarian goods are just as important 
for understanding the workings of power relations because they are used more regularly 
and produced in large quantities. 
 
1.3 Structure 
In the following chapters, I begin by describing the accepted archaeological 
narrative of Cyprus, and Idalion, in the first millennium BCE (Chapter 2). I provide this 
brief overview to provide context for my insistence that more material culture analysis is 
necessary to understand politics, economics, and social relations. I then provide a 
description of the recently excavated areas of Idalion as context for my pottery samples. 
In Chapter Three, I discuss the current research on how we understand power in 
archaeological contexts. I pay particular attention to the use of modern Western terms to 
define a political structure in the Mediterranean past. I then review the contemporary 
research on the production of craft goods (Chapter 4), with a focus on pottery. I also 
describe the ways Cypriot archaeologists have researched undecorated pottery.   
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In Chapter Five, I describe my research methods, including my sampling strategy, 
how I conducted my attribute analysis, the value of petrology as a means of research, and 
the ways we can interpret microstructural data to understand human actions and 
interactions in the past.  
In Chapter Six, I present the results of my data analysis, focusing on markers of 
change and standardization. I close by providing conclusions (Chapter 7) on how the 
study of undecorated pottery can provide information about the role of politics and 
economics on people’s lives in complex societies. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
CYPRUS AND IDALION IN THE FIRST MILLENNIUM BCE 
2.1 Introduction 
The archaeology of first millennium BCE Cyprus can be understood through a 
disparate set of archaeological publications (see above) that do little to synthesize the 
social, political, or economic relations experienced by the people. The following is a 
description of each period of the first millennium BCE (Table 2.1) as it has been 
presented in archaeological research. It is therefore incomplete and uneven across the 
periods based on the availability of materials and the focus of the researcher. I present 
this brief overview of Cyprus first to introduce the context for needed change. I then 
discuss the published archaeological and historical narrative of Idalion to provide the 
foundation for understanding the following detailed descriptions of the three excavation 
areas of the site I used for sampling.  
Cypro-Geometric 1050 - 750 BCE 
Cypro-Archaic 750 - 475/450 BCE 
Cypro-Classical 475/450 - 310 BCE 
Hellenistic 310 - 30 BCE 
Roman 30 BCE - 330 CE 
Table 2.1 Chronology of First Millennium BCE Cyprus 
 
2.2 Brief History of Research on First Millennium BCE Cyprus 
 The island of Cyprus (Figure 2.1) is located in the eastern end of the 
Mediterranean Sea. Due to its location, it is entrenched in the history of the area as a 
whole. The focus of this research is the first millennium BCE, following the collapse of 
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Late Bronze Age (LBA) polities along the eastern Mediterranean coast and throughout 
the Near East. A theory related to this c. 1200 BCE collapse concerns the Sea Peoples, 
who are implied by Ramesses III to have sailed around the Mediterranean and caused the 
downfall of a great number of cities along with their associated cultures and trade routes 
(Gitin, Mazar, and Stern 1998; Oren 2000; Voskos and Knapp 2008:659–662). The grand 
and wide-reaching narrative of Sea Peoples has been used on Cyprus to detail an arrival 
of Aegean settlers and an associated Hellenization of Cyprus (Karageorghis 2001, Leriou 
2007 and references). However, as Knapp (2013:447–470) and others (Fisher 2007, 
Sherratt 1991, Steel 2004) have argued for Cyprus, the narrative of Aegean migration to 
Cyprus is hard to prove outright. Regardless of the cause of collapse, the subsequent 
period brought changes in political and economic power and organization on Cyprus. 
 
Figure 2.1 Map of Cyprus and the location of Idalion. 
Idalion 
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 The first millennium BCE (Table 2.1) on Cyprus begins in a period of transition. 
The polities of the Bronze Age (Kalavassos Agios Dhimitrios, Enkomi, Maa Palaekastro, 
Alassa, etc.) are largely abandoned and new ones have been founded or will be founded. 
Unfortunately, many ancient cities/towns were built over by modern towns and it is 
difficult to get a complete view of their size, complexity, and population in the past. Due 
to this problem, written records or art historical analysis have been the main point of 
departure for understanding political organization and the few overviews of the Iron Age 
rely heavily on accounts of ancient travelers and other textual sources (Reyes 1994, 
Stylianou 1989, Zournatzi 1996). Two Assyrian inscriptions found on Cyprus list the 
names of Cypriot territories paying tribute to Assyrian kings. A stele of Sargon II from 
707 BCE mentions the subjugation of seven kings of Cyprus (called Ia in Assyrian) who 
were presumably the leaders of the major polities of the time (Iacovou 2002). The Prism 
of Esarhaddon of 673/2 BCE is translated as naming ten kings and their “city-kingdoms” 
that paid tribute to the Neo-Assyrian Empire. Idalion is identified as one of the ten and 
most others are identified with currently known archaeological sites (Iacovou 2002 and 
references, 2006 2008; Fourrier 2013). The use of these inscriptions to define the nature 
of political organization in the Iron Age is common in Cypriot archaeology (Cannavò 
2010; Iacovou 1999, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2013; Iacovou and Counts 2013; Reyes 1994; 
Rupp 1987; Satraki 2012). The term “city-kingdom” is not often defined by these 
researchers, but it is implied that an autonomous king holds power and 
political/economic/social control of a city. Rupp (1987 map 4 and 6), for example, 
created maps dividing the named city-kingdoms into independent land-based units that 
also separated culture, identity, and language based on these two inscriptions. 
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Archaeological summaries of the Iron Age that are based on material culture are 
dominated by references to foreign cultures, such as Greeks, Egyptians, and Assyrians 
overtaking both the political and cultural make-up of the island (Demetriou 1989, 
Gjerstad 1948, Karageorghis 1982).  
Historically, Cyprus is understood to be ruled by the Ptolemies in the Hellenistic 
period, ending the rule of city-kingdoms. The material imprint of this political change is 
not wholly understood for Cyprus and only a few locations have early affects of 
Ptolemaic rule (Childs, Smith, and Padgett 2012). At the end of the third century BCE,  
religious, social, and political changes are only beginning to be visible in the material 
culture across the island (Papantoniou 2013:170). This has resulted in a sparse 
archaeological understanding of culture on Cyprus during this period and it is likely that 
non-coastal cities and towns, such as Idalion, are less impacted by the affects of political 
change. While the Roman period historically begins on Cyprus by 30 BCE, it is also not 
materially evident throughout the island and is not vitally important to the understanding 
of Idalion during the last century of the first millennium BCE.  
 
2.3 First Millennium BCE Idalion 
The site of Idalion (Figure 2.2) is geographically situated across two large hills 
with terraces and a large plain on which the modern village of Dali is also built. To the 
south of the large hills are more plains and rolling hills leading to the Troodos Mountains. 
Antiquarian and archaeological interest in Idalion began in the later 1800s, but the first 
scientific archaeological excavations were implemented by the Swedish Cyprus 
Expedition in the 1920s (Gjerstad 1935, 1948). Idalion was first inhabited in the Late 
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Bronze Age, but only a few areas have been excavated (Gjerstad 1935:460-461; 
Hadjicosti 1997, 1999).  
 
Figure 2.2 Idalion Topographical Site Plan. Adapted from Figure 1 in Stager, Walker, 
and Wright 1974. 
 
Idalion was heavily settled by the Cypro-Archaic period (CA), with domestic, 
industrial, and ritual areas built throughout (Stager, Walker, and Wright 1974; Stager and 
Walker 1989). It was also likely important in trade between the Troodos mountains and 
coastal polities, such as Kition and Salamis. Some scholars have found that Idalion was 
influencing material culture styles (sculpture specifically) during the Iron Age, and 
especially in the CA period (Counts 2008, Nys and Recke 2004). 
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The most-recently excavated areas of Cypro-Archaic and Cypro-Classical (CC) 
Idalion include the area called the Lower City by American excavations and the terraces 
of each large hill (the acropoleis). The Lower City is composed of a mix of domestic, 
industrial, and ritual architecture and finds (Gaber 1992, 2008; Gaber and Dever 1996; 
Stager, Walker, and Wright 1974; Stager and Walker 1989). The east terrace is a 
workshop and potentially ritual area (Gaber 2008, Gaber and Dever 1996, Gaber and 
Morden 1992). The west terrace has an administrative center, established sometime in the 
CA period (Gaber 1992:170–172, Stager 1974:56–58, Stager et al. 1989:5–31) and rebuilt 
and reused beginning in the mid fifth century BCE (Hadjicosti 1995; 1997). Many of 
these areas are described in more detail in sections below. During this time, the water 
sources for the settlement were nearby, with two springs running roughly SW-NE, 
flanking the acropoleis. The area of the Lower City in the northwest has wells dug in 
regular intervals to depths of five meters or less (more often less), suggesting the water 
table was high and easily accessible from the time of founding of Idalion until at least the 
fifth century BCE. Sometime in the fifth century BCE, the western spring dried up and 
the population of Idalion may have been forced to move east if they could not deepen 
their wells (Koucky and Bullard 1974:19–24). 
Stager and Walker (1989) suggest that Idalion was concerned with events on the 
coast during much of the early years. In the ninth century BCE, settlers from Phoenicia 
came to inhabit the coastal polity of Kition, in modern Larnaca. These new settlers 
brought with them a new written language and some new material culture. They took to 
redesigning the former polity (Karageorghis 1982, Smith 2008) and likely established 
themselves within the political schema of the island as a whole. The people from Kition 
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remained in power through the Iron Age and would likely have been the biggest threat to 
Idalion’s prosperity in the seventh-sixth centuries BCE. At Idalion, which was now 
heavily populated, the people built a 9.5 kilometer (six mile) circuit wall of sandstone 
around much of its expanse; the wall was completed by 500 BCE. The fortification may 
have been in response to the political situation in Cyprus during the seventh century, as 
partially evidenced by the Prism described at the opening of this chapter, and a desire to 
protect its population and wealth (Gaber and Dever 1996:88). In the mid fifth century 
BCE, people from Kition came to Idalion, breached the wall, and took over 
administration of the polity (Gjerstad 1948:479–480, Marvin 1974, Masson 1983). The 
administrative center on the west terrace was taken over in order to govern the newly 
acquired city. Phoenician inscriptions, inscribed on ostraka and gypsum, were found 
throughout the building (Hadjicosti 1995:27, 1997:56–58). The other areas of Idalion do 
not have Phoenician inscriptions.  
Historically, the Hellenistic period was the time in which the once independent 
polities of Cyprus were subsumed under Ptolemaic governance as one political unit 
(Papantoniou 2012:28–54 and references). At Idalion, the administrative center was 
abandoned by the end of the fourth century BCE, as seen in the meter thick debris found 
in several rooms (Hadjicosti 1995:28, Stager et al. 1989:12–13). On the east terrace, 
excavators found a large building and a house of slightly later construction both of 
Hellenistic date (Doermann 1974). The west acropolis fort was also still in use through 
the end of the fourth century BCE (Stager 1974:59). In the area between the two hills, 
several domestic structures were excavated by the Department of Antiquities prior to the 
road expansion in 1996 (Gaber, pers com). These are unpublished. In this same area, the 
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American excavations also found an industrial area. It was first called a Hellenistic-
Roman public building (Walker 1974), but when it was re-opened in 2010, the building 
and workshop areas were re-identified as Hellenistic (Gaber, pers com). The resumed 
excavations in this area have not yet been published. This complex is near to the location 
of a “Temple of Apollo,” which was excavated in the late 19th century by R. Hamilton 
Lang – but was not relocated in the 20th or 21st century (Colonna Ceccaldi 1882:29–31 
and Plate 1, Lang 1878:30–79, Ohnefalsch-Richter 1893:16–17 and Plate III). Gaber 
(Gaber 1992:177, 2008:59–60; Gaber and Dever 1996:99–108, 1998; Gaber and Morden 
1992) has repeatedly claimed that excavations on the terrace of the east acropolis are of 
Lang’s Temple. However, the location of this site is approximately 150 meters east of the 
locations reported on and marked on maps by 19th century visitors. Several issues arise, 
even if we account for the magnetic anomaly of the Troodos mountains (Gaber and 
Morden 1992). First, the plan of Gaber’s terrace excavations (partial plan in Gaber and 
Dever 1996:fig. 18 full plan unpublished, but included in this text as Figure 2.5) aligns 
only partly with Lang’s and other’s drawings. Most obviously, there is one additional 
step at the entrance (Lang reported three and four were discovered by the American 
excavations), and it is built into a terrace wall. An unpublished analysis of the mortar on 
the steps is not conclusive of a Roman date or type. Second, the unit named SE1 is where 
there should be an open space for statuary, and the units named SE31 and NE31 are on 
the wrong alignment. Additionally, there was a leveling operation between 1880 and 
1893 on the terrace to prepare the soil for agricultural use, so if there was an opened 
excavation of a temple from less than a decade prior to this leveling, it seems unlikely 
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that the area would be “sacrificed” for agriculture. Historical memory on Cyprus is 
particularly strong (Bryant 2010).  
The last hundred years of the first millennium BCE at Idalion do not mark a 
transition to Roman-style building, nor is there an influx of Roman pottery in high 
amount. This suggests that while some technology was adopted (concrete, roof tiles), 
others were not and there was no occupation of Idalion by Roman immigrants as there 
was in the western part of Cyprus, such as at Kourion and at Paphos. Evidence of Roman 
period site areas include a large amount of Roman roof tiles that were found during 
survey in the northeastern area of the plain of Idalion (Walker and Bieber 1974:30). 
Several roof tiles are still visible today, most notably reused in the walls of Ayios 
Georgios Church in the same area. The following discussion details the site areas used for 
sampling for this project. Much of the description comes from the author’s own work at 
Idalion and from reading field notebooks from the American excavation because much of 
the site is unpublished. More details, including excavation units, tentative phasing, and 
terminus post quem (TPQ) dates are provided in Appendix A.   
 
2.3.1 Idalion, Lower City North 
 The northern plain of Idalion has been excavated as the “Lower City” since 1971 
(Figure 2.3; Appendix A, Table A1). In its initial excavations, the area called the West 
Lower City Domestic Precinct exhibited only domestic structures and a street (Stager and 
Walker 1989). In subsequent years this area has been expanded and is no longer 
interpreted as only a domestic occupation, but also one with small-scale, home-based, 
industry (Gaber and Dever 1996). The phasing of this area, now referred to as Lower City 
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North (LCN) by the most recent excavators, suggests occupation from the sixth century 
through the first century BCE. The initial excavations found one domestic structure, 
which was dated to a sixth century BCE founding (Building A), the remains of three 
others (Buildings B, C, and D), and a street. The domestic structures are two stories and 
Building A has street-level storage that would have been accessed with a ladder from 
above (Walker 1989:66–71). On the eastern side of the street, Building C (second century 
BCE) had a large pit that may have been for grain storage (Walker 1989:72). 
 
Figure 2.3 Idalion, Lower City North Site Plan. Drawn by Rebecca Bartusewich, 
adapted from Figure 1, Chapter 2.B.2 in Stager and Walker 1989.  
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 When excavations were continued in 1987 and again in 1992, Building B was 
investigated first and was in its top levels (first excavated in the 1970s) assigned as 
second century BCE (Gaber and Dever 1996:92). In earlier excavations, Building A was 
dated from the late sixth century through the end of the fifth century BCE (Ålin 1978:97), 
Building B was associated based on the level of its architecture and construction methods, 
and both were assumed to be out of use in the Hellenistic period (Walker 1989) Therefore 
Gaber’s excavations in 1987 and 1992 show a more continuous sequence of use through 
from the Archaic through the Hellenistic period (Gaber 1992, Gaber and Dever 1996:92, 
Morris 1992). A destruction layer dating to the fifth century BCE sealed a small-scale 
olive oil processing area in the basement of the structure, but the building itself continued 
in use after the fire and is the only building in this area that may have been in continuous 
use from the mid seventh century through the second/first century BCE (Gaber 1992). 
Upon reanalysis, the pottery from this unit has a significantly low number of CC sherds 
always mixed with Hellenistic ones, so it is difficult to say for certain that there was a 
true continuation of use. North of this area a Hellenistic (second-first century BCE) olive 
oil processing area was found, possibly associated with the domestic space of Building B 
in its later phase. This oil processing area, a courtyard to the east, a horn-working area 
and metal workshop to the southeast are all part of Hellenistic home-based industry 
(Gaber and Dever 1996:95–99).  
Excavations continued here until 2004. In the area north of the horn-working and 
metal working areas, there is a series of three pits, the largest of which is the most 
southwestern. These pits, as part of the Hellenistic industrial area, may have originally 
been used for clay processing or cloth dyeing because all three pits are connected and 
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would have drained into one another, smallest to largest. However, it was noted by 
excavators that only one pit (the middle one) was connected to a water source (a well), 
and none of the pits were lined to protect the marl (bedrock) from water use. To the south 
east of the smallest pit, a series of deposits of small stone fragments (one with limestone 
fragments and one with an assortment of small igneous and metamorphic rock fragments) 
were found, along with a pit of clay, further indicating these tanks may have been used 
for clay processing. South of this excavation area, two more excavation units also seem to 
reflect pottery processing because of red-stained soils and proximity of wells (one every 
four or five meters). All of these excavation areas are firmly Hellenistic in date and are 
likely late third or early second century BCE in their initial construction. However, the 
unit with clay and rock pits seems to have an earlier use period in the Cypro-Archaic and 
may have been re-used later. The largest, and most western of the connected pits was 
repurposed in the first century BCE as a deposit for pottery and objects from somewhere 
nearby. The pit was sealed with a stone structure suggested to be an altar and so the 
director has suggested this is a bothros, a pit with a deposit of material (pottery, stone 
objects, and terracottas) from a ritual area nearby (Gaber 2008:60). While there were 
quite a number of fine, decorated wares, the non-pottery finds from this secondary 
deposit are not particularly ritual in nature, as determined by more recent analysis 
(Coplans 2016 pers com). In the southern area of excavations another work area was 
found, this one was a metal-working area with a hearth and iron, lead, and bronze 
fragments.  
 The publication of the initial excavations of this area suggested a break in 
occupation from the fourth to the second century BCE (Walker 1989:66), coinciding with 
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the time in which the western spring of the Yialias River had dried up (see above). 
Gaber’s 1987 excavations in Building B suggest a continuous use of the area (Gaber 
1992), however the majority of the following excavations in the LCN uncovered 
Hellenistic remains. A small sounding, 2m x 2m, was done in one unit in the southeast, in 
which evidence of water usage was found associated with a small architectural feature. 
The sounding produced both Archaic and early Geometiric pottery, but very little from 
the fourth or third centuries. Therefore, the proposed abandonment may be partially 
accurate and there is evidence that there was at least a large decrease in occupation in this 
area since only two areas contained material from the fourth through second centuries 
BCE. 
 
2.3.2 Idalion, Lower City South 
 Excavations in Lower City South (LCS) began in 1998 and continued until 2017 
with some breaks (Figure 2.4; Appendix A, Table A2, Figures A5, A6, A7). It is located 
south and east of LCN, just below the terrace on which the LBA pithos production area 
was excavated. There has been no formal publication on this area and the following 
discussion is based on my interpretation of field notebooks and reports from 1998-2017. 
In one article, Gaber (2008) states that this is a sanctuary to two deities and it is the ritual 
area that provided the material for the bothros in Lower City North. The author prefers 
the term public building due to the lack of monumental architecture, the inconsistency of 
this building with any other published ritual building of the same date(s) on Cyprus, and 
the overall lack of ritual material culture such as votives, sculpture, offering stands, etc., 
(either in this building or in the bothros material).  
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Figure 2.4 Idalion, Lower City South Site Plan, 2016. Drawn by Valerie Woelfel. 
 
 This area can be divided into several phases and areas of use (Appendix A, 
Figures A5, A6, A7) It has evidence of occupation from the fourth century CE down to 
the 11th century BCE, with some periods of abandonment. Two distinct features of this 
series of buildings, some of which are part of the same complex, is that there are no wells 
and there are a few areas in which rooms were filled in and not re-opened. Much of the 
architecture is not oriented north-south and east-west, but on a slight angle that coincides 
with the angle of the two springs from the Yialias River. There are at least three main 
periods of building and use during the first millennium BCE. The first occurred in the 
eight century BCE, the second in two parts in the fourth century BCE, and the last in the 
first century BCE/CE.  
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 The first period of building (Figure A1) in LCS likely began in the first half of the 
eight century BCE. There appear to be two or three buildings, only one of which has 
three walls to make a structure. The others seem to be missing their connecting walls. 
Due to rebuilding in later periods it is difficult to ascertain the true form of the structures 
of this period. One wall, in the southeastern-most area of LCS was found to be built into 
an earlier bedrock cut pit that formed the bottom of a midden. This dumping area has a 
pit below it, over which a first century BCE structure was built, with a large amount of 
nearly complete pots of CG date (cook pot, Black on Red, White Painted, Bichrome, etc.). 
The structure (Building 2) in the center of the excavated area is made up of two rooms. 
Their use is unknown. These structures have additional walls and continued usage 
through the 6th century BCE. The next period of building (Phase 2a, Figure A2) is 
fragmentary and coincides with the discontinued use of other areas of the LC. In the 
southwestern area, Building 1 continues in use through at least the first half of the fourth 
century BCE. There may be some ritual activity conducted in the central area of the LCS 
in Building 2, but further excavation is needed to clarify the nature of the structures 
during this time. In the central and eastern areas there is an abandonment of these 
buildings sometime in the fifth century BCE, marked by a destruction event in Building 2. 
This destruction was dated using an Attic Black Glaze pottery sherd and may coincide 
with the arrival of Kition to Idalion in the mid fifth century BCE. The other pottery in 
these levels is mainly plain-ware and not securely dated.  
 By the fourth century BCE, a new, likely domestic, structure (Phase 2b, Figure 
A2) is built in the northeast, but on a different orientation. Building 5, is on a north-south 
and east-west alignment and contains the only evidence of potential water storage and 
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manipulation. This domestic space has thick plaster floors and unlike much of the rest of 
the site, a clear header-stretcher wall construction, characteristic of Pheonician building. 
Building 5 is composed of two rooms and has a courtyard or a street with a drain to its 
south. Occupation in this area lasts through at least the second century BCE. Below this 
building and a meter of mudbrick debris is evidence of an earlier occupation on the same 
orientation as the western area of the site. Building 5 is clearly a rebuild after some 
period of abandonment of the previous buildings. 
 Phase 3 (Figure A3) in LCS is defined by rebuilding after a period of 
abandonment. This begins in the first century BCE/CE. The uncertainty of dating is 
directly related to the lack of distinct morphological change in locally made pottery until 
the late first or early second century CE. There are several buildings in use during this 
time and some of the earlier buildings are rebuilt (for example, Building 2 that went out 
of use in the fourth century BCE). This rebuild may also have included a clean up of the 
site and the deposit of the remaining material into the bothros of LCN and the midden 
and pit in the southeast of LCS, between buildings 3 and 4. The most distinctive feature 
of the rebuilding during this time is the incorporation of Troodos lavas from the river as a 
main feature of construction. These rounded river cobbles are not incorporated into 
earlier construction. Furthermore, some rooms are completely abandoned in this period, 
filled in by crumbling walls and soils from disuse and other walls have gone out of use 
and seem to be robbed out. This period of use is marked by the creation of a large 
building, called Building 6, that combines Buildings 1 and 2 with Building 3 by way of a 
long SW-NE wall in the north with an entrance. The extent of the rebuild is muddled by 
later construction and the purpose of the building is again unknown. Based on its size and 
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material contents it may be a public building of some kind. Large dumps of rocks are 
common for this and a later phase and these are likely the result of rebuilding and could 
be leftover deposits of stones to be used. Much of the decayed mudbrick from walls of 
this period contains CA pottery, indicating the reuse of decomposing walls of the first 
period of use.  
The LCS’s final phase of use is Byzantine/Late Roman, beginning in the fourth 
century CE with the construction of a large, concrete cistern. The digging of this pit 
disrupted a substantial amount of previous construction and these rocks were reused as 
fill around the cistern. Some other material culture may have ended up in a large pit in the 
northwest of the site, as there are two units with a strange mix of material culture above 
Roman floors that may be better understood as re-deposition areas.   
 
2.3.3 Idalion, East Terrace 
 This area of Idalion was excavated in two phases, 1992-2001 and 2008-2012 
(Figure 2.5; Appendix A, Table A3). When first discovered, Gaber and Morden (1992) 
claimed to have found Lang’s Temple and it has been referred to as such in publications 
since then. Furthermore, this area is also called the Adonis Temenos, an area of an open-
air sanctuary with a sacred grove (Gaber and Dever 1998). However, there is more 
evidence that it is a Hellenistic workshop area with some earlier phased structures below 
than evidence of a sanctuary (see above for critique of the identification of this site). It 
does contain some evidence of ritual activity within the workshop area and pits suggested 
to be for planting trees (Gaber and Dever 1998). I suggest it may have been part of the 
complex, excavated in the 1970s (Doermann 1974). There are two main phases of use of 
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this area, the first seems to be the initial construction during the CA period and the 
second is a large-scale rebuild during the Hellenistic period. The excavations are located 
in three areas, the western workshop area, the “entrance,” and the southern area on the 
second terrace. 
 
Figure 2.5 Idalion, East Terrace Site Plan, 2008. Drawn by Valerie Woelfel, 
updated by Andrew Wright. 
 
 The western area of the East Terrace (ET) contains the bulk of the workshop, with 
evidence of metalworking, olive oil production, and storage of materials. A clay oven is 
installed on the bedrock and nearby is a storage installation near which tools and jarosite, 
a sulphurus compound related to metal work, were found. In one area, a potential 
courtyard, there was found a deposit of 42 caprid radii, suggesting some kind of ritual 
deposit. There are scant remains of earlier Cypro-Archaic walls in the workshop area, but 
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not enough to make a positive statement of use prior to the Hellenistic workshop 
installations. One wall suggests that the alignment of the building(s) in the CA period 
were different. Most of the architecture in this area is not substantial enough to support a 
second story.  
 The area of the “entrance” has three phases. The CA entrance has evidence of 
burning, with several ash deposits within its floors. A wall that is thought to be a 
perimeter wall was also built at this time. The rebuild of this entrance included filling in 
the previous entrance and building paved paths and possibly a ramp. The latest phase, 
thought to be the Roman entrance and the steps Lang (1878:41) refers to in the 
description of his temple, is a four step entrance that is unassociated with any architecture 
and is built into the terrace wall.   
 On the next terrace south, several more excavation units contain a mix of 
Hellenistic and earlier architecture. The most interesting part of this area is a building 
with two completely enclosed rooms. These suggest a second story, as they would have 
been accessed from above. The rural site of Aradippou Panayia Ematousa also has these 
kinds of sealed off rooms of Hellenistic date, which they called pit-rooms (Sørensen 
2006:67–71). This building has an earlier founding date and the rooms were not sealed 
off in its initial use. The building has four or five rooms in total. Directly south of this 
building, an architectural stub was found built on bedrock and surrounded by bedrock-cut 
postholes. The pottery in this area was CG and is the earliest evidence of usage of the 
area. 
 A 10-meter gap was left between this area of excavation and the units on the 
eastern side. This gap was left because the director was attempting to find “unexcavated” 
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material, untainted by the previous excavations by Lang in the 19th century. Here, a large 
building containing at least two rooms was found. Dr. Gaber interprets this area as the 
altar, however the stone feature she calls the altar is over four meters long and is more 
likely a wall, even with the change in construction after the first two meters. Upon 
expansion of this area in 2008, by opening a new unit to the west, a corner is found and a 
complete building can be made using “the altar.” The building is largest in the Hellenistic 
period, below is a smaller CA construction. This building is on a different orientation 
than the workshops to the west. Excavations south of this building exposed more walls of 
Hellenistic date. One wall is two meters thick with circular boulders built into it.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF STATES AND KINGDOMS 
3.1 Introduction  
 In the Mediterranean region, archaeologists commonly rely on modern terms for 
political systems, assuming information about governance and territoriality instead of 
defining the terms they use. Archaeologists, and other scholars, are usually influenced by 
their own state-based government and its pervasiveness (Clastres 1977, Scott 1998). The 
use of words such as “king” or “kingdom” have led archaeologists to apply a political 
structure without testing its accuracy with material culture. Graeber and Sahlins 
(2017:22) suggest that perhaps ‘the state’ never existed or was a “fortuitous confluence of 
elements of heterogeneous origins.” Nevertheless, archaeologists and others have spent 
decades defining the state and its formation (see below). Writing On Kings, Graeber and 
Sahlins (2017) identify several forms of kingship and conclude that there is no single 
definition of what kingship is and how it is represented culturally or materially. However, 
in archaeology, kingship prevails as an “understood” concept based on the sovereign 
systems of Europe. Below I present the recent archaeological literature on states, 
kingdoms, and kings to better set the background for why defining political power 
through material culture is necessary to acquire a clearer understanding of the past.  
 
3.2 What is an Archaeological State or Kingdom? 
In 20th century anthropological analysis, human culture was explained as ranked 
or non-ranked, and then further divided according to four idealized political systems, 
band, tribe, chiefdom, and state (Service 1962) or egalitarian, ranked, stratified, and state 
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(Fried 1967). In archaeological research on these political systems, as represented by 
material culture, those four categories are often abandoned because most cultures are a 
combination of systems and are neither straightforward states nor egalitarian (Ames 2009, 
Flanagan 1989, Smith 1991). Some more recent anthropological analyses of political 
systems no longer classify societies according to this typology because human use of 
power is not always in line with a typological standard and therefore some research 
focuses on power instead of political organization (Victoria 2016). This focus on power 
may also be useful for archaeological analysis.   
Even though there is a trend in anthropology towards understanding human 
interactions as non-categorical, archaeologists continue to define their cultures as “states,” 
furthering a narrative of complexity begun in the early 20th century. Smith (2003:90) 
reports over 150 different definitions of “state,” further illuminating the problems with 
the typological category. I have included the following definitions to show the overall 
similarity in language used to define a state. Claessen and Skalnik (1978:21) define the 
early state as “an organization for the regulation of social relations in a society that is 
divided into two emergent social classes, the rulers and the ruled.” In reviewing the 
previous theorizing on state formation, Haas (1982:181) concludes that the central feature 
of all theories thus far is that a society’s leaders establish a state through the creation of a 
new economic power base. Stein (1994:13) laments the implicit bias that archaeologists 
have about states being “all powerful.” In the late 20th century, Yoffee (1995:299) 
describes a needed change in thinking about Mesopotamian states as “centralized, seats 
of strong kings, bureaucratically specialized, controlling the circulation of goods, services, 
and information…” to a city-state model with less centralized control of resources. 
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Feinman and Marcus (1998:4–5) define the archaic state as having a minimum of two 
classes (ruling and commoner) and a highly centralized and specialized government. 
Possehl (1998:264) elaborates on Feinman and Marcus’s (1998) definition to say that 
archaic states are ruled by kings and have a centralized economy “…heavily (not 
exclusively) controlled from the office of the king...,” furthering the importance of 
centralized leadership. Trigger (2003:92), furthers the push to define a leader, or leaders, 
as the controller(s) of most aspects of a state, but gives more flexibility to how we can 
identify a state by defining it as “a politically organized society that is regarded by those 
who live in it as sovereign or politically independent and has leaders who control its 
social, political, legal, economic, and cultural activities.” Yoffee (2005:33), later 
returning to the subject of states, defines a state as a system of governance that relies on 
social differentiation and integration of political ideas through changing relations of 
power. His primary thesis is that there is a great myth surrounding that state, that there is 
only one type (Yoffee 2005:194). Kirch (2010:16), writing about Hawai’i, defines a 
number of characteristics of archaic (primary) states, first, they are controlled by a king 
who can usually trace ancestry to the gods, second, have social differentiation, third, are 
designed to reinforce the rule of the king through cults and temples, and fourth, they have 
a political economy that is maintained by the king and his elites. This description further 
entrenches the role of a king in an archaic state. These definitions and discussion all share 
the idea that the state is overwhelming, dictates social order, and allows only some to 
have power, but that it may not be represented in one way throughout the world. For the 
purposes of this project, I will not be applying any of these definitions, instead I will 
focus on defining systems of power as a means to understanding a complex society. 
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Adam T. Smith (2003) has recently critiqued this state-based discussion of 
archaeological cultures because it can lead to a reliance on modern models of political 
control and organization that are not related to material culture. Contemporary states are 
different from those in prehistory and protohistory because they are several steps 
removed from the populace they govern and they can exist separate from input from the 
populace (Scott 1998:76–78). To better understand politics through archaeology, Smith 
(2003:103) suggests that archaeologists should focus on power and authority, employing 
the term “early complex polity” in lieu of state because it is not laden with 
preconceptions nor does its use require the existence of historical narratives for 
justification. Others use “archaic state” in lieu of state to also draw a separation from the 
modern state (Feinman and Marcus 1998, Yoffee 2005). Smith (2003:104) also critiques 
research on legitimacy and control because they mimic the modern idea of states and 
nations (cf. Kurtz 1991, Rupp 1987). I agree that the use of the term “state” in 
archaeological descriptions can cause confusion and I aim to focus on power and 
authority throughout this project, using polity and complex society instead of state. 
Smith (2011:422) argues for the investigation of power through architectural 
features such as garrisons and administrative centers as these demonstrate interaction and 
are understood without the use of documents that can be translated with modern bias. In 
doing just that, Cooper (2010) found that in a comparison of documents about the 
hegemony and political power of Ebla to archaeology there was no material evidence of 
military or administrative power (garrisons, administrative buildings, stores of tribute, 
etc.) in Ebla or its “controlled areas.” Instead, Cooper (2010:92) suggests that Ebla’s 
power in Syria was loose and transitory and that the texts record a hegemony that had no 
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physical manifestation. This kind of research is becoming more necessary to get a clear 
understanding of how politics works on the ground and not just in writing. In the 
Mediterranean and Near East, documents are frequently used as the first point of 
investigation into political systems and economies (Stein 1998). Furthermore, 
archaeology has sometimes been interpreted as legitimizing the texts (Aubet 2001, 
Beitzel 2010). Sommer (2010:119) has suggested that using a longue durée perspective 
allows archaeologists to use the textual sources as framing devices and narratives to 
compare the material culture against. This integration of textual and material evidence is 
a more suitable method to provide a comprehensive view of politics, power, and authority.  
To move beyond the study of politics through proxies such as states, cities, and 
kings, Smith (2011:416) has argued that archaeologists should be studying sovereignty, 
or the power that dictates authority and subjugation created through historical 
negotiations that ultimately form the polity and inform personal will. In his text on state 
power, Routledge (2014:113–124) uses the example of water usage for ritual and for 
daily needs by the people in Classic Maya centers to demonstrate that sovereign power is 
located in both the mundane and the ritual sphere. Richardson (2012:8) also argues that 
archaeologists should move beyond the presumptive state model and instead consider the 
formation and maintenance of sovereignty as based on a low-power model visible 
through analysis of a range of materials. He focuses on Mesopotamia and suggests that 
“state” power was often more assumptive than actualized and sovereignty was insecure 
(Richardson 2012). Yoffee (2005) supports the investigation of power and how it 
determines authority in his discussion of states, but he does not use the term sovereignty. 
In the analysis of a political system, Smith’s (2011) ideas serve to create a new 
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framework for analyzing a complex society by considering its past, the way its people use 
power, and the physical representation of power created by the people. Through this 
framing, archaeologists can move past the assumptions of states and kingdoms to clearly 
define political structures that are visible in material culture.  
The question framing this section is “what makes a state or a kingdom?,” and the 
answer is, it depends on where and when such a complex system exists. Most researchers 
still do not define what they mean by state or kingdom, even though they critique the 
assumptions of others. Yoffee (2005), for example, has published on the problems of 
defining an “archaic state” using Mesopotamia as his main body of evidence. While using 
examples of how Mesopotamia does not fit the mold of a state, he does not clearly define 
what it is instead. While Yoffee’s (2005) text is quite useful for rethinking the modes of 
complexity first defined in the mid 20th century, it still reinforces the typology by 
providing examples of what is not a “state.” In order to really define a state or kingdom, 
archaeologists need to define the power structures that control it and then demonstrate the 
validity of those structures through material culture. Otherwise, it will be difficult to 
understand the different levels of complexity at work in the past.  
 
3.3 Dimensions of Power in Archaeological Cultures 
Eric Wolf (1990:586–587) defined four modes of power so that anthropologists 
might better understand it and how it presents in social and cultural life. His third mode, 
power over others and fourth mode, structural power, or the power to deploy resources 
and labor, are most useful for application in archaeology because they can be manifest in 
material culture. Before and after Wolf, scholars have written many other definitions of 
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power in anthropology and archaeology throughout the 20th and 21st centuries (see 
reviews in Schortman and Urban 2011, Smith 2011, Thurston 2010). Thurston 
(2010:199) criticizes many of these discussions of power, especially those from the 20th 
century, as being too heavily focused on the way elites seized power and then used it for 
their own benefit. These discussions are also not of value for this project and I will not 
discuss them, instead I focus on those that add insight to an approach to power that can be 
understood through a range of participants in a complex society. Schortman and Urban 
(2011:28) describe people as the managers of the resources available to them, deploying 
their assets in ways that are not constrained by external structures because societal 
structures are created by the society within which they are upheld (Giddens 1984). Using 
this framework and the work of Wolf (1990), power can be seen as a resource that could 
have many managers and many contributors. 
In discussions of power, archaeologists often name elites as users and 
manipulators of power. However, they do not often define the elite titles they use, such as 
king or chief. To understand kingship, Trigger (2003) used comparative analysis to 
determine if a king can be understood through one definition. Through his analysis, 
Trigger (2003:73) concludes that kings, or similar supreme rulers, are a requirement for a 
state, or complex society, to function, but their duties can vary considerably. He further 
states that civilizations without kings are rare, such as the Indus and Teotihuacan, and are 
those that do not have writing and no visual iconography of kingship (Trigger 2003:73). 
A heterarchical model may be suggested for these complex societies as they are both 
horizontally specialized and socially segmented, yet have no evidence of a single ruler 
(Crumley 1976). This and other examples suggest that a king need not be the deciding 
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factor for the definition of a state system (Possehl 1998). Furthermore, archaeologists are 
not clear in their use of the term king when describing the rule of an archaeological 
culture. Similarly to statehood, kingship is often left undefined through archaeological 
evidence, but frequently used as a defining feature of political organization.  
Some archaeologists have attempted to define the function of kings/elites in 
archaeological cultures through the analysis of material culture and texts or through the 
consideration of new political models. Parker (2011) demonstrates that Assyrian kings 
documented their lives to ensure their own legitimacy, they headed large-scale 
construction projects to reinforce their power, and established an inner circle to promote 
their legitimate claim to power. In Mesoamerica, Mayan kingship was self-promoted and 
created at a time when elitism was forming from a previously egalitarian-esque society 
because of the growth of trade amongst the individual polities in the Lowlands (Freidel 
and Schele 1988). In research on the European Iron Age, kingship is understood through 
both a decentralized and traditional hierarchy model depending on the school of thought 
one has been trained in (Thurston 2010:209). However, the application of new theories 
has shifted the focus to thinking about places such as hill-forts as areas of community 
engagement and not areas of elite housing, control, and management of the people below 
(Thurston 2010:223). In the Pueblo southwest, the transition from pithouses to pueblos 
was not solely dictated by elites as there is evidence of both hierarchy and egalitarianism 
throughout both periods (Feinman, Lightfoot, and Upham 2000). From these recent 
studies, it is even more clear that kings and other rulers were not behaving in the same 
way nor controlling the same parts of life.  
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Therefore, to really understand what a king does, investigating systems of power 
is necessary. Pauketat (2007:36) says that archaeologists often overstate the importance 
of political power as the initiator of change and he urges archaeologists to look beyond 
one form of power. He also argues that governments cannot be formed without the 
approval of the community as that would remove the agency from the populace (Pauketat 
2007:195), supporting a multi-dimensional investigation of power. Similarly, Schortman 
and Urban (2004: 31) describe power and its structures through the imagery of a web, 
where all aspects are connected. Norman Yoffee (1993) defined three dimensions of 
power required for the making and running of a state/complex society and demonstrated 
that power is not always held by one person or group. These three dimensions are 
economic, societal (ideological), and political (Yoffee 1993:69). He defines economic 
power as “a process of horizontal specialization” and “diversity of tasks” in the 
organization of production and storage of surplus, societal power as “the horizontal 
segmentation of social groups” along with the creation of symbols to represent the 
community and the establishment of territorial interactions, and finally political power is 
the use of administration to impose force within a community (Yoffee 1993:69–70). 
These three dimensions need to exist together and evolve simultaneously (have historical 
context) in order for a state/complex society to be successful (Yoffee 1993:70). Chapman 
(2003:165 and 194) argues that discussions of power (such as Yoffee’s above) do not 
relate horizontal specialization and vertical ranking well enough, however, he agrees that 
power needs to be situated in the historical context that created it.  
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Other archaeological descriptions of power include dividing it into social-centric 
types. Blanton (1998:145–146), prefers two types of power, “person-centered” and 
“systemic;” person-centered power is based on social relations and systemic power is a 
form in which institutions are established to limit intermember power strategies. He 
further divides systemic power into a corporate version in which neither the populace nor 
the leader are able to control society unilaterally, and exclusionary power in which the 
populace has no ability to challenge the leader (Blanton 1998:146–147). Feinman et al. 
(2000) describe a corporate-network model that relies on low individual aggrandizement, 
communal ritual, and cooperative labor that is similar to corporate systemic power. 
Blanton’s (1998) two forms of systemic power can be seen archaeologically through the 
location of structures for storage of surplus, the symbols used throughout the community, 
and the various forms of propaganda (statues, etc.) employed by leaders. A community 
organized through a system of exclusionary systemic power will have unequal access to 
needed subsistence items, representations of the leader in many places, specific symbols 
linked to leadership, and restrictions on social mobility for the populace. A community 
with a corporate systemic power structure will have more easy access to subsistence 
items, symbols that represent the community more often than those that represent 
leadership, and social mobility. These models encourage archaeologists to investigate 
power through multiple aspects of culture and therefore can be sought out through 
material culture analysis. The most useful modes of thinking about power for my research 
include Yoffee’s (1993) dimensions and Pauketat’s (2007) insistence that power is multi-
dimensional. The detailed description of two systemic power systems, defined by Blanton 
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(1998) also provide a good starting point for thinking through Idalion’s system of power 
as represented by material culture.  
In social theory, power is linked to human interaction. Giddens (1984:227) 
criticizes evolutionary theories of social change as being too simplistic and causal and 
instead describes the process of increasing complexity as the result of power being 
inherent in social life. He argues that social relations are the result of “the clustering of 
institutions across time and space” (Giddens 1984:164–165). His theory of structuration 
states that “social practices are ordered across space and time” and are continuously 
monitored by the agents, or actors, that reproduce them (Giddens 1984:2–5). In some 
archaeological interpretation, agents are responsible for the formation and maintenance of 
power structures (Junker 1994, Saitta 1994, Robb 2010). Both agency theory and 
structuration are contingent upon the assumption of power being the source of human 
actions. By using these theoretical models, archaeologists interpret how power is built 
into the different structures of a society, such as politics, social relations, and economics. 
Marxist approaches to power rely on investigations into the political economy, or 
the relations of production as they are affected by unequal access to resources. 
Archaeologists define the political economy as the way elites in a society utilize 
resources to ensure their continued elite status through two types of economic control: 
wealth-finance, in which elites control production/distribution of prestige goods, or 
staple-finance, in which elites collect and manage agricultural surplus (Johnson and Earle 
2000). Earle and Spriggs (2015:517) stress that “the development of central power and 
social stratification was grounded in conditions that created bottlenecks, allowing 
hierarchical property relations to emerge.” These “bottlenecks” are constriction points in 
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a commodity chain that allow one to limit access and establish ownership over materials, 
technology, or knowledge (Earle and Spriggs 2015:517). In archaeology, the analysis of 
the political economy focuses most often on the actions of elites who are the most likely 
people to manage surplus. However, theories of social behavior contradict this 
application of Marxism to the pre-modern world.  
History, memory, and societal pre-conditioning all impact a people’s creation and 
use of power. Bourdieu’s practice theory is an explanation that society and its products 
are controlled by its own historical conditions. Within practice theory Bourdieu 
(1990:55–56) explains that habitus, which encompasses all of the customs, actions, 
products, etc., of a society, is produced and reproduced within the limits of the society’s 
social and historical context. Therefore, agents are both the product and producer of 
social and historical contexts and they operate within a subconscious system that they 
created themselves through the organization of power. Therefore it is also possible that 
power fluctuates through society based on the memory and tradition in which it has been 
created and used. Halbwachs (1992:47–52) defines collective memory as the continual 
reproduction and preservation of memories through the influence of social life, and states 
that memories are linked to the time and the group with which they were created. 
Therefore, the rise of elite power, the production and control of surplus, and the 
organization of an early complex polity, or Archaic state, is all linked to the social norms 
and memories of a society. In order for a political economy to function, an agreement had 
to have been made between those managing surplus and directing production and those 
who produce. However, those “managers” are not necessarily only in charge of the goods 
considered high value because surplus includes foodstuffs and other utilitarian needs. 
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Nevertheless, archaeological models of political systems tend to be based on the study of 
elites and prestige goods.  
 
3.4 Archaeological Models of Political Systems 
 Archaeologists often define the political system of an archaeological culture 
according to mid 20th century neoevolutionary models (band, tribe, chiefdom, state), as 
described above in Section 3.2. These models encourage archaeologists to impose a 
typological list of characteristics without testing said characteristics. In some more recent 
archaeological analysis, scholars have challenged the norms of 20th century scholarship 
focusing instead on ways of thinking about politics in the archaeological past without 
prescribed typological sets (Chapman 2003, 2007; Pauketat 2007; Richardson 2012; 
Smith 2003, 2011; Yoffee 2005). Chapman (2003:82–87) demonstrates that the early 
definition of complexity is overstated and that there is not a single definition for 
“complex society” that is applicable to all culture groups; political systems in 
contemporary or archaeological cultures should not be defined by a typology. However, 
the state is consistently used in archaeological literature as a model without definition. As 
I explained above (Section 3.2), Chapman (2003), Routledge (2014), and Smith (2011) 
argue that archaeologists should be investigating power and not statehood as a means to 
understand the political organization of the past. As Chapman (2003:87-88) stresses, 
when archaeologists attempt to define a political system as chiefdom or state, the focus 
moves from understanding human use of power to splitting hairs over the criteria that 
could define the political “type.” 
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  However, if used correctly, a model, typology, or approach can serve an 
important purpose in archaeological explanation. It can provide a starting point for 
comparative analysis. There are a few models that provide an understanding of the 
different cultural elements that affect the acquisition and use of power without drawing 
from modern systems that can cloud our understanding of the past. I detail a few of them 
below. First, peer polity interaction is defined as the result of interaction between the 
elites of different polities who affect change on one another due to competition (Renfrew 
1986). When a polity, or bounded, urban society, interacts with another group, several 
events occur, including change to become similar in size and design, the adoption of 
similar material culture types due to elite competition, an increase in production, and an 
intensification in the complexity of stratification (Renfrew 1986:7-8). Applying peer-
polity interaction allows an archaeologist to understand why material culture changes 
locally within a larger regional change and is a great way to determine the material 
imprint of interactions. It is not useful in determining the rise of states, as the articles in 
its premier publication demonstrate (Renfrew and Cherry 1986). It is also problematic as 
it was first published because it applies agency to an urban entity and decreases the role 
of human decisions. In the Mediterranean region, Fourrier (2013) and Ma (2003) have 
used peer-polity interaction to explain some aspects of elite competition. On Cyprus, 
Fourrier (2013) explains that the rural sanctuaries around larger polities are used to 
reinforce the kings power at the urban center and that all Iron Age polities had associated 
rural sanctuaries, as a form of reinforcement of their power and competition with their 
neighbors. Ma (2003) uses peer-polity interaction to study the historical documents of the 
city-states of Greece, on the mainland and in Anatolia, and explains their peculiar 
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repetitive praising of one another through the peer-polity model. Peer-polity interaction, 
while offering a view of urban centers as focal points for society, also encourages 
archaeologists to elaborate on elite behavior and actions as primary to political economy. 
However, elites may not always be the sole or primary actors in the political economy of 
complex societies and through the peer-polity model, an archaeologist can identify the 
range of power-holding participants.  
Another approach to investigating politics and political economy is to consider 
scale as a defining feature. Bussman (2014:80) defines scale as the “degree of 
coalescence between central and local models.” Feinman (2004) also applies scale to 
assess economic and political systems because production, exchange, and consumption 
are affected differently based on scale. Bussman’s (2014) research analyzes three models 
popular in explaining kingship in the Old Kingdom and assesses their validity. He 
explains that the Old Kingdom Kings were not successful in making the state the 
dominant feature of life because early domains were unaffected by unification 
(Bussmann 2014:87). Material evidence comes from reliefs in Old Kingdom temples that 
did not have kings in their images, suggesting the state did not really control religion. 
Rather, the Old Kingdom kings were focused only on elite burial structures and rituals 
and had nearly no urban influence or ambitions (Bussmann 2014:87–88). The Middle 
Kingdom can be explained as a reformulation of kingship and a time when the scale of 
the state is much larger (Bussmann 2014:88–89). By assessing scale, one can find out that 
using a descriptor such as “state” may imply more than what exists in the material record.  
 Archaeologists apply political economy models to archaeological remains and 
often identify how local interactions result in differentiation in access to power. Morris 
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(1998:295) found that each Inkan site had a high level of flexibility because power is 
representative of who holds it, not a standard system created by a state. Similarly, 
Sommer (Sommer 2010:127) explains that in Phoenician cities, identity was linked to the 
city through interactions with power and not to the broad notion of Phoenician-ness as 
described in texts. Kelly (2010) describes how the manipulation of landscape by the 
Hueda, a local population on the coast of western Africa, placed the European traders in a 
diminutive position. The Hueda elite organized the building of European trading lodges 
to symbolically control the whole system, disallowing the use of seventeenth/eighteenth 
century castles instead. Hueda identity and power was made more prominent and was 
used to control the role of Europeans in the tenuous political environment of the slave 
trade (Kelly 2010:109–110). Brumfiel (1991) uses a case-study of Xaltocan, Mexico to 
demonstrate that the rise of imperial Aztec power and the creation of the central market at 
Tenochtitlan impacted the use of the local market, ultimately causing it to be abandoned 
after an Aztec governor took over control of the polity. Nearby polities had different 
experiences based on their less direct interaction with the imperial Aztec political system 
(Brumfiel 1991). In Thailand, O’Reilly (2014) found that elites began to control/manage 
water during the Iron Age, thereby forming hierarchical systems dependent on one’s 
relationship with elites and their access to water to farm, produce, goods, and survive. 
These examples show how local interactions influence the creation and maintenance of 
the social systems that affect political organization and economics.  
In all of these examples, the practice of applying material culture to 
archaeological understandings of politics is prominent. This is the most ideal way of 
investigating and describing the role of elites and others in political formations. 
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Furthermore, these examples demonstrate that the textual evidence of complexity is 
difficult to verify through archaeological evidence. Therefore, to understand the political 
economy of pre-modern cultures, archaeologists must focus first on material evidence to 
formulate models.   
 
2.5 Politics and Power on First Millennium BCE Cyprus 
On Cyprus, a city-kingdom is described as an autonomous political system with a 
king at its head. This political system has been through translation of a few Cuneiform 
inscriptions found on the island (Iacovou 2013 and bibliography). Many of the Cypriot 
polities (Idalion, Tamassos, Amathous, Salamis) of the first millennium BCE were 
created after the fall of others around 1200 BCE (Iacovou 2008, Voskos and Knapp 
2008). While the reasons for the formation of these “city-kingdoms” is not important for 
this project, their organization and ruling structure is important. Maria Iacovou (2002, 
2008, 2012, 2013) has published many articles on the formation, maintenance, and 
dissolution of city-kingdoms, relying heavily on inscriptions as her primary source of 
information and focusing most often on the Geometric and Archaic Periods. In a review 
of the Archaic Period, Reyes (1994) presents textual and archaeological evidence to 
discuss the ethnic makeup of the population and the role of external influences on the 
cultural and social life of Cypriots at this time, however he does not discuss the political 
design of the polities. Other big-picture political evaluations of the Iron Age usually 
focus on the places named in Assyrian inscriptions and brief discussions of the 
archaeology of these sites (Cannavò 2010, Rupp 1987, Satraki 2012). While these articles 
demonstrate that there is a lot to say about the Iron Age, they do not really interrogate the 
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material culture through political models or theoretical perspectives as highlighted above, 
instead they focus on proving the historical sources and relying on them for “big 
statements.” As an example, Satraki (2012:262) states that there is no proof of one polity 
attempting to take over the whole island in the Iron Age because she relies on historical 
sources to define the roles and activities of the polities. While I am not currently arguing 
that such an event occurred I am not able to say for certain that one polity did not have a 
major stake in the economy or politics of the island. It seems the reliance on the “city-
kingdom” as the defining feature of the polities has directed scholars not to challenge the 
idea of autonomy of the polities. However, among scholars of the Late Bronze Age, there 
is considerable debate about when and who might be the “king” of the island as a whole. 
This is framed in the context of the Alashiya letters between Amarna, Ugarit, and Cyprus 
which are understood to be exchanges between super-powers of which the whole of 
Cyprus (and not one polity of the island) was Alashiya. In the 15th and 14th centuries BCE, 
Enkomi seems to be the seat of power (Knapp 1997:65–66), but yet the Alashiya tablets 
(14th/13th centuries BCE) do not source to the region of Enkomi (Goren et al. 2003:248–
249). Therefore, due to the petrographic and chemical analysis of the tablets, the seat of 
power may have been near the Troodos Mountains, Alassa or Kalavassos have been 
suggested as the location from which the tablets were sent (Goren et al. 2003:250). For 
the Late Bronze Age, archaeologists have been more successful in using both historical 
and material evidence to discuss political control. Yet, it is still not clear how even the 
Bronze Age cities interacted with one another or organized their own place-based society.  
Beyond the Archaic Period, there is even less of an attempt to discuss the political 
organization of Cyprus. The Cypro-Classical and Hellenistic periods are dramatically 
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under synthesized, with only a handful of publications discussing more than historical 
sources and material culture style for the period as a whole (Balandier 2002, Michaelides 
1996, Mitford 1953, Vessberg and Westholm 1956). One recent exception is 
Papantoniou’s (2012) comprehensive book on the religious transformations in the later 
Iron Age into the Roman Period. Due to the historical evidence from the Iron Age (see 
Stylianou 1989 for a review of sources), Cypriot archaeologists have focused on 
identifying foreign influence on Cypriot material culture and society (Childs, Smith, and 
Padgett 2012; Gjerstad 1948; Maier 1985; Maier and Karageorghis 1984; Rupp 1988). 
However, Lightbody (2013) argues that Cyprus and the Cypriots do not fit within the 
cultural assumptions tied to the historical trajectory of the Mediterranean because through 
their insularity they were able to navigate their relationships with external influences and 
only absorb what they wanted to integrate into their culture.  
At Idalion, the Tablet of Idalion, also called the Idalion Bronze (ICS 217, figure 
3.1) has been identified as a potential source for understanding the political structure of 
the polity. The tablet dates to the first half of the fifth century BCE and records an 
agreement made between King Stasikypros and the people of Idalion with a doctor, 
Onasilos, and his brothers for their service during a failed invasion by people from Kition. 
The translation of the tablet records the king and his people making decisions together in 
regards to payment to the doctor and his family (Georgiadou 2010, 2015; Masson 
1983a:235–244). Idalion’s governing structure could thus be interpreted as a republic 
because as the tablet describes, both the population and the king of Idalion control 
separate land, and additionally, the king makes decisions in agreement with the city about 
the distribution of royal lands and of the treasury of the city, which are held in control by 
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the king and the city jointly. If we consider this interpretation as valid, then the “city-
kingdom” of Idalion, and perhaps others at this time, was not an absolute monarchy with 
the king holding all the power. 
     
Figure 3.1. The Idalion Bronze (ICS 217). Source: Face A of the Tablet of Idalion, 
Bibliotheque Nationale de France, inv. Bronzes 2297. 
 
 
However, a “republic” is a modern term that has its own built in assumptions and 
associations. To apply it to the archaeological record, a republic must be defined through 
material culture and in terms that are appropriate for the past. In applying a multi-
dimensional view of power, a republic would be a system of power that is shared across 
economic, political, and societal power systems. Specifically applying Yoffee’s (1993) 
dimensions, economic power would include a horizontal specialization of subsistence 
goods that in this case would not be managed by an elite, but would rather support the 
polity as a whole. In the material record, this could be represented by workshops that are 
separated from the administrative center and evidence of open-access to raw materials. 
Political power would include joint decision making between the leader and the people in 
regards to the administration of the polity and the use of its resources. Materially, this 
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could be represented by the construction of large public buildings, the storage of surplus 
in publically accessible locations, full-scale shift of settlement to a new location, other 
large constructions that are not reserved for elite purposes. Finally, both the leadership 
and the people would impact societal power through the creation of group symbols, 
definition of territory, building of structures in which symbols are displayed, and sharing 
access to goods and surplus. In the material record, these actions could be represented by 
the prevalence of certain goods across the whole polity, the display of similar symbols 
throughout all areas, but specifically in a public building accessible by all, and similar 
material culture sets in all domestic spaces. A republic might also be a type of state-
system that is defined through a less stringent social hierarchy, because shared power and 
allocation of wealth would allow for a more materially cohesive site, similar to Blanton’s 
(1998) corporate systemic power model.  
 
3.6 A New Approach to Understanding States and Kingdoms: Defining Power 
Through Material Culture  
Following Smith’s (2011) suggestion to put aside the modern idea of a state, I 
investigated politics at Idalion through a multi-dimensional view of power, considering 
the economic, social, and political dimensions primarily. While elites are the obvious 
power-holders in a political economy, they are not only impassioned to affect the 
production of high value goods. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, production can be 
organized in a number of ways, with power being shifted depending on the circumstances. 
In Yoffee’s (1993) three dimensions of power (see above), craft producers are involved in 
all three. Crafters influence economic power because they can create surplus to support a 
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trade system and/or local economy. They are involved in societal power because they are 
at the mercy of those who control access to goods, they produce objects with symbols of 
commonality or specific groups, and they are involved in territorial interactions because 
of their need for raw materials. This aspect is primarily person-centered power, as 
described by Blanton (1998). Finally, crafts people are involved in political power 
because they can be contracted and administered as needed and are affected by 
restrictions on land access and trade. All dimensions, economic, societal, and political, 
are necessary for the running of a state or kingdom, but one person need not control them. 
Human culture is today and in the past a complicated and intertwined system constructed 
out of interactions and agreements. In neoevolutionary tradition, statehood is tied to the 
idea that one person or a small group holds power, however, that idea is counterintuitive 
to the way power is organized even today. Therefore, the analysis of non-elite items that 
hold high social and use value (such as everyday use pottery) is necessary to reveal the 
way power is structured, utilized, and applied outside of elite interests.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF PRODUCTION 
4.1 Introduction 
 Archaeologists generally understand an economy to be composed of items that 
can be studied in a cycle of production, consumption, and exchange. Whether or not these 
items are goods, gifts, or commodities, depends on the model one is relying on to 
understand an economic system. Archaeologists often investigate economic systems 
through the political economy model because modern, capitalistic economic systems are 
difficult to apply to the past. Furthermore, power negotiations are evident in all human 
patterns and behaviors and therefore the economy of an archaeological culture will 
exhibit these negotiations, frequently linking them to political systems. One or two of the 
different parts (production, consumption, or exchange) of the economic system are 
usually the focus of archaeological analysis depending on the type of material culture 
under study. Craft production will be the focus of this project and is therefore at the 
forefront of this chapter. Producers are usually either specialists in their craft, using it as 
their main livelihood, or more casual household producers who only make what they 
need themselves, but they can be a combination of those two types as well.  
 
4.2 Power and Production: Models, Theories, and Problems 
Production centers are not regularly found in all regions, so archaeologists 
investigate production through an analysis of technology. In the mid 20th century, 
archaeologists studying production described it through theoretical models and the 
creation of typologies. Some widely cited models include Earle’s (1981) binary model of 
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attached and independent specialists, and more complex typologies including van der 
Leeuw’s (1977) six-part model focusing on increasing scale and intensity from household 
to large-scale production and Peacock’s (1982) eight-part model that is also scale and 
intensity based but takes into account the possible control of some aspects by the 
government or elites and the geographic setting of each type. Each model defines how 
production is organized in relation to social and political relationships. These models, and 
the many that followed, address questions such as, do producers control their own goods, 
do producers work in coordination with other producers, and does the family unit 
contribute to the process?  
In the making of models, archaeologists have identified a number of ways a 
product can be affected by elements of the culture it is created within. Producers are often 
defined as specialized or non-specialized, contingent on how much they produce and for 
what purpose, with the general agreement that non-specialists do not produce high value 
goods (Brumfiel and Earle 1987). When a producer invests labor and capital for output 
that is more than what they need for their own purposes and they conduct exchanges for 
goods they do not produce themselves, such as foodstuffs, they are considered a specialist 
(Costin 1991:4). Furthermore, production is often identified as independent, when the 
output is controlled by the producer, or attached, when the output is controlled by 
someone else, usually an elite (Earle 1981:230). Attached producers are most often 
connected to prestige goods because these items would be more costly to produce (Costin 
1991:11–13, Helms 1993, Junker 1994, Lewis 1996, Peregrine 1991, Widmer 2009, 
Wright 1998). In attached production, someone other than the producer holds the power 
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and the producer is beholden to the needs of the person holding power in the production 
situation.   
These models are problematic because each uses a different set of terms (for 
example, nucleated workshop or workshop industry) making comparisons between 
groups difficult if each is defined on different terms. Furthermore, the organization of 
production is not as straightforward as a typology suggests due to the nature of human 
interactions. Seeing the problem with the plethora of models created by her predecessors 
and contemporaries, Costin (1991:8), defined four parameters of production that can be 
analyzed archaeologically and ethno-archaeologically: context, concentration, scale, and 
intensity.  Her categories expand upon the work of Feinman et. al. (1984), who indicate 
that scale and competition are important categories of ceramic production that can be 
investigated both archaeologically and ethnoarchaeologically. Costin (1991) defines her 
four parameters as follows. Context constitutes the relationship between producers and 
the cultural aspects that affect demand (Costin 1991:11). Concentration regards the 
spatial relationship of producers and consumers; it is the geographic organization of 
production (Costin 1991:13). Scale is the size of the production unit and the way in which 
producers are recruited (Costin 1991:15). Intensity is the amount of time spent producing 
the craft item from procurement of raw materials through its dispersal into the 
community (Costin 1991:16). Power relations will impact all four of these parameters, 
however the context of production is the focus of this study because it can more easily be 
assessed through an analysis of power relations.  
In discussions of power and craft production, many archaeologists apply “prestige 
goods theory” that states elites would control the production and use of items of higher 
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value that require more specialized skill to produce (Chapman 2005, Earle et al. 2015, 
Frankenstein and Rowlands 1978, Kiely 2010, Knapp 1993, McGlade 1997, Schortman 
and Urban 2004, Trubitt 2000, Wesson 2008). Studying prestige items is favored to 
demonstrate the ways elites impact production. In reviewing the role of power in craft 
production Schortman and Urban (2004: Table I) list the processes that archaeologists 
have emphasized within craft production literature and summarize the way power has 
been understood thus far. In general, political power is most distinctly tied to prestige 
goods manufacture because controlling these items allows one to rise in political status 
because they are made with hard to acquire raw materials. Commoner craft producers are 
thus far understood to be motivated by economic needs more so that political or societal 
needs (Schortman and Urban 2004:190 and 197). This is the standard approach to 
interpreting power in production. Archaeologists have found evidence of prestige goods 
being controlled by elites and produced by attached specialists in various contexts (Costin 
1996, Junker 1994, Widmer 2009, Wright 1998). However, craft specialists are not 
always straightforwardly attached or independent; in Mayan society, elites make their 
own prestige goods (Inomata 2001), in some hierarchical societies, the ritual practitioner 
is craft producer (Spielmann 1998:157–158) and independent specialists will produce 
elite goods at the will of elites part time based on the ebb and flow of their other 
production activities (Clark and Parry 1990:315). Archaeologists view utilitarian goods 
as the realm of independent producers and do not often consider the role of such 
producers in power structures. However, the production of utilitarian goods relies on a 
system in which producers are unrestricted in their access to raw materials and markets, a 
system affected by political, economic, and societal motivations and powers.  
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To better understand the power structures that can impact the production of 
utilitarian goods, we must investigate the relations of power instead of focusing on the 
interactions of large groups and authority structures or those who make up the authority 
structures. By studying the relations of power, we are able to acknowledge the historical 
development of power and investigate those that are asserting their interests both inside 
and outside of the dominant groups (Sweely 1999:1). A potter and those that aid him or 
her are affected by the control of resources held by others (Arnold 2008, 2015). If a plot 
of land is owned by the state, certain recordable permissions must be acquired, if an 
individual owns the land, required permissions may be more informally acquired and 
validated socially. These relations are accessible in the archaeological record through the 
analysis of the context of production. These relations are also involved in the political 
economy because of the different ways power is implemented.  
 
4.3 The Context of Production 
Of Costin’s (1991:11–16) four parameters, the context of production is in most 
need of study at Idalion. This section will review some of the ways archaeologists 
explore this parameter. The context of production has been the focus of intense 
discussion in the field of archaeology since the 1980s, but earlier, V. Gordon Childe 
(1958:162–173) investigated production and defined specialists in the context of state 
formation and urbanism (Wailes 1996). Archaeologists choose to focus on several 
different factors in their analysis of context. The analyses most useful for this 
investigation include the step-by-step production process, or chaîne opératoire, the role 
of elites in production, and the definition of types of potters. The chaîne opératoire is the 
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detailed analysis of the steps involved in producing good, from raw material acquisition, 
to processing, to the design of the final products. Chaîne opératoire is defined as a series 
of technical operations that are performed on a raw material through the mental choices 
of the producer to transform it into a final product with purpose (Lemonnier 1986:149, 
Leroi-Gourhan 1993:114, Sellet 1993:106–107). In archaeology, it can be used as a 
method of observing technical and social practices of production including clay 
procurement, economic expenditures, and discard to understand underlying social 
meanings (Clark 2007:65, Sellet 1993:106).  
In applying chaîne opératoire methodology to studies of pottery, archaeologists 
have found a variety of influences affecting production. De La Fuente (2011:245–246) 
demonstrates that in the Andes, production became more specialized and technically 
more challenging after workshops were established. On Cyprus, Clarke (2007:107–108) 
found three different periods during which potters changed their technologies in the 
production of fine wares in the fifth and fourth millennia BCE. Arnold’s (1985, 2008, 
2015) ethnoarchaeological work in Central America is a great example of how we can 
understand changes and influences, such as tariffs or population movement, on pottery 
production. Therefore, by analyzing the steps involved in the production process, 
archaeologists can determine the causes of change or stability in production practices and 
I utilize this perspective through attribute analysis. 
Another topic of study in archaeological investigations of the context of 
production relevant to this project is the consideration of where elite power is imposed on 
producers and thereby determine if they are independent or attached. As discussed above 
(Section 4.2), this dichotomy is not as simple as it seems. In the analysis of the context of 
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production, archaeologists have found that increases in stratification can provoke elites to 
control production (Charlton, Nichols, and Charlton 1991; Miller 2007; Stein 1996). 
However, when elites hold power over producers they do not always exhibit direct 
control (Flad 2011, Lass 1998) and producers are sometimes rewarded by elites 
(Brumfiel 1998). One problem I see with the attached versus independent producer 
designation is that, similar to other binaries, it does not allow for another type of 
production that does not fit neatly into those two designations. Other archaeologists have 
similar concerns. Underhill (2002:8) proposes the use of “sponsored production” instead 
of attached production because the ethnographic record and archaeological examples 
indicate that there is flexibility in how control is exerted over production. Yoffee (1993) 
uses Mesopotamia as an example of another production type in which entrepreneurial 
members of society gained access and control of craft production and distribution. In the 
Andes, production centers of Tiwanaku cities were also not attached or independent, 
instead they were self-organized in their own compounds outside of the city center 
(Janusek 1999). Using ethnoarchaeological data, Clark (1995:280–281) has suggested 
that we should not assume that attached production is only part of a hierarchical society 
in which elites have control over most parts of life. Furthermore, Wright (1996:130) also 
indicates that defining the context of production should include more than just an analysis 
of attached versus independent because in ethnographic contexts the control of 
production by elites does not mean that a producer has to move to a workshop setting. 
Therefore, I prefer to avoid the binary categories of attached or independent, relying on 
the analysis of the pottery fabric to determine who has influence over production. I 
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furthermore analyze production to determine where the exertion of power by various 
agents impacts producers who did not make prestige items.  
 
4.4 The Standardization Hypothesis 
Standardization is the most-often cited quality of a good that was produced 
according to a system with a specific outcome in mind (Clark and Parry 1990). The 
standardization hypothesis states that a product with a high degree of similarity in 
technological, morphological, and/or decorative elements is the result of specialized 
production, likely mass-produced in a workshop that may also be controlled by an elite 
(Blackman, Stein, and Vandiver 1993:61; Costin 1991; Rice 1981:220–221; Sterling 
2015:40; van der Leeuw 1977). Several scholars have attempted to demonstrate the 
validity of this hypothesis through detailed material culture analysis and 
ethnoarchaeological data. A standardized product is one that is homogeneous, but we 
must first define what homogeneous means for defining products made through human 
labor. Eerkens (2000) writes that a 5% difference between products can be considered 
standardized/homogeneous because humans are not perfect, even those who are 
professionals in their craft. His statement is based on a study in which people were asked 
to cut out objects from paper that they had just handled and knew well (a business card, a 
quarter, etc.) and then repeating the process in different ways to test for variation 
(Eerkens 2000:664). Therefore, archaeologists should expect some variation in products 
that they would consider homogeneous, or standardized and some analyses do find small 
amounts of variation.  
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In archaeological research, standardization has been identified in many cultural 
contexts, but it is always with the caveat that there are nearly no exactly identical 
production examples because of the human aspect of potting. At Tel Leilan, Syria, during 
the third millennium BCE, pottery fabrics were standardized, but there were differences 
between production events and because of the use of river clays (Blackman, Stein, and 
Vandiver 1993). In Mesoamerica, Arnold (2000) found through ethnoarchaeology that 
potter decisions related to motor function and personal style preferences caused the most 
variability in pottery, even when all potters are using the same clay and paste recipe. 
Sterling (2015) found that in Old Kingdom Egypt, the volume of bowls was standardized 
through time and would change at four places (state areas and non-state areas) 
simultaneously; other aspects of the pottery were not standardized. Finally, Esposito and 
Zurbach (2014:41) explain that standardization is not just the production of homogeneous 
goods, but can also be the reduction in the number and types of vessels/objects resulting 
in a standard set of goods in a consumption system. These examples demonstrate that 
pottery that can be considered standardized is not always homogeneous in all physical 
characteristics nor is there resolute proof that using the same clay paste produces a 
standardized product.  
 Another important consideration related to studying standardization is that the 
method of learning to produce an object is socially linked. In the Cuzco region of Peru, 
Sillar (2000:77–78) found that contemporary potters do not stray from the paste recipes 
they are taught unless it is absolutely necessary and when they do, their pots are usually 
unsuccessful. Furthermore, a specialist potter will standardize their product to make it 
recognizable at market (Sillar 2000:79). On the island of Luzon in the Phillipines, one 
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village of potters in San Nicolas even produce a shiny black pot to make their product 
stand out at market (Longacre, Xia, and Yang 2000). However, in Gubat, another region 
of Luzon, Filipino potters were not able to recognize a specific potter’s style if it was 
undecorated (London 1991:202). In another study Longacre (1999) found that only older 
potters in San Nicolas were specialized enough to create truly standardized water jugs, 
but that metrically the village only varied four percent and in other villages the variation 
was as high as 12 percent. Therefore, the social expectations related to production play a 
role in the output. In archaeological analysis, Berg (2004) found that social and economic 
context affected the outcome of the standardization of conical cups, used for feasting in 
Minoan culture, on two islands, Melos and Kea, during the Aegean Bronze Age. On Kea, 
potters increasingly standardized production through time likely due to competition with 
neighboring production communities and on Melos there was no change through time 
suggesting that standardization was not necessary for social or economic reasons (Berg 
2004:82). In Mycenaean pottery assemblages from both Miletus and southern Italy, 
standardization during the LBA has been linked to the introduction of new technology 
brought by Mycenaean potters (Esposito and Zurbach 2014). In both ethnoarchaeological 
and archaeological research, the context of production and consumption is important for 
understanding the purpose of standardization. Therefore, archaeologists who research 
standardization must not assume that the results of one region will be duplicated in 
another even if the same paste/fabric is used, nor should they take the standardization 
hypothesis as fact because context and social interactions can impact the organization of 
production.  
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4.5 History of Research on Undecorated Pottery on Cyprus 
In the Mediterranean, archaeologists, art historians, and others have conducted 
intensive research on decorated pottery to understand culture through an analysis of 
surface treatment. Today we are able to study pottery in new ways through the use of 
chemical and microstructural analyses used to identify production characteristics, trade 
patterns, and other culturally motivated actions and behaviors. The early and current 
application of technologies, such as Neutron Activation Analysis and Spectroscopy, were 
and are still regularly applied to decorated finewares and less frequently to undecorated, 
coarser wares. In the Mediterranean and elsewhere, it is common to study the objects that 
are appropriate for museum cases, such as fine metals and decorated pottery, in great 
detail and the objects that make up the bulk of the finds, such as undecorated pottery, 
through large-scale quantitative analysis. Recently, however, there has been an increase 
in research on undecorated pottery in the Mediterranean and beyond. Archaeologists have 
studied the ways undecorated wares indicate the foodways of an archaeological culture, 
represent identity, are indicators of population movement, and are indicators of regional 
trade (Ard 2013, Beeston et al. 2006, Crewe 2015, Karageorghis and Kouka, eds. 2011, 
Nieuwenhuyse 2018, Reber and Evershed 2004, Reid and Montgomery 1998, Roux 2015, 
Spagnoli 2010, Wright, ed. 2004). However, there is little research on the ways in which 
production of undecorated wares is affected by the social, economic, and political aspects 
of life. I focus on Cyprus in the paragraphs below to give context to the need for more 
research on utilitarian pottery in Cyprus and the Mediterranean more widely. 
The first large-scale publication of pottery types on Cyprus was included in the 
Swedish Cyprus Expedition volumes in the early to mid 20th century. This expedition was 
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the first truly scientific, archaeological analysis of Cyprus. The Swedish team spent three 
years investigating archaeological sites across the island (Gjerstad 1980). They proceeded 
to publish four multi-part volumes on their excavations, including typological analyses of 
pottery from all periods. These typologies became the standard for relative dating on 
Cyprus. Unfortunately, there was no typology of undecorated wares outside of their 
association with decorated wares based on form and coarse wares were included as a 
group at the end of each type with no clear typological analysis. The naming of types is 
first descriptive including Plain White, White Painted, Bichrome, and second, numerical 
as the catalog is divided by type according to a more specific style with the addition of a 
Roman numeral. Unfortunately the term Plain White applies to both slipped and 
unslipped undecorated wares of various coarseness and thickness. Furthermore, the 
typology is principally based on nearly complete vessels from tombs, making it 
problematic for several reasons including, the theory that pottery can be made 
specifically for tombs or that pots from various timeframes could be deposited as 
“heirlooms.” Smith (Smith 2008a:292–293), using pottery from Kition, has also 
demonstrated that although the Iron Age types defined by Gjerstad (1948) are meant to 
represent chronological change, they instead often represent regional differences. Shortly 
after the publication of the Swedish typology, several archaeological analyses of Cypriot 
and Eastern Mediterranean pottery was used to reinforce or challenge the Swedish 
typology (Albright and Gjerstad 1953, Hanfmann 1951, Van Beek 1951). However, these 
publications are not about undecorated wares and are mainly concerned with issues of 
absolute chronology. In 1963, Birmingham contributed to this discussion by publishing 
her analysis of non-ceramic finds and her re-analysis of pottery finds from Swedish 
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excavated sites, determining that they do not coincide well with the assigned pottery 
typology and absolute dates. She further posits a new typology with similar naming 
conventions to the Levant, with Early, Middle, and Late Iron Age periods (Birmingham 
1963:39–40). Her typology is also based on the style of the decoration and did not 
overturn the Swedish typology as the standard. There is only one pottery related 
compilation book from Cyprus and it is a compilation of articles about chronology, types, 
and forms of Bronze Age decorated or slipped wares. There are no studies of undecorated 
pottery in this compilation (Barlow, Bolger, and Kling 1991). Prior to this volume, one 
on provenance studies was compiled by Jones, mainly as a product of work from the 
Fitch Laboratory in Athens (Jones and Boardman 1986). While there are many pottery 
studies, there are none that were carried out solely on undecorated wares.  
After the introduction of methods such as Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA), a 
new wave of pottery analysis began in the Mediterranean. In each Joint American 
Expedition to Idalion volume Alan Bieber (1974, 1989) published preliminary findings of 
his dissertation about pottery production at Idalion, employing NAA on ceramics. He 
found that there is a variety of fabric types used and his work also demonstrated that there 
was very little made locally. He selected decorated fine-wares for the bulk of his samples, 
with only 10% of his sample representing undecorated wares, and this may be the factor 
affecting his ability to identify locally produced wares. Decorated pottery is often more 
highly processed in its production sequence, resulting in fewer large inclusions and 
therefore a potentially less indicative chemical sequence. Combining NAA and 
petrography, as is often done in contemporary research, could have proven to be more 
useful in identifying which fabrics were made locally at Idalion and which were imported 
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to the area. Furthermore, over half of the clay samples used were from the Mesaoria Plain, 
a geologically cohesive area of Cyprus (Bieber 1989:Table 2). 
There is no published typology for undecorated wares from non-tomb contexts, 
however there have been efforts made to encourage the study of undecorated pottery 
throughout the 21st century. Pamela Gaber was one of the first to study undecorated 
wares, publishing a brief article about her understanding of the pottery from Idalion in 
2000. In this study, she analyzed the undecorated wares from several areas excavated by 
the Joint American Expedition to Idalion in the 1970s finding that the chronology is 
difficult to understand without further typological analysis of Plain White wares, 
coarsewares, and cooking wares (Gaber 2000). During this time Gaber was working on 
her own typological sequence, but has never published it. In my time working at Idalion I 
have also learned the sequence Gaber uses to determine dating based not only on 
decorated wares such as White Painted and Bichrome, but also the rim forms of Plain 
White wares.  In the Iron Age, bases and handles are standard forms from about 700 to 
300 BCE making these diagnostic elements difficult to assign to a more specific time 
period. Rims are however more diagnostic. In the 10th-8th centuries BCE, rims are folded 
and by the seventh century BCE the fold has widened to an everted shape. By the fifth 
century BCE, the everted rim has become fully flattened. This is true for Plain White, 
Black on Red, and White Painted wares. The globular shape of Plain White bowls from 
the Cypro-Geometric period is not continued for very long into the Cypro-Archaic period. 
Furthermore, bowl shapes are generally larger before the fourth century BCE. While this 
is not a complete typological description of undecorated wares, it is the basis of the 
typology used at Idalion.  
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More recently, scholars have been publishing on undecorated wares with more 
frequency. All the researchers point out the value of studying undecorated pottery as a 
means to understand the production practices of a community and the lives of the people. 
Winther Jacobsen (2006) published the undecorated pottery from Panayia Ematousa, in 
rural south central Cyprus as a way to begin recording what a typical household 
assemblage may be in Hellenistic-Roman Cyprus. To understand the first appearance of 
Plain White wares, Crewe (2015:124) investigated the development of Plain White pithoi 
in the Middle Cypriot Bronze Age. She says that Cypriots created these storage and 
transport jars as replicas of imports from the Levant so they could be involved in 
commodity exchanges. The plainness of the fabric is inspired by the similar, undecorated 
style of large jars of the Levantine region (Crewe 2015). 
A new study, being directed by the Archaeological Research Unit of the 
University of Cyprus, called “Stirring Pots on Fire,” was begun in 2013. It’s goal is to 
conduct an island-wide study of cooking wares from the Bronze Age through the early-
Modern period. They have published results from analysis of Early-Late Bronze Age 
cooking wares as of the time of this writing (Dikomitou-Eliadou, Georgiou, and Vionis 
2016; Dikomitou-Eliadou and Vionis 2016; Vionis and Dikomitou-Eliadou 2014). Using 
petrography and a number of other methods, they have begun to formulate a typology of 
fabrics used to produce cooking wares throughout time and space on Cyprus. This study 
will result in the most comprehensive analysis of cooking wares in the Eastern 
Mediterranean. Prior to this study, others have analyzed cooking wares on Cyprus, 
including Webb and Frankel (2004) and Spagnoli (2010), highlighting how these wares 
need a particular type of construction to be successful. Cooking pots are typically 
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produced in more standardized sizes with globular bases and could be more standardized 
in fabric type so they do not crack or otherwise fail due to continued heating and cooling. 
This new research project will add insight to the more technical side of cooking ware 
production and allow comparisons between time periods to track technological change. 
 
4.6 Production in First Millennium BCE Cyprus 
 Throughout the 20th century and into the 21st century, the interest in material 
culture from Cyprus has been largely impacted by the study of decorated pottery, 
sculpture/figurines, and objects made of precious metals or gemstones. Furthermore, 
objects are generally studied first through art historical perspectives with a comparison of 
styles or types (Averett 2011; Caubet 1992; Counts 2008, 2011; Counts and Toumazou 
2003; Crouwel and Tatton-Brown 1988; Gaber 1989; Gaber-Saletan 1986; Karageorghis 
1993-1996; Nys and Recke 2004; Reyes 2001; Smith 2009; Törnkvist 1972). In the realm 
of production, there are a few publications from Cyprus that assess the way an object is 
created and what the production qualities of an object can tell us about social life. Some 
publications are ethnographic (Johnston 1974; London 1989, 2000) and others are 
scientific archaeological (Bartusewich 2012; Bieber 1974, 1989; Gilboa and Goren 2015; 
Hocking 2001; Lund 2006; Smith 2008). In these analyses of production, researchers 
have found that production styles are not always different for ritually used objects and 
daily use ones (Bartusewich 2012), clay fabric choice is not always aligned with a 
particular decoration (Bieber 1989), assumptions about production are often incorrect 
(Gilboa and Goren 2015), firing practices are determined based on the desire for “ideal” 
types of pottery (Hocking 2001), changes in consumption practices affect pottery forms 
and styles (Lund 2006:32–33), and production of regional styles may decrease during 
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periods of new political growth (Smith 2008a:288–292). Smith (2008a:292) specifically 
focuses on Kition to demonstrate how their growth as a Phoenician polity decreased the 
spread of a regional style in the mid 8th century BCE. Bieber (1989:368) also explains 
how the political nature of the rule of Kition, this time in the Cypro-Classical period (mid 
fifth-fourth centuries BCE) has impacted trade routes with the Troodos (and/or as I argue 
below, raw material acquisition locations in the Troodos Mountains), specifically for 
Idalion. There is still more need for comprehensive analyses of how production is 
integrated into the political economy of Cyprus in the first millennium BCE. This project 
will contribute to a growing understanding of daily life through such an analysis.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
METHODOLOGY 
5.1 Introduction 
 
 The aim of this project is to investigate the organization of first millennium BCE 
undecorated pottery production to understand a portion of the political and economic 
structure of Idalion. To that end I have conducted an analysis of the technical choices 
made during the production of pottery. Such choices can be indicators of the choices 
made by individuals (individual potters) or groups (pottery collective, elites, governing 
body). I have conducted an “attribute analysis of technical choice,” defined as an analysis 
of the attributes of objects chosen in the process of producing them (Chilton 1996:56). 
This method allowed me to investigate the different choices the potter made during the 
production process. I have evaluated several attributes and their associated types for 
pottery through macroscopic and microscopic analyses. I used petrography to analyze the 
clay in its mineral form. The following sections detail aspects of my methodology 
including sampling strategy, technical choice, the attribute analysis, petrographic analysis 
method, the geology of the region, and the hypotheses I tested.  
 
5.2 Sampling Strategy 
 I sampled 184 undecorated pottery sherds (Appendix A, Table A4) from three 
different areas of Idalion. I purposefully chose only body sherds, with no diagnostic 
elements because I did not plan an analysis based on form. Furthermore, export licenses 
from the Department of Antiquities of Cyprus are restricted to non-diagnostic pottery 
sherds. The three areas of sampling include the Lower City North (52 samples), Lower 
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City South (78 samples), and East Terrace (54 samples) excavation areas (Figure 1.2). 
The three site areas are described in more detail below. These areas were chosen to 
represent potentially different production mechanisms based on the use of the space. The 
Lower City South, was chosen as the area where the majority of samples would come 
from because it is the area most in need of definition of space and finding patterns in 
production in the other use areas may be of benefit.  
 The main mode of analysis was petrography. Undecorated pottery, called Plain 
White ware in Cyprus, is most useful for petrographic analysis because it is coarse. 
Petrographic analysis is done by using a polarized light microscope to analyze the 
mineral character of pottery (or rock). The mineral characteristics are easier to see in a 
coarser pottery fabric because the minerals and rock fragments are larger. These 
microstructural elements can then be used to determine where raw materials come from 
and how they have been processed (broken, heated, etc.). Petrography is a method that 
allows researchers to answer questions related to production process, technological 
process, and provenance (Peterson 2009). Plain pottery is also most likely to represent the 
object used most regularly by people in work, life, and even ritual (Winther Jacobsen 
2006). I have chosen cooking wares as the main plain pottery type because they are 
infrequently the focus of investigation in the eastern Mediterranean and would be used in 
both work and home contexts. Forty-four percent of the pottery used in this study is 
cooking ware. Furthermore, some research suggests that cooking ware is more 
standardized through time than other pottery types (Spagnoli 2010, Vokaer 2010, 
Winther Jacobsen 2006:58). This is likely because the mineral inclusions and clay types 
need to be consistent for the pot to perform as necessary and not break from constant 
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heating and cooling; these characteristics are described in more detail below as they 
pertain to the attributes I chose to study.  
 
5.3 Hypotheses   
 The hypotheses of this project are based on the theoretical models of craft 
production explained by Costin (1991) and a consideration of the potential political 
economic behavior related to pottery. There are two possibilities that archaeologists use 
to represent craft production, one, that production is organized into a type of collective 
based on a desired outcome and two, that production is not collectively organized and is 
performed by individuals in their homes. Both of these scenarios can be broken down 
into more detailed systems as Costin (1991:3–11) and others (Brumfiel 1991, Clark 1995) 
have done. Most often, these two scenarios are defined as attached, production is 
controlled by elites, or independent, production is not dictated by the crafters resources 
and consumer needs, systems in which attached producers are specialized and 
independent producers need not be specialized. The material culture under study here is 
not a prestige item and so elites may not have been invested in controlling its production. 
Therefore specialists are unlikely to be attached to political elites. I have chosen pottery 
from several locations and times in order to make introductory statements about the way 
pottery production is organized. The pottery sampled could be produced by non-
specialists or specialists, depending on the role of the potter in other household labors. 
Some areas may have centralized, or controlled and organized (workshop), production 
resulting in homogeneous pots and others may have decentralized (independent), 
household production by specialists or non-specialists. Similarly, centralized production 
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may occur for one period of time and then become decentralized, or any other such 
scenario. In Cyprus, the fast wheel becomes widespread in the 11th century BCE and it 
has been proposed that this would have created standardized production through 
specialist workshops (Steel 1994:239).  
 Using the standardization hypothesis, I have chosen to use a model of 
homogeneity representing centralized production and heterogeneity representing 
decentralized production. These labels are not a reflection of published production 
categories, but they coincide with the basic requirements of defined categories. Once the 
pottery is determined to be homogeneous or heterogeneous for each area and time period, 
I investigated the dimensions of power that could be affecting production and then 
evaluated the accepted description of a city-kingdom. My hypotheses aim to identify the 
organization of production at Idalion and begin to clarify the factors affecting it: 
 1. If production was centralized, then pottery fabrics will exhibit standardization 
(be homogeneous) and potters would have worked as a co-operative unit, likely 
producing in large-scale. Factors affecting centralized production could be political, 
economic, social, or environmental, however they would be beneficial to the organization 
of centralized production. 
 2. If production was decentralized, then pottery fabrics will vary (be 
heterogeneous) and potters would have been working independently. Factors affecting 
decentralized production could be political, economic, social, or environmental, however 
they would be detrimental to large-scale, centralized production.  
After the organization of production was determined and situated in time, I 
investigated the different factors that could have been in affect, for example, political 
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factors could include new governance, laws that allow or disallow access to certain areas, 
or the geographic spread of power. Economic factors could include the cost of acquiring 
raw materials, the needs of consumers, and the success of trade systems. Social factors 
could include the relationships of elites and non-elites, the relationships of potters and 
landholders, or the territorial interactions of Idalion and its neighbors. Environmental 
factors could include the availability of water, predictability of the seasons, and the space 
required for production.  
 
5.4 Petrographic Analysis 
 In this project I used petrographic analysis to determine the production qualities 
of pottery from the four site areas. Thin sections were prepared according to standard 
techniques by the Fitch Laboratory, Spectrum Petrographic, and Petrographic Services. I 
examined the slides petrographically with a polarizing light microscope. I then 
characterized and grouped each thin section qualitatively with the aid of standard visual 
charts (Matthew, Woods, and Oliver 1991; Quinn 2013; Whitbread 1989). I used the 
following criteria to guide my analysis: 1) aplastic inclusion types, 2) size, shape, 
frequency, and distribution of aplastic inclusions, 3) textural concentration features (clay 
pellets or clots, for example), and 4) appearance of the matrix, or micromass, including 
presence and shape of voids and color. I utilized grain frequency counting and 
specifically the areal method (Middleton, Freestone, and Leese 1985). The regularity of 
large grains in the thin sections in this analysis did not allow for statistical accuracy 
through point counting. I entered all qualitative data into attribute tables (See Appendix 
B) to allow for data comparison. Fabric groups were determined based on the attribute 
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data tables and matrix identifications and described according to the system established 
by Ian K. Whibread (1989, 1995). I identified the provenance of the clays to determine 
general locations, called local, regional, or import based on the geology of the region 
around Idalion. Local defines the area within a seven kilometer radius of Idalion, regional 
is within a 20 kilometer radius, and import denotes a location outside of 20 kilometers. I 
have defined the matrix of each fabric group as overall calcareous (sedimentary) or 
igneous in character. If the matrix was an equal mix of those two types, I identified it as 
mixed, or if one was more dominant than the other, by that type. 
 The types of inclusions in the potsherd were recorded within the attribute tables. 
Here I describe some of the inclusion types. Clay pellets are described as either 
argillaceous or hematite. Argillaceous pellets are the same color and composition as the 
matrix, while hematite pellets are darker red or brown and may contain different 
inclusions. Both are considered naturally occurring. Grog is temper added to the clay and 
is previously fired pottery that has been broken and reused in new pots. Grog can be the 
same as the enclosing clay or different. If the grog is composed of very different material, 
it is noted in the fabric description. Rock fragments are sedimentary, metamorphic, or 
igneous and are described through subdivisions of grain size or identifiable rock type. For 
example, rock fragment descriptions may include basic or ultra basic igneous, micaceous 
sandstone, or chert, among others. Shell and foraminifera are called as such, but have not 
been identified beyond those basic categories unless necessary for provenance 
identification. Further investigations will allow the classification of all foraminifera and 
shell types. Individual minerals are identified by their type as well, including quartz, 
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micas, feldspars, etc. If an organic material has disintegrated out of the pot due to firing, 
it is also noted which type of organic it was: chaff, manure, grass, etc.  
 
5.4.1 Pottery Production and Technical Choices 
 Making pottery is an additive process. Potters are required to combine different 
materials to make a pot that will serve an intended purpose. In the course of production, 
potters make decisions about what types of raw material they will include in their pots, 
how they will process their clay, what shapes and thicknesses the pots will take, and how 
to fire them. Each of these choices is the result of both individual and group agency. 
Therefore, the choice of clay is based both on what the potter thinks/knows is best, but 
also on what resources are available to the society as a whole. Importantly, the choices a 
potter makes are just as important as those he or she does not make (van der Leeuw 
1993:241). In order to make such decisions, a potter must be trained in the technological 
patterns of production. An operational sequence, or chaîne opératoire, is “a series of 
operations involved in any transformation of matter by human beings,” (Lemonnier 
1992:26). Within this sequence technical choices are made for many reasons including 
learned behavior, experimentation, and confrontations with social phenomena 
(Lemonnier 1992:53–71). Technologically, a potter needs to consider the strength, 
porosity, and plasticity of the raw materials they collect to ensure that a pot is not a 
failure in the firing process or in its daily use; these characteristics are functional 
technologies as described by Lemonnier (1992:85). Rice (2005) has described each of 
these features in depth and it is not necessary to reiterate their importance here. The 
functional qualities of pots can also be affected by social conditions and this is one of the 
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modes of interpretation I have used to understand the choices made by potters. Below, I 
discuss the choices that are made obvious in the production process as visible through 
petrography and through an investigation of social phenomena understood through 
ethnographic research. 
 First, the raw material a potter chooses is based on what is available nearby. 
Arnold’s (1985) seminal ethnoarchaeological study of pottery production has shown that 
most people will not walk more than nine kilometers for clay or other materials. Further 
research across cultures has narrowed this to seven kilometers (Arnold 1993). When 
using an animal and/or a cart, the distance is expanded to 20 kilometers. This distance is 
also likely within the realm of social and political influence in a region. Another factor 
that influences the choice of raw materials includes social and/or political change (Arnold 
2008, Bowser 2000, De La Fuente 2011, Neupert 2000). Neupert (2000) found that for a 
potting community in the Philippines, political factions dictated what clay was available 
because one had to be allied with the faction that controlled the land where clay was 
sourced. This meant some potters had to change their sourcing when factions were 
formed or changed. Other research has shown that people naturally determine what areas 
in their landscape are “appropriate for pot making,” therefore moving in specific patterns 
based on pottery production tasks and other daily/weekly/monthly activities (Michelaki, 
Braun, and Hancock 2015). These examples suggest that potters of the past would also be 
restricted to certain clays and sediments based on both political control and geographic 
location. Therefore, in the raw material acquisition stage of the chaîne opératoire, potters 
and their families can be impacted by social and political factors. Furthermore, raw 
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material acquisition is limited by the knowledge of the potter; they may not know that a 
technologically superior material is nearby (Rye 1976:108).  
 After initial acquisition, clays can be processed in several ways and certain 
characteristics are chosen for depending on the pot to be produced. Some characteristics 
are also discussed below as they pertain to attributes and petrographic analysis. Rice 
(2005:74) comments that coarse inclusions are best to ensure strength during the firing 
process as they allow the clay to bond better because of the edges and angles that coarse 
inclusions provide. Coarse wares and cooking wares often have large, coarse inclusions 
while finer plain wares have much smaller ones. Furthermore, organic materials create 
small voids in the clay during firing, as they disintegrate during the firing process. These 
voids allow the pot to expand and shrink with lower stress at later heating (Rice 2005, 
Rye 1981). Other materials, for example, shell, quartz, and limestone also have value in 
both the firing and reheating/cooling processes of cooking pots (Rice 2005, Tite and 
Kilikoglou 2002). In ethnographic research on pottery production, anthropologists find 
that the inclusions (shell, rock fragments, minerals) in pottery clay fabric are most often 
naturally occurring and are either sieved out, purposefully selected to stay in the clay, or 
broken during the pounding of the clay (London 1987, Neupert 2000, Smith 2000, Tite 
2008).  
 After pottery is processed and formed, it is most often fired. Most pre and proto-
historic peoples would not have high-heat kilns, preferring pits or other temporary 
structures that can be covered or uncovered as needed. This means that production areas 
would disappear through time and would not be built in the way that some modern kilns 
in pottery producing communities are, with brick and stone (London 1987). Temporary 
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kilns would not allow extremely high temperatures, therefore limiting the amount of 
mineral change that will occur and allowing a more flexible use of inclusions with less 
fear of breakage or spalling during the firing process (Rice 2005, Tite 2008). Most 
traditional pottery in archaeological contexts would not be fired at a higher temperature 
than 900°C, usually ranging between 600° and 900° C (Rye 1976). Many inclusions, as 
well as the clay minerals, change through the firing process, with different types 
changing at different times. For example, quartz, a common mineral in pottery, has 
several inversions with the first one causing it to expand at about 573°C (Rice 2005:95, 
Rye 1981:34). This quartz expansion does not cause pottery to fracture, because water is 
also being removed at this temperature stage, making room for the larger quartz crystals 
(Rice 2005:95, Shepard 1976:29). Another common inclusion in pottery is calcium 
carbonate, which can begin to decompose at temperatures higher than 750°C. The 
presence of intact shell indicates firing temperatures lower than 750°C or the addition of 
salt water to the clay during processing, as salt inhibits the decomposition of calcium 
carbonate at higher temperatures (Rye 1981:32, 36).  
 
5.4.2 Geology of the Region of the Mesaoria Plain 
 To determine clay provenance, I compared the mineral analysis of the sherds to 
the local and regional geology (Figure 5.1). The Mesaoria Plain in the eastern-central 
part of the island is a sedimentary formation abutting two mountain ranges, the Kyrenia 
Range (to the northeast) and the Troodos Massif (to the west). The geology of the 
Kyrenia Range is mainly Cretaceous and Upper Eocene sedimentary rocks with shales, 
sandstones, dolomites, and grey limestones (Bellamy and Jukes-Brown 1905). The 
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mountain is Jurassic in date and includes some ultrabasic rocks and serpentine (Gass, 
Masson-Smith, and Bullard 1963:460). The Troodos is a large intrusion of basic and 
ultrabasic igneous rock that has been further divided into three types: Troodos Pillow 
Lavas, Sheeted Intrusive Complex, and Troodos Plutonic Complex. The Troodos 
ophiolite was formed as part of the oceanic crust between Africa and Eurasia in the 
Upper Cretaceous period (Gass, Masson-Smith, and Bullard 1963:418). The Pillow Lavas, 
which are on the south and southeast side of the mountain and in an outcrop about 6.5 
kilometers east of Idalion (near Petrophani), are subdivided into Upper and Lower types 
with an associated Basal Group. Lower pillow lavas near Idalion include some intrusives 
of olivine-gabbro with near complete replacement of olivine with serpentine. The 
majority of the igneous are gray to gray-green basalts and andesites with a high amount 
of feldspar (Gass 1960:70, 77). Upper Pillow Lavas are more weathered and include tuff, 
ultra basic lavas high in ferro-magnesian minerals, and olivine basalts (Gass 1960:79–81). 
The Basal Group, located in higher elevation than the pillow lavas, is composed of 
andesitic lava rocks containing sodic (high in sodium) plagioclase near Idalion (Gass 
1960:63).  
The Mesaoria Plain, which was formed between the two mountain ranges, is 
mainly sedimentary. The most recent deposits include the alluvium composed of shelly 
sands and shelly sandstones (Bellamy and Jukes-Brown 1905:38). Moving north and west 
towards Idalion, more recent deposits (Miocene and Oligocene) include gypsums and 
Koronia limestone which is hard, grey, and shelly including fossils of coral, algae, and 
bryozoa (Bagnall 1975:50). The Athalassa formation, of Pliocene date, includes 
fragmental limestones and foraminiferal sands, grits, and marls (Gass 1960:47). Idalion 
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and the modern town of Dali lie on alluvium of the Yialias watershed in the north and on 
Miocene limestones in the south. Earlier, Pliocene formations in this region are composed 
of grey to buff colored marls made of calcareous sands and clays with abundant 
foraminifera and nodules of limestones composed of calcite, shell, and foraminifera 
(Gass 1960:47). Under those are the Miocene Pakhna Formation (above) that contain 
some nodes of Koronia limestone and Oligocene-Eocene Lefkara Formation, previously 
called the Lapithos Chalks (below). The Pakhna formation is composed of layers of 
limestone shale that includes clay-rich marl, a fragmental limestone layer, and wavy 
bedded limestone. The limestone-shale layer is composed of white limestones that are 
either hard and siliceous or friable and marly. These two types are found all over the 
Mesaoria and contain foraminifera and either manganese or iron oxides that cause black 
or reddish areas (Bagnall 1975:47–49). The marl layer is composed of gray and gray-
green marls and chalks with isolated gypsum lenses, porcellaneous chalk, pink shales and 
grey marls with bands of black shales (Koucky and Bullard 1974). The site of Idalion lies 
on the Pakhna Formation and the upper most Lefkara formation, which makes up the two 
acropoleis of the site. Other geological deposits listed above are nearby (Koucky and 
Bullard 1974:16). In 1972, drilling for geological testing was done at Idalion and clay 
was found in some areas as shallow as three feet deep (Koucky and Bullard 1974:fig. 19).  
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Figure 5.1. Geological Map of Cyprus. Cyprus Geological Survey Department. 
 
The geology of Idalion suggests that the locally made pottery would have been 
composed of sedimentary inclusions of limestone, chert, chalk, shell/foraminifera, and 
limited igneous inclusions from andesitic lavas high in feldspars. The marls available for 
clay are gray to buff in color and may have many foraminifera inclusions. A marl mining 
area was located a few kilometers south of the west acropolis in the late 19th century by 
Max Ohnefalsch-Richter (Ohnefalsch-Richter 1893:plate II, no. 42) and he records that 
this was an ancient mining area still used when he visited. Modern development now 
covers what remains of this marl deposit. The Yialias River flows from a region of terra 
rosa soils within the Troodos Pillow Lavas into the Mesaoria Plain, bringing with it 
sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous deposits.  
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5.4.3 Attribute Analysis 
 To gather quantitative data about pottery, I conducted an attribute analysis of 
technical choice, defined above. An attribute is a characteristic of an object and each 
attribute has a type associated with it. As an example, an inclusion is an attribute of 
pottery and the attribute type could be plagioclase feldspar or quartz. The attributes 
included in my study were chosen to represent those choices that may be made together. 
Specifically, I chose attributes (Table 4.1) that are visible both macroscopically 
(thickness, pores) and microscopically (inclusions, inclusion frequency, inclusion shape, 
inclusion size, sorting, and matrix type). Attributes that are visible in the microscopic 
scale can confirm what production practices were performed for each fabric type, for 
example, how well the clay is mixed or if the clay has inclusions added or broken in the 
raw material processing stage.  
 
Attribute Detail 
Thickness mm 
Pores elongated, irregular, round, oblong 
Frequency 10%, 25%, 33%, 50% 
Sorting poor, moderate, well very well 
Inclusion Type rock fragment (quartzite, igneous, diorite, chert, 
limestone, etc.), mineral (mica, quartz, feldspar, 
etc.), other (opaques, clay clots/pellets, 
foraminifera) 
Inclusion Shape rounded, subrounded, subangular, angular 
Inclusion 
Frequency 
sparse, common, abundant 
Table 4.1. Analyzed Attributes. 
 
The attributes included in this study have been described in various publications 
about pottery. The macroscopic attributes, thickness and size of pores are both discussed 
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extensively by Rice (2005) and Rye (1981). The thickness of a vessel correlates with its 
function, but as Miller (1985) has explained, is not directly defined by function. Pottery 
that has a uniform thickness and no sharp angles is more resistant to thermal shock (Rye 
1981:37). Furthermore, thin-walled pottery conducts heat better and is therefore more 
useful in cooking vessels. The porosity of a vessel also determines its thermal shock 
resistance. Large pores equate to less thermal shock and reduce the possibility of spalling 
during firing (Rye 1981:27). Pores also affect other attributes of pottery including 
strength, permeability, and resistance to erosion. Furthermore, the size and frequency of 
pores can indicate function on a technical level (Rice 2005:357).  
 The microscopic attributes I have chosen are those readily visible through a 
petrographic study, but are not meant to be inclusive of all information obtained through 
such study. The inclusions, clay matrix, and sorting of the clay are important features 
associated with production practices. Through these attributes I was able to determine 
how well the clay was processed before forming and detect production shifts through 
time and space. In this study, inclusions are any mineral, rock fragment, organic material, 
etc., whether naturally occurring or added during the production process. The clay fabric, 
or “the arrangement, size, shape, frequency, and composition of components of the 
ceramic material,” (Whitbread 1989:127), is made up of some of the attributes of 
inclusions I have studied. My chosen attributes of inclusions include type, size, shape 
(angularity), and overall frequency and sorting. The size and shape of an inclusion can 
specify its purpose in clay. For example, inclusions that are regularly found in clay are 
mica and quartz and these are not necessarily added or removed unless they are too large 
to fit through a sieve during processing (Rice 2005:408). The term “temper” will be used 
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to describe any inclusion that could be added intentionally, as opposed to existing in the 
clay already, by a potter. The larger size and more angular shape of these inclusions can 
indicate their addition to the clay (Rice 2005:411). Regardless of whether an inclusion is 
“temper” or not, all raw materials are chosen for reasons known to the potter and/or their 
social group. The matrix is the minerals, rock fragments, voids, etc., that are less than 
0.03 mm in size and make up the base fabric of the sherd (Whitbread 1989:128). The 
base clay can be of two deposition types, primary or secondary. Primary clays are 
residual, formed through chemical weathering, and are small deposits near the rock they 
weathered from.  Secondary clays are sedimentary and form through erosion and 
movement of clay sources by water and are much more abundant (Garrison 2016:180, 
Quinn 2013:120). Clays are often mixed and so the matrix may be a mix of two or more 
clays. I characterized the frequency and sorting of inclusions to determine the type of 
processing of clay (sieving, levigation, pounding, mixing) and to detect change through 
time. In Cyprus, Gloria London (1987, 1989, 2000) has done ethnographic research on 
potters in the 20th century and her data on processing technique has served as a model for 
what type of processing occurred in the past.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 
POTTERY PRODUCTION AT IDALION 
6.1 Introduction 
 The aim of this project is to investigate the organization of first millennium BCE 
undecorated pottery production to understand the dimensions of power that affect 
production within the political economy. I have used petrographic analysis to determine 
the different factors affecting pottery production and to analyze the way the political 
economy of Idalion is related to production. I analyzed three types of undecorated wares 
for this study, Plain White (PW), cooking wares (CP), and coarse wares (CW). Of the 
three sampled site areas, I chose the Lower City South as the primary site, sampling 77 
sherds, while sampling about 50 sherds each from the East Terrace and Lower City North. 
The LCS is the least understood area of excavation and I hoped to use the larger number 
of samples to help understand the purpose of the site for further research. Some 
limitations of the data include the inability to clearly define the relative date of samples 
between the third century and the first century BCE and the low sampling of potential 
Cypro-Classical sherds. At Idalion, the pottery does not clearly coincide with accepted 
typologies and there seems to be a reduction in morphological changes between the fifth 
and first century BCE, therefore relative dating is heavily influenced by sparse imports. 
Furthermore, recent discussions of the Cypriot typology suggest that the established types 
may be more regional then temporal (see above). I identified eleven clay fabrics (Table 
6.1) from the 184 samples (Table A4 in Appendix A). Appendix B contains the attribute 
tables used for the following discussion.   
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Fabric 
Number Description 
Total 
Samples 
I 
calcareous matrix with metamorphic fragments (chert) and 
sparse igneous inclusions 6 
IA 
calcareous matrix with metamorphic fragments (chert), 
sparse igneous inclusions, and limestone 2 
II 
igneous matrix with plutonic basic or intermediate igneous 
rock fragments (gabbro, diorites) 29 
IIA 
igneous matrix with plutonic basic or intermediate igneous 
rock fragments (gabbro, diorites) plus foraminifera and 
limestone 19 
III 
calcareous and igneous mixed matrix with metamorphic 
and intermediate plutonic igneous inclusions (mix of 
Fabric I and IIA) 35 
IV 
igneous matrix with volcanic igneous fragments (andesite, 
basalt) and chert 24 
V quartz-rich calcareous fabric with foraminifera 7 
VI 
limestone and foraminifera matrix with hematite clay 
pellets 3 
VII 
limestone and foraminifera matrix with quartz, chert, 
pyroxene 4 
VIII 
limestone and foraminifera matrix with igneous inclusions 
(mix of Fabric II and VII) 35 
IX 
calcareous matrix with quartz, foraminifera, and igneous 
inclusions 20 
TOTAL  184 
Table 6.1. Clay Fabric Descriptions. 
 
 I identified three main clay sources from the eleven fabrics. The three clays found 
in the region are not particularly quartz rich and include both residual and primary clay 
sources. There is igneous clay composed of feldspars, pyroxene, some serpentine and/or 
mica, and igneous rock fragments, a lime-rich chalk derived clay, and a calcareous clay 
with some igneous and metamorphic inclusions. In the igneous clays (one from the 
pillow-lava region and one from a region of gabbroic intrusives), there are numerous 
opaque inclusions indicating a high iron content. In these clays, rock fragments are often 
subangular and characteristic of those in the Troodos Mountains, diorites and gabbros, 
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and it is therefore likely that these are residual clays made from the decomposition of the 
ferromagnesian minerals, micas, and some feldspars. The igneous clays often have rock 
fragments that have few if any ferromagnesian minerals intact (see photomicrographs in 
Appendix C). The lime-rich clay has decomposed from the chalks and marls that 
surround Idalion and is rich with shells/foraminifera and hematite clay clots. The clay 
clots are indicative of the iron-rich soils in the region. 
The calcareous clay is likely derived from the Yialias River; it is more rarely used 
and when used is always mixed with another clay. This clay has well-rounded inclusions 
of metamorphic rocks, feldspars, quartz, and rare pyroxene or amphibole. In the 1990s, 
Colleen Mercuri carried out a study, as yet unpublished, on the suitability of the Yialias 
River clay for pottery production and found it to be unsuitable on its own. In her 
unpublished manuscript, Mercuri reported on chemical analysis (including x-ray powder 
diffraction) conducted at McMaster University on the Yialias River clay. It was found to 
be composed primarily of aplastics, primarily feldspars and quartz, and only about 15% 
of the clay was composed of clay minerals. It was also tested for thermal capabilities and 
at 810° C, the carbonates in the clay decomposed and at 550° C iron (Fe) is oxidized. 
Chemical analysis showed that the clay is low in both sodium (NA) and potassium (K) 
and is high in calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg), which will result in high porosity 
(greater than 50%) if fired to temperatures below 983° C. Furthermore, it was found that 
the ideal firing temperature should be between 950° and 1100° C (Mercuri unpublished 
mss.). A local potter, working in Dali in the 1990s stated that he does not fire pottery 
below 950° C because the pots will be too porous and collapse. Another potter, working 
in Dali in the 1970s reported that he used some clay from Stavrovouni to supplement the 
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local Yialias clay in Dali (Hemsley 1991:216). If ancient potters are generally restricted 
to firing temperatures of 600-800° C due to open-air firings, then clay from the Yialias 
River is not suitable for pottery production on its own and must be supplemented with 
other clays. The evidence below supports this statement.  
The majority of the samples are Plain White or cooking wares, making up 83% of 
the samples (Table 6.2). The remaining 17% of samples are coarse wares. Nine of the 
eleven fabrics were used in the production of coarse wares and for the purpose of clarity, 
these samples were not included in the overall analysis of fabrics specialized for 
particular types of pots. Potters will often produce coarse wares out of whatever excess 
clay they have available, unless the vessels are specialized, such as pithoi or transport jars 
(London 1989, 2016). The results from Idalion further demonstrate that utility wares for 
storage or transport around their use area are not specialized or produced with a particular 
clay-type.  
 
Fabric Type CP CW PW Total 
I 3 1 2 6 
IA 2   2 
II 20 4 5 29 
IIA 11 8  19 
III 17 12 6 35 
IV 24   24 
V 2 2 3 7 
VI  1 2 3 
VII  1 3 4 
VIII  1 34 35 
IX  1 19 20 
Total 79 31 74 184 
Table 6.2. Fabrics by Pot Type. 
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The eleven fabrics are all Cypriot, four are local to Idalion, three are regional 
(within 20 kilometers), and four are a mix of local and regional clays. Except for Fabric 
V, there is no evidence for tempering, or purposefully adding inclusions, in any of the 
clay fabrics. Fabric V is likely tempered with quartz sand. Fabrics I, IA, VI, and VI are 
local; Fabric I and IA are Yialias River clay (a primary clay), with IA being mixed with a 
residual, lime-based, calcareous clay from the Idalion region. Fabric VI could be clay 
derived from the marl pits identified by Ohnefalsch-Richter (1893:Plate II). Fabric VII is 
a mix of marl clay and the clay from the Yialias River (Fabric I and Fabric VI). Fabrics II, 
IV, and V are regional, found likely within 20 kilometers of Idalion. Fabric II is a 
Troodos-region clay that has come from higher elevations that contain gabbroic rocks and 
Fabric IV is derived from the Pillow Lavas, both are residual clays. Fabric V is a clay 
derived from the coastal Mesaoria Plain, likely from the region of Kition, due to the high 
quartz sand content. There are very few examples of Fabric V, so this provenience 
designation is tentative. Fabrics IIA, III, VIII, and IX are mixed local and regional clays. 
Fabric IIA is composed of the same clay as Fabric II with a local lime-based calcareous 
clay, Fabric III is a mix of three clays, the Yialias clay (primary), a Troodos clay, and a 
lime-based clay, Fabric VIII is composed of a mix of Fabric II (primary) and both the 
Yialias clay and a local lime-based clay, and finally, Fabric IX is a mix of the Mesaoria 
marl clay (Fabric VI, primary) with Troodos clay and quartz sand. Previous Neutron 
Activation Analysis research by Alan Bieber (1989:Table 4), on fine wares primarily, 
recorded 19 groupings with two identified as Idalion-derived (Groups I and II) and four 
from the eastern Troodos area (Groups III, IV, VI, VII).  
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6.2 Plain White Wares  
 The fine, undecorated wares, called Plain White wares on Cyprus, were produced 
using eight fabrics (Table 6.3). Of these eight fabrics two exhibit standardization for 
several samples (Fabric VIII and IX). Four of the eight fabrics are used to produce Plain 
White ware primarily (Fabric VI, VII, VIII, IX). All fabrics can be considered local or 
regional, within the Mesaoria Plain and the foothills of the Troodos mountains. Seventy-
two percent of the Plain White samples are either made of Fabric VIII or IX. These two 
fabrics are used primarily prior to 500 BCE and in the third century BCE forward. Both 
of these fabrics are standardized. For Fabric VIII (Appendix B, Table B20), 47% of the 
sherds are standardized and for Fabric IX (Appendix B, Table B21), 87% are 
standardized.  
 
Fabric 
Number Description 
PW 
Samples 
I 
calcareous matrix with metamorphic fragments (chert) and 
sparse igneous inclusions 2 
II 
igneous matrix with plutonic basic or intermediate igneous 
rock fragments (gabbro, diorites) 5 
III 
calcareous and igneous mixed matrix with metamorphic and 
intermediate plutonic igneous inclusions (mix of Fabric I 
and IIA) 6 
V quartz-rich calcareous fabric with foraminifera 3 
VI limestone and foraminifera matrix with hematite clay pellets 2 
VII 
limestone and foraminifera matrix with quartz, chert, 
pyroxene 3 
VIII limestone and foraminifera matrix with igneous inclusions 34 
IX 
calcareous matrix with quartz, foraminifera, and igneous 
inclusions 19 
Table 6.3. Plain White Fabrics. 
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The PW samples were found at all three sites and while there is some evidence of 
standardization it is not isolated to a single site or timeframe. Fabric VIII exhibits 
standardization in the CG/CA, CA (ET and LCS) and Hellenistic (LCN) periods. Fabric 
IX is also standardized during the CG/CA, CA (ET and LCS) and Hellenistic (LCN) 
periods. It appears that the East Terrace may have been a pottery production area 
supplying both the terrace and the Lower City South. As described in Chapter 2 Section 
2.3.3, the East Terrace contained workshops dating to the Hellenistic period in the eastern 
part of the site that while not likely for pottery production indicating that pyrotechnic 
crafts were likely produced in this general area. The Lower City South contains no 
evidence of craft production activities at this time.  
In the sample set of 74, 81% of the PW sherds are dated to the Cypro-Archaic 
(some could be Cypro-Geometric) or Hellenistic periods. There was a significant 
preference for Fabrics VIII and IX during these periods. There are 14 samples from the 
Cypro-Classical or late Hellenistic/Roman period, but there was no significant preference 
for clay-types used during these periods. Furthermore, there was no preference for a 
fabric type in any of the three site areas, except perhaps for Fabric IX, which seems to be 
preferred more in the East Terrace. Otherwise, there is no substantial difference in 
distribution of fabrics. See Appendix A, Table A4, and Appendix B for the data tables 
from which this discussion derived. 
 
6.3 Cooking Wares 
Cooking wares, abbreviated as CP to differentiate from coarse wares, are usually 
fine-walled, reddish colored ceramics used to heat foods over a fire. Many sherds exhibit 
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soot patterns or burned areas and some were used so repeatedly they are black-brown in 
color and the clay is vitrified. Some sherds were difficult to analyze due to the effects of 
repeated heating and cooling. No cooking ware fabrics were tempered with igneous 
inclusions, some exhibit angularity, but not in a recognizable pattern. This indicates that 
the igneous inclusions were not purposefully added, but were naturally occurring in the 
clay. Seventy-nine cooking wares were sampled from all three site areas. I identified 
seven fabrics for cooking wares (Table 6.4), with two used solely for cooking wares 
(Fabric IA and IV) and one reserved for cooking wares and coarse wares (Fabric IIA). It 
is likely that cooking ware fabrics were used to make other pots occasionally, but they 
were used primarily for cooking wares because they withstood repeated heating and 
cooling, for example, Fabric I is 50% cooking ware and Fabric II is 69% cooking ware, 
suggesting that these fabrics were preferred for cooking wares.  
 
Fabric 
Number Description 
CP 
Samples 
I 
calcareous matrix with metamorphic fragments (chert) and 
sparse igneous inclusions 3 
IA 
calcareous matrix with metamorphic fragments (chert), sparse 
igneous inclusions, and limestone 2 
II 
Igneous matrix with intermediate plutonic igneous (gabbro, 
diorite) 20 
IIA 
igneous matrix with intermediate plutonic igneous (gabbro, 
diorite), plus foraminifera and limestone 11 
III 
calcareous and igneous mixed matrix with metamorphic and 
intermediate plutonic igneous inclusions (mix of Fabric I and 
IIA) 17 
IV 
igneous matrix with volcanic igneous fragments (andesite, 
basalt) and chert  24 
V quartz-rich calcareous fabric with foraminifera 2 
Table 6.4. Cooking Ware Fabrics. 
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Three cooking ware fabrics exhibit standardization; Fabric II  (Appendix B, Table 
B17) is composed of 83% standardized samples, Fabric IIA (Appendix B, Table B18) is 
32% standardized, and Fabric IV (Appendix B, Table B19) is 46% standardized. Fabric II 
has two types of standardization, one is samples with small rock inclusions of ≤2mm and 
the other is samples with larger rock inclusions of ≥2mm. All three fabrics were 
standardized primarily in the Cypro-Archaic period with a few examples from each 
showing a return of the same standard type beginning in late the late fourth/early third 
century (late Cypro-Classical/early Hellenistic period). The high degree of homogeneity 
in these fabrics suggests that either a single lineage of potters were the producers or they 
were made in workshop environments following the same production practices. It is 
possible that there was a pottery production area in the Lower City North during the 
Cypro-Archaic period (See Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1, and below, section 6.5). No other 
site areas demonstrate production areas during this time, however, production areas can 
be invisible because they are often not permanent. 
I analyzed 79 CP samples, and 53% are either Cypro-Archaic or Cypro-Geometric 
in date, about 20% each for the Cypro-Classical and Hellenistic periods, and 8% for the 
later Hellenistic/Roman period. Fabric II is preferred in the CG/CA and CA periods, with 
Fabrics III and IV also more common. In the CC period, Fabric IIA and IV are preferred, 
and in the Hellenistic period, Fabric IV is preferred. Fabric II is an igneous clay that is 
likely from a distance too far to travel to, due to its source in higher elevations, and it is 
likely that this clay had to be traded for. It could be that Fabric II is a regional import, 
however the import of cooking wares is unlikely as they are daily-use wares that would 
not likely be of high enough value to trade across longer and more difficult distances. 
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This clay source could also suggest that Idalion’s political reach included the eastern 
portion of the Troodos Mountains and they may have been controlling some access to 
copper mines. Fabric IV is derived from the outcrops of the pillow lavas within 
reasonable travel distance (between four and seven kilometers) for potters. Fabrics IIA, 
III, and IV were preferred in the Lower City South, however this could be because of the 
sample size being nearly double that of the Lower City North and the East Terrace. 
However, Fabric IV is distributed evenly and so the preference is likely to be valid. 
Fabric II seems to have been used less in the Lower City North than in the other sites. See 
Appendix A, Table A4, and Appendix B for the data tables from which this discussion 
derived.  
 
6.4 Coarse Wares 
As stated above, I analyzed fewer coarse ware (CW) samples than PW and CP. 
Nine fabrics (Table 6.5) were used to produce coarse wares, with 65% being produced 
with Fabrics IIA or III. Three of the four Fabric II samples are similar to the standardized 
Fabric II samples with larger inclusions found in the CP collection of samples, however 
there is no indication that standardization was the norm for producing coarse wares. The 
variety of fabrics used for coarse wares indicates that they were produced with residual 
clays from the production of other wares. Coarse wares are daily use wares but are 
generally more stationary than other pots and do not need to be as specially produced. 
The only fabrics for which there are no CW samples are Fabric IA and IV.  
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Fabric 
Number Description 
CW 
Samples 
I 
calcareous matrix with metamorphic fragments (chert) and 
sparse igneous inclusions 1 
II 
igneous matrix with intermediate plutonic igneous (gabbro, 
diorite) 4 
IIA 
igneous matrix with intermediate plutonic igneous (gabbro, 
diorite), plus foraminifera and limestone 8 
III 
calcareous and igneous mixed matrix with metamorphic and 
intermediate plutonic igneous inclusions (mix of Fabric I and 
IIA) 12 
V quartz-rich calcareous fabric with foraminifera 2 
VI limestone and foraminifera matrix with hematite clay pellets 1 
VII 
limestone and foraminifera matrix with quartz, chert, 
pyroxene 1 
VIII 
limestone and foraminifera matrix with igneous inclusions 
(mix of Fabric II and VII) 1 
IX 
calcareous matrix with quartz, foraminifera, and igneous 
inclusions 1 
Table 6.5. Coarse Ware Fabrics. 
 
There are 31 CW samples in my sample set and 77% are Cypro-Geometric, 
Cypro-Archaic, or Cypro-Classical in date. I did not identify a particular preference of 
fabric type in any period. There is an even distribution of fabric types II, IIA, and III 
across all three sites, with a slight increase in frequency of Fabric III in the Lower City 
South. Fabrics I (LCN), VI (LCS), VII (ET), VIII (LCS), and IX (LCS) are represented 
by one sherd each. Fabric V was not identified in the East Terrace CW samples and was 
only identified as the fabric choice for two sherds. It is likely that CWs were only 
produced for individual or household use and would not be distributed to others, 
accounting for the variety of fabric types and somewhat random distribution. It is also 
possible that CWs were produced in workshops with leftover clay from other pottery 
production practices which is why they seem similar to some of the standardized CP and 
PW fabrics. 
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6.5 Production and Power 
 The two hypotheses (Chapter 5) guiding this work can now be evaluated. 
Hypothesis One is partially correct; there is some homogeneous/centralized production of 
cooking wares and Plain White wares. The primary factor affecting this centralized 
production was the potter’s ability to access preferred raw material resources and their 
attainment of economic stability (see below). Hypothesis Two is also proven; 
decentralized production occurred throughout the first millennium BCE indicating that 
factors such as economics, politics, the environment, and social relationships affected 
production and the resources of the producers (see below). 
Factors that affected production can be internal (those imposed by the culture) or 
external (those imposed by outsiders), environmental factors are considered separately. 
The internal factors affecting production at Idalion included local political power, trade 
routes, and social relations, while external factors could include the activities of Kition 
related to the rule of Idalion and a potential decrease in access to water or land. I have 
determined that at some point in the fifth century BCE, Troodos material was no longer 
accessible to all potters and they began to utilize more locally acquired resources with 
regularity. Furthermore, standardization, and thus centralized production, of cooking 
wares was abandoned. Beginning around the third century BCE some potting groups re-
acquired access to Troodos materials and there was a smaller-scale return to centralized 
production of cooking wares. Two PW fabrics also demonstrate centralized production 
pre 500 BCE and post 300 BCE, but the location of this production is not certain. Due to 
the inability to pinpoint even relative dates at Idalion in some cases due to the lack of 
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identifiable differences in plain-ware and some decorated pottery types from the fifth 
century through the first century BCE and the low amount of datable types such as color-
coated wares or imports, this timeframe is difficult to segment according to the dating 
norms of Cyprus (Table 2.1). This is significant because it might indicate that there was a 
stagnation in technological changes during this time. The following discussion 
investigates the factors that could have affected production. 
At Idalion, political and economic power seemed to be linked to the control of 
access to the Troodos Mountains and to olive oil production, as evidenced at a large 
production facility on the west terrace (see Chapter 2). The apparent shift in primary 
occupation from the western area of the plain to the east seems to coincide with both the 
arrival of Kition and a dry-up of the western spring. This is also the time when Troodos 
clays were no longer included in the utilitarian production repertoire. When Kition took 
over the monetary control of Idalion is still up for debate, but it is either closer to the time 
of the Ionian Revolt, 499/498 BCE, or the date of the destruction on the west acropolis, c. 
470 BCE (Stylianou 1989). In either case, the mid to late fifth century at Idalion was a 
period of change in occupation areas and a decrease in overall population, according to 
the excavation evidence. Sometime around the start of the fifth century BCE, the people 
began building a circuit wall of sandstone blocks, procured from over 30 kilometers away 
(Koucky and Bullard 1974). In 1987, a team of excavators from the University of New 
Hampshire dug units on the west terrace. The probes revealed that the pre-
Phoenician/Kition area of the west terrace was built of the same kind of dressed 
sandstones as the circuit wall. The excavators also did not find an obvious destruction 
layer in the building, which would have contained evidence of fire and related debris, to 
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coincide with the arrival of Kition, instead it seems the building was abandoned for a 
brief time. However, more recent excavations have revealed damage to the circuit wall 
protecting this building (my own unpublished observations of excavations on the west 
terrace in 2012/2013). After Kition took over, the eroding walls were rebuilt with local 
limestone blocks (Gaber 1992). This evidence supports the idea put forward by the 1970s 
excavators (see Chapter 2) that the population had moved east, and in this case, some 
time before the annexation. This evidence also supports an earlier construction of the 
circuit wall, sometime in the late sixth/early fifth century BCE. Outside of the wall, north 
of the terrace, some houses were constructed around the fifth century BCE and inside of 
the wall the pre-wall pottery dates to the Cypro-Archaic II period, between 600 and 475 
BCE (Walker 1989:49). Therefore it is safe to assume that the wall was built prior to 
Kition’s arrival and annexation of the city of Idalion and was likely built to protect 
Idalion from the rising power to its southeast. Whether or not the people moved east 
before or after the arrival of people from Kition is still unclear.  
 Idalion’s annexation and conversion to a Phoenician-language administered polity 
could have also marked a cultural change. It is likely that with the new administration, a 
settlement of people would have migrated to Idalion. Using Kition as an example of 
population change, the following are some expected cultural and architectural changes 
that one might expect at Idalion after the arrival of Kition. At Kition, the monumental 
structures that pre-dated Phoenician arrival were rebuilt slowly and at different times 
between 800 and 300 BCE, with the most significant changes being the destruction of 
two of the main buildings to create courtyards and the construction of houses 
(Karageorghis 2005). Sometime in the seventh/sixth century BCE, one monumental 
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structure was rebuilt after a fire to include metallurgical workshops (Karageorghis 
2005:93–94). This reconstruction coincides with a change in pottery serving bowls from 
decorated Cypriot styles similar to those in most regions of the island, to undecorated 
Phoenician types, suggesting a decrease in island-wide trade relations and an increase in 
trade with the Levant where pottery types of this style are also found (Smith 2008a:290–
292). At Idalion, the northwest section of the Lower City South is the only area outside of 
the administrative center that indicates a change in construction, however the dating of 
this area of the LCS is tentative and the area is only partially exposed.  
 There is a significant scarcity of certain Cypro-Classical material in the western 
part of the site, with the exception of the administrative center on the west terrace. In the 
LCS and LCN, most of the excavated remains do not have significant material that 
coincides with the administrative center’s “Phoenician” period of use. Many buildings 
have foundations in the Cypro-Geometric/Archaic period and then a period of 
abandonment/decreased usage beginning in the mid/late fifth century BCE, followed by 
rebuilding in the third or first century BCE depending on the location. There is some 
evidence of continuous occupation, but it is not found everywhere (see Chapter 2). In the 
LCS, there was a significant amount of occupation debris that indicates the beginning 
decay of the previously used mudbrick structures. In the northeast area of the LCS, there 
is evidence of rebuilding in a different orientation than the earlier structures and this 
rebuilding was done during the decay of earlier structures. Large-scale abandonment of 
the LCS area likely occurred around the time of the arrival of people from Kition to 
Idalion. The pottery does not change at any excavated site areas due to the beginning of 
Kition administration, as it did at Kition, when the Phoenician’s arrived (Karageorghis 
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2005). Therefore it is difficult, using the excavated material and pottery analysis, to 
determine whether or not a group of people moved to Idalion from Kition with the arrival 
of the new administration. This may be due to the length of time Kition was run by the 
Phoenician’s. They had been on the island for about 400 years, so either the 
adoption/adaptation of Cypriot pottery styles and other material culture was fully 
complete by this time, or the majority of craft workers were Cypriot. 
While the styles and types of pottery do not exhibit obvious change, the 
petrographic evidence described above can provide some information about the change in 
power as it affected pottery production. In the period prior to annexation, Idalion was 
large and growing. When the sandstone perimeter wall was built, there were houses on 
either side and an unpublished survey, carried out in 1973, of the area outside of the wall 
found evidence of settlement and ritual areas that are up to (and likely farther out than) 
two kilometers away from the delimited area of the city (Figure 6.1). Also, translations of 
the Idalion Bronze (Figure 3.1) suggest that the king and his people had nearly equal 
parts in the control of land and wealth, which would encourage growth and prosperity for 
all. This translation aligns with Blanton’s (1998) description of a corporate systemic 
power model. Therefore the potters at Idalion might have had access to any raw materials 
they needed for production. Furthermore, the material signature of this power model 
might include the existence of workshops that are not elite controlled, the storage of 
surplus in publicly accessible areas, and the distribution of wealth throughout the polity 
(similar structures and material goods throughout). While not all of those characteristics 
are investigated in this project, the pottery evidence could be interpreted in support of this 
form of power. 
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Figure 6.1. Idalion, 1973 Survey Area Map. Drawn by F. L. Koucky 1973, located in 
the Peabody Museum Archive, Cambridge, MA. 
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Taking a closer look at the petrographic results, it is clear that potters favored 
materials from the Troodos Mountains and both their personal relationships and ability to 
travel or trade for raw materials contributed to their craft. Furthermore, one of the clays 
used for cooking wares (Fabric II) was either from a distance of 11-15 kilometers away 
and thousands of feet in elevation in the mountains or seven kilometers away at 
Petrophani. The effort required to access this clay or the contacts needed to acquire it 
suggest that the potters of Idalion had a great number of resources at their disposal. 
Furthermore, Idalion itself must have been an influential polity to enable such contacts 
and trade routes to be accessed with relative ease. Prior to the early fifth century BCE 
there is also evidence of centralized production either through a workshop or through the 
cooperation of potters who all used the same clay and processing mechanisms. It is 
unlikely an elite would be in charge of such a cooperative, as their focus would be on rare 
objects, as demonstrated in Chapter 4. However, the actions of elites would influence 
production. The standardized types are found both on the East Terrace and in the Lower 
City South, suggesting a relationship between the areas or that the people in these areas 
acquired pots from the same producer(s).  
During the fifth century BCE, Troodos material was no longer dominant in 
pottery fabrics. This coincided with the arrival of Kition and the annexation of the 
political economy of Idalion. Some pottery samples share similarities with those 
standardized in the pre-500 BCE periods, so the potters who retained access to their usual 
clay sources continued production of their usual wares, but there are so few samples I 
cannot make a definitive statement about whether or not the workshop or work 
cooperative still existed. In earlier work on Idalion pottery, Bieber (1989) also 
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determined that beginning in the Cypro-Classical period, Troodos material sources 
dwindled at Idalion. My use of attribute analysis revealed that more calcareous-rich clays 
were employed for the production of utility wares and there was a greater degree of 
heterogeneity in the samples suggesting a more independent and decentralized production 
of utilitarian pots.  
The cooking wares exhibit the most likelihood of being produced in a cooperative 
during the pre-annexation period. The high degree of standardization signals that 
someone was directing an end result and that someone was likely either one potter with 
rank, a family of potters, or several potters with rank. Cooking wares require specialized 
production because they must be repeatedly heated and cooled and not become subject to 
breaking or other failures. Therefore, if a potter finds a clay recipe that is successful, they 
will continue to use it and produce cooking wares in the same way. In the case of Idalion 
during the Cypro-Archaic period, this recipe involved an igneous-rich clay. In the Lower 
City North, in unit East Gamma 25 in the northeast part of the site, excavators found 
evidence of either storage or dump pits full of both rock fragments of various types and 
clay (Figure 6.2). Based on the pottery finds, this raw material area may have been first 
used in the seventh/sixth centuries BCE, abandoned, and then reused in the third century 
BCE. The well was part of the reuse of this area. These raw materials were either stored 
for use in pottery production as temper to be broken and added during clay mixing, or 
were collected from the bottom of the three tanks to the west as the remains of clay 
levigation in which particles are separated out of the clay. It is unclear from the 
excavation notes if the rocks in these pits were broken or unaltered, but either way, their 
proximity to the tanks that feed into one another suggests their association. Due to the 
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standardization of cooking wares in the Cypro-Archaic period and this evidence, I 
propose that this area was the location of cooperative cooking ware production. I suggest 
that this area was not organized and controlled by elite interests (an example of attached 
specialist production) due to the wealth of research (see Chapter 2) demonstrating that 
elites are most interested in direct access to goods with high economic value. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Idalion, Lower City North Raw Material Storage Area. Drawn by 
Rebecca Bartusewich. 
 
The undecorated pottery produced between the fifth and third centuries BCE does 
not reflect any standardization or centralized production. Compared to the early period, 
later pottery is made more often with the addition of calcareous clays, showing the 
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potters adapted to their new raw material sources. The new administration was organized 
by Phoenician language use. They continued to produce olive oil in the new 
administrative area, adding more storage areas, so it is likely the population was required 
to pay (more?) taxes in olives. Workshops and the like may have been abandoned for 
agricultural production and the population may have spread out farther from the city 
center to find economic stability.  
 Beginning in the third century BCE, some Idalion potters returned to using 
Troodos fabrics, however the former production cooperative(s) did not reform in the 
manner they previously existed, suggested a different social or political structure than in 
previous generations. Other workshops returned or were formed in the LCN. The two PW 
fabrics (Fabric VIII and IX) formerly produced for the ET and LCS are now likely 
produced and used mainly in the LCN. The LCN workshops included metal working, 
horn working, along with a re-opening of olive oil producing facilities, plus it is likely 
that the large tanks in the northern part of the site were again used for pottery production. 
The factors affecting production between the fifth and third centuries were resolved and it 
is likely that potters were allowed to begin collecting or trading for clay in their former 
locations, but on a more limited scale. However, not all families of potters were able to 
return to their ancestral raw material gathering locations due to forces beyond their 
control. While there is some return of centralized production, the large-scale, formerly 
centralized production of cooking wares no longer occurred. At this time, Cyprus may 
have been transitioning to a more unified political system (see Chapter 2) and after the 
departure of Kition leadership, a new governing system was not quickly established.  
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CHAPTER 7 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
7.1 Dimensions of Power 
The goals of this study were twofold. First, to demonstrate how we can better 
understand the lives of an archaeological culture by applying a political economy 
perspective to the study of staple goods. Second, to determine how power is structured in 
a Cypriot city-kingdom. Through an analysis of pottery, I have demonstrated that staple 
goods did indeed have a role in the political economy of Idalion, craft workers were 
personally affected by a number of factors of cultural life, including the environment, 
social ties, and political leadership, and power was structured based on a number of inter-
related elements of cultural life. By applying a multi-dimensional perspective on power, 
inspired by Blanton (1998), Pauketat (2007), and Yoffee (1993), I was able to identify 
both specific times in which power affected production and the type of power being 
enacted.  
At Idalion, power is related through economics, politics, and societal behaviors 
that affect land-use. If the population changed how one segment of power was utilized, 
then all segments were changed in some way. The Idalion Bronze (ICS 217) seems to 
indicate that there may have been an inclusive government in which both the ruler and 
the people made decisions about land, wealth, and resources at Idalion prior to the 
annexation. Regardless of the terms proposed to describe this political system, it is akin 
to Blanton’s (1998) model of corporate systemic power in which there is more equal 
access to resources and people as a whole are more socially mobile. This political system 
might have enabled the people to fund their own treasury and producers of pottery were 
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able to exploit trade routes for their own needs to contribute to overall wealth and 
stability through the large-scale production of cooking wares. The potters benefitted from 
their own social relationships by establishing contacts for the import of Troodos clays 
and benefitted from societal power that dictated the interactions within and at the 
boundaries of political power. The potters, and their families, were able to also use their 
own societal power as they likely controlled the access to cooking wares through large-
scale, skilled, and centralized (homogeneous and organized by a small-group of people) 
production.  
Beginning in the fifth century BCE, Idalion’s potters were no longer able to 
utilize Troodos resources because of a restriction placed on trade routes and a potential 
environmental change. The political system seems to have become more restrictive, at 
least to pottery producers, and could be the result of annexation. At this point, the politics 
at Idalion could be representative of Blanton’s (1998) model of exclusionary systemic 
power, in which the leadership restricts access to resources and promotes themselves 
above others. The ability of potters to maintain a stable economically viable craft 
dwindled. The environment may have become more harsh as well, there is some evidence 
that the western spring was drying up around the fifth century BCE.  
In terms of political power, the new administration from Kition used Phoenician 
script for recording, built themselves a new administrative center, and may have caused 
the local population to migrate away from the area of the administrative center for several 
generations. The changes that took place affected the population’s access to power and 
from a craft production perspective that meant the people were no longer able to access 
trade routes for their own mobility or for trading with the mountain communities. 
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However, as yet, there is no evidence of changes in the symbols used to unite the people, 
or the creation of a new set of symbols to be used in a ritual or ceremonial way. It is 
likely that by the time the people of Kition took over political and economic control of 
Idalion, the material repertoire of  Phoenician-script using Kition had become aligned 
with that of Eastern Cyprus and was no longer significantly representative of Phoenician 
material culture. A more detailed analysis of Kition is needed to further support this 
statement, but the material culture of Idalion supports the idea that societal power 
changes did not extend to those of the symbolic or ceremonial.  
At the end of the fourth century BCE, Kition relinquished control of Idalion and 
the administrative center was abandoned for a short time. By the mid third century BCE, 
people migrated back to the Lower City and began to rebuild and establish new 
workshops. The evidence for political power at this point is difficult to assess. The 
production of pottery demonstrates a return of access to Troodos sources, but on a 
smaller scale. Some potting families likely did not return to their previous sources or 
were no longer practicing. It may be that Plain White ware was produced in a centralized 
production system, but cooking wares no longer exhibited the same large-scale 
standardization and organization of production as they had prior to annexation. 
Furthermore, with the return of Troodos raw material access, the old clay fabrics did not 
return, instead they were mixed with the calcareous clays that were adopted during 
Kition’s administration of the city.  
The evidence from Idalion suggests that polities identified as being ruled by kings 
are not to be identified as governed with all-consuming kingly power without first finding 
material culture that represents such use of power. At Idalion, the relations of power 
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navigated by potters and production co-operatives demonstrates that the organization of 
political, economic, and societal power can be found in mundane activities. We need not 
focus solely on elite objects/activities and the historical record to understand the politics 
of archaeological cultures.  
 
7.2 Future Research on Power Structures 
Though it is clear that some aspects of the organization of power at Idalion has 
been illuminated through petrographic analysis of undecorated pottery, there is more that 
needs to be done to support this method. Other material culture, both ordinary and high 
value, should also be assessed for similar conclusions. Furthermore, additional research is 
needed to understand the rule of Idalion by Kition during the mid fifth through fourth 
centuries BCE. The publication of the administrative center on the west terrace is 
currently in process by the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus. Finally, to determine if the 
regional production of cooking wares I suggested in Chapter 6 is to be better supported, 
petrographic analysis of cooking wares from nearby sites such as Kition, Athienou, and 
Aradippou will be necessary. 
This research has also raised further questions about the rule of other polities on 
Cyprus during this time and how our discussion of them as “city-kingdoms” may have 
altered our perception of their relationships. Further work is needed to compare material 
culture sets across the island and to seek out other models for governance including those 
from the Levant. It has also raised questions about Phoenician influence on Cyprus as late 
as the mid-fifth century BCE, especially given the association of Kition with Phoenicia 
and the historical recording of Kition and the Medes (Persians and Phoenicians) attacking 
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Idalion. Understanding the relationships between leaders will help to more fully describe 
the political structure.  
 
7.3 Defining a “City-Kingdom” 
Through my investigation of power and production at Idalion, I found that power 
is not implemented the same through time or by everyone. I also found that power is 
accessible by all people depending on the role of leadership. A “city-kingdom” is not 
defined by kingly power. Furthermore, the role of the king cannot be exclusively 
determined by a list of traits because it is dependent on a power system that is composed 
of many dimensions. As Trigger (2003) has described, kingship cannot be defined 
through a typology. Instead, power must be sought through an analysis of material culture.  
On Cyprus, kings/leaders/elites were motivated by different types of power. The 
annexation of Idalion demonstrates that the leaders of Kition were motivated by a need 
for more resources and therefore they aligned themselves with Persian leaders to takeover 
Idalion for more direct access to the trade routes to the Troodos. The king of Idalion, 
prior to annexation, used power differently. Through my analysis of pottery production 
detailed above, I found that potters held social power and were affected by the use of 
power by landholders and others who impacted trade. The establishment of a potters co-
operative demonstrates that potters of Idalion had economic stability and could access 
material resources in a large enough scale to support a standardized production of 
cooking wares.  
A city-kingdom on Cyprus is a system of power that can fluctuate. At Idalion, it 
was defined by open-access to resources and trade routes as well as restrictions on those 
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same resources. Power was accessible to many types of people and was implemented by 
them and the king/leaders/elites in various forms. The building of a circuit wall and the 
standardized production of cooking wares both demonstrate that social and economic 
power were integrated with political power. Whether or not this multi-dimensional power 
structure was used in other areas of Cyprus is unknown, but it is a model that can be 
tested in other locations.  
 
7.4 Conclusions 
In archaeology, the analysis of ordinary things does not often lead to assessments 
of power. Political systems are difficult to trace materially because today they seem 
separate from our lives, but yet are involved in most everything we do. In this case study 
of Idalion, I have found that the producers of undecorated pottery are impacted by 
political behavior and social relationships, which both impact their economic stability. 
Over a period of nearly one thousand years, potters at Idalion benefitted from a flexible 
power system, used their social connections to access raw materials from distant 
locations, formed two cooperatives, and adapted their modes of production due to 
political changes. Changes in power structures and the resulting disruptions to people’s 
access to land, trade routes, and perhaps regional markets were the most influential 
factors in changes in undecorated pottery production. Power is multi-dimensional and 
collaborative and so it is and was involved in most aspects of life. It is beneficial for our 
understanding of past and present culture to consider the way ordinary things can both 
affect power and be affected by it through the analysis of material culture.
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APPENDIX A 
 
IDALION ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE DATA 
 
Unit Years Excavated TPQ Dates 
WΓ 22 1970s Hellenistic 
WΓ 23 1970s late Cypro-Archaic, Early Cypro-Classical 
WΓ 24 1970s late Cypro-Archaic, Early Cypro-Classical, 
Hellenistic 
WΓ 27 1987 late Cypro-Archaic, Early Cypro-Classical, 
Hellenistic 
WB 22 1970s Hellenistic 
WB 23 1970s late Cypro-Archaic, early Cypro-Classical, 
Hellenistic 
WB 24 1970s late Cypro-Archaic, early Cypro-Classical, 
Hellenistic 
WB 25 1970s late Cypro-Archaic, early Cypro-Classical, 
Hellenistic 
WB 26 1970s, 1987, 1995 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
WB 27 1987 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
WA 23 1970s Hellenistic 
WA 24 1970s, 1990s Hellenistic 
WA 25 1970s, 1990s late Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
WA 26 1970s, 1990s late Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
WA 27 1970s Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
EA 23 1970s Hellenistic 
EA 24 1998 Hellenistic 
EA 25 1990s Cypro-Archaic, early Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
EA 26 1995, 1996 Cypro-Archaic, early Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
EB 23 2001, 2002 Cypro-Archaic, early Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
EB 24 1997, 1998 Hellenistic 
EB 25 1997, 1998 Hellenistic 
EB 26 1998 Hellenistic 
EΓ 23 2002, 2003 Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
EΓ 24 2001-2004 Cypro-Geometric, Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
EΓ 25 2002 late Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
EΓ 26 1998 Hellenistic 
EΔ 24 2003 Hellenistic 
Table A1. Idalion, Lower City North Excavation Unit Details. 
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Unit Years Excavated TPQ Dates 
EI 14 2014-2017 Hellenistic, Roman 
EI 15 2014-2017 Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine 
EK 14 2002-2005, 2017 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, Roman 
EK 15 1998-2003 Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic, Roman 
EΛ 14 2003-2005, 2013, 
2017 
Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, Roman 
EΛ 15 1998-2003 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, Roman 
EΛ 16 2004 Hellenistic, Roman 
EM 14 2005, 2011-2012 Hellenistic, Roman 
EM 15 1998, 2004-2005, 
2009-2015 
Cypro-Geometric -  early Byzantine 
EM 16 2004, 2008-2014 Hellenistic, Roman 
EM 17 2014-2015 Hellenistic, Roman 
EN 14 2005, 2014-2015 Hellenistic, Roman 
EN 15 2003-2005, 2012-
2015 
Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, Roman 
EN 16 2004, 2009-2013, 
2015 
Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine 
EN 17 2009, 2013-2014 Hellenistic, Roman 
EΞ 15 1998, 2005, 2008, 
2015 
Cypro-Geometric, Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, 
Hellenistic, Roman 
EΞ 16 2009, 2014 Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine 
EΞ 17 2012-2017 Hellenistic, Roman 
EO 15 2004-2005, 2008-
2011, 2017 
Cypro-Geometric, Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic, 
Roman 
EO 16 2009, 2013-2015 late Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, Roman 
EO 17 2013-2017 Cypro-Archaic, late Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, 
Roman 
EO 18 2012-2013 late Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic, Roman 
Table A2. Idalion, Lower City South Excavation Unit Details. 
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Unit Years Excavated TPQ Dates 
NW 1 1992-1995 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
NW 2 1992-1994 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
NW 3 1993-1994 Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
NW 11 1992-1994 Cypro-Archaic, late Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
NW 12 1992-1994 Cypro-Archaic, late Cypro-Classical, Hellenistic 
NW 22 1993 Hellenistic 
NW 32 1993 Hellenistic 
NW 42 1993 19th century, Modern 
NW 52 1993 Hellenistic 
SW 1 2012 Cypro-Archaic 
NE 2 2011, 2012 Hellenistic 
NE 3 1994-1995, 1998, 
2008 
Cypro-Geometric, Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-
Classical, Hellenistic 
NE 31 1994, 1997-1998, 
2008 
Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
SE 1 1993-1998, 2008-
2011 
Cypro-Geometric, Cypro-Archaic, Cypro-
Classical, Hellenistic 
SE 2 2010-2012 Cypro-Geometric, Cypro-Archaic 
SE 21 2008-2011 Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
SE 31 1994-1998, 2008 Cypro-Archaic, Hellenistic 
SE 32 2012 Hellenistic 
SE 33 2012 Hellenistic 
Table A3. Idalion, East Terrace Excavation Unit Details. 
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
1 LCS EΞ 15 84 181 CP CA CG 
1A LCS EΞ 15 84 181 PW CA CG 
1B LCS EΞ 15 84 181 PW CA CG 
1C LCS EΞ 15 84 181 CP CA CG 
2A LCS EΞ 15 84 174 CP CA/CG CG 
2 LCS EΞ 15 84 174 CP CA/CG CG 
3 LCS EΞ 15 84 179 CP CG CG 
3A LCS EΞ 15 84 179 PW CG CG 
3B LCS EΞ 15 84 179 CW/CP CG CG 
7 LCS EO 15 10 41 CW CA Roman 
7A LCS EO 15 10 41 CP CA Roman 
7B LCS EO 15 10 41 PW CA Roman 
8 LCS EO 15 10 44 PW CG Roman 
8A LCS EO 15 10 44 CP CG Roman 
8B LCS EO 15 10 44 PW CG Roman 
10 LCS EO15 32 97 CP non-diagnostic CC 
10A LCS EO15 32 97 PW non-diagnostic CC 
10B LCS EO15 32 97 PW non-diagnostic CC 
14 LCS EO15 13 54 CW non-diagnostic Roman 
17 LCS EΛ 15 37 111 PW CA Roman 
17A LCS EΛ 15 37 111 CP CA Roman 
17B LCS EΛ 15 37 111 CW CA Roman 
18 LCS EΛ 15 65 194 CP CA Roman 
18A LCS EΛ 15 65 194 CP CA Roman 
Table A4. Sample Provenience.   
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
19 LCS EΛ 15 65 196 PW CA Roman 
19A LCS EΛ 15 65 196 CW CA Roman 
21 LCS EK14 80 288 CP CC lateCC/Hell 
21A LCS EK14 80 288 CP CC lateCC/Hell 
23 LCS EK14 80 291 CW CC late CC/Hell 
26 LCS EK14 90 316 CP CC CC 
32 LCS EK14 83 297 CP CA lateCC/Hell 
32A LCS EK14 83 297 CP CA lateCC/Hell 
32B LCS EK14 83 297 CP CA lateCC/Hell 
32C LCS EK14 83 297 PW CA CG 
36 LCS EK15 77 218 CW CA? CA 
36A LCS EK15 77 218 CP CA? CA 
36B LCS EK15 77 218 CW CA? CA 
38 LCS EK15 58 215 CW CA CA 
38A LCS EK15 58 215 CP CA CA 
38B LCS EK15 58 215 CP CA CA 
39 LCS EK15 77 216 CP CAI CA 
39A LCS EK15 77 216 CP CAI CA 
40 LCS EN15 19 56 CP CA Roman 
40A LCS EN15 19 56 CP CA Roman 
40B LCS EN15 19 56 PW CA Roman 
41 LCS EN15 95 346 CP CA CC 
42 LCS EN15 74 177 PW CA/CG CC 
42A LCS EN15 74 177 CP CG/CA CC 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience.   
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
43 LCS EN15 29 103 PW CG CC 
44 LCS EN15 30 104 CW CG CC 
44A LCS EN15 30 104 CP CG CC 
44B LCS EN15 30 104 CP CG CC 
44C LCS EN15 30 104 PW CG CC 
48 LCS EN15 39 147 CW CA/CG Hell/Rom 
53 LCS EM14 20 113 CP CG Roman 
53A LCS EM14 20 113 PW CG Roman 
54 LCS EM14 13 133 CP CG Roman 
54A LCS EM14 13 133 PW CG Roman 
54B LCS EM14 13 133 CP CG Roman 
54C LCS EM14 13 133 CP CG Roman 
55 LCS EM16 13 74 CW CG/CA Roman 
57 LCS EM16 83 303 CW CG Hell/Rom 
57A LCS EM16 83 303 PW CG Hell/Rom 
59 LCS EM15 107 298 CP CA late CC/Hell 
60 LCS EM15 147 395 CP CG ? 
61 LCS EM15 112 308 PW CA? CA 
61A LCS EM15 112 308 CP CA CA 
64 LCS EM15 165 429 CP CG CA 
64A LCS EM15 165 429 PW CG CA 
69 LCS EM15 118 325 PW CA CA 
69A LCS EM15 118 325 CW CA CA 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience. 
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
70 LCS EM15 118 329 CP CAI CA 
70A LCS EM15 118 329 PW CAI CA 
74 LCS EM15 65 180 CW CA CC 
76 LCS EM15 65 179 CP CC CC 
76A LCS EM 15 65 179 PW non-diagnostic CC 
78 LCS EM15 26 103 CW Hell Hell/Rom 
80 LCS EN15 86 334 CP CC CC 
200 LCN EΓ 25 62 115 CW CA Hellenistic 
201 LCN EΓ 25 62 115 PW CA CA 
202 LCN EΓ 25 68 127 PW  CA Hellenistic 
203 LCN EΓ 24 60 185 CP CA CA 
204 LCN EΓ 24 60 185 PW  CA Hellenistic 
205 LCN EΓ 24 66 170 PW  CA Hellenistic 
206 LCN EΓ 24 66 170 PW  CA Hellenistic 
207 LCN EA 26 14 66 CP CA Hellenistic 
208 LCN EA 26 14 66 PW  CA Hellenistic 
209 LCN EA 26 14 66 CP CA Hellenistic 
210 LCN EA 26 14 66 CP CA Hellenistic 
211 LCN EB 25 105 519 PW  CA Hellenistic 
212 LCN 
EA/EB26 
Baulk 7 9 CW CA Hellenistic 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience. 
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
213 LCN 
EA/EB26 
Baulk 7 9 CP CA Hellenistic 
214 LCN EA 25 16 46 PW  CA Hellenistic 
215 LCN EA 25 16 46 CP CA Hellenistic 
216 LCN EA 25 16 46 CP CA Hellenistic 
217 LCN EA 25 18 67 CW CA Hellenistic 
218 LCN EA 25 5 26 CP CC Hellenistic 
219 LCN EA 25 16 46 PW  CA Hellenistic 
220 LCN EA 25 5 26 CP CC Hellenistic 
221 LCN EB 25 5 9 PW  CC Hellenistic 
222 LCN EA 25 8 55 CP CC Hellenistic 
223 LCN EB 25 5 51 PW  CC Hellenistic 
224 LCN EB 25 5 51 CP CC Hellenistic 
225 LCN EB 25 4 48 CP CC Hellenistic 
226 LCN EA 25 13 37 PW  CA Hellenistic 
227 LCN EA 25 13 37 CP CA Hellenistic 
228 LCN EA 26 114 156 CP CA Hellenistic 
229 LCN EA 26 114 156 CP CA Hellenistic 
230 LCN EA 26 114 156 PW  CA Hellenistic 
231 LCN EA 26 114 156 CP CA Hellenistic 
232 LCN EA 25  4 48 CW CC Hellenistic 
233 ET SE 31 163 219 PW  CA CA 
234 ET NE 31 57 178 PW  CA CA 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience. 
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
235 ET NE 31 57 178 CP CA Hellenistic 
236 ET NE 3 111 315 CP CA CA/CC 
237 ET NE 3 125 335 CP CA CA/CC 
238 ET NE 3 125 335 CP CA CA/CC 
239 ET NE 3 126 334 CP CG CA/CC 
240 ET NE 3 126 334 PW  CG CA 
241 ET NE 3 93 285 CW CA CA 
242 ET NE 3 93 285 PW  CA CA 
243 ET NE 3 113 331 PW  CC CA 
244 ET NE 3 113 331 CP CC CA/CC 
245 ET NE 3 126 334 CP CG CA/CC 
246 ET SE 33 3 20 CP CA Hellenistic 
247 ET SE 33 3 20 PW CA Hellenistic 
248 ET SE 1 97 202 PW CA Hellenistic 
249 ET SE 1 97 202 CP CA Hellenistic 
250 ET SE 2 7 42 CP CG CG/CA 
251 ET SE 2 7 42 PW  CG CA/CG 
252 ET SE 2 7 42 PW  CG CA/CG 
253 ET SE 2 9 47 CW CG/CA CG/CA 
254 ET SE 2 9 47 CP CG/CA CG/CA 
255 ET SW 1 29 223 CP CC Hellenistic 
256 ET SW 1 29 223 CW CC CC 
257 ET SW 1 29 223 CP CC Hellenistic 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience. 
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
258 ET SE 2  20 96 PW  CG CA/CG 
259 ET SE 2  20 96 CP CG CG/CA 
260 ET SE 2 23 113 CP CG CG/CA 
261 ET SE 2 23 113 PW  CG CA/CG 
262 ET SW 1 32 242 CP CG Hellenistic 
263 ET SW 1 32 242 CW CG CC/CA 
264 LCN EΓ 23 38 143 CP Hell Hellenistic 
265 LCN EB 24 55 199 PW Hell Hellenistic 
266 LCN EB 24 49 194 CP Hell Hellenistic 
268 LCN WΓ26/27  115 34 PW CA Hellenistic 
269 LCN EΓ 23 38 143 PW Hell Hellenistic 
270 LCN EΓ 24 95 240 CW CA/CG CA/CG 
271 LCN EB 24 44 166 CP Hell Hellenistic 
272 LCN EA 24 7 20 PW non-diagnostic Hellenistic 
273 LCN EB 23 25 71 CW Hell Hellenistic 
275 LCN EB 24 36 164 PW Hell Hellenistic 
276 LCN EΓ 23 36 140 CP Hell Hellenistic 
277 LCN EB 24 49 194 PW Hell CC 
279 LCN EB 24 47 187 CP Hell Hellenistic 
280 LCN EΓ 25 65 124 PW non-diagnostic Hellenistic 
290 LCN EB 24 44 169 CW Hell Hellenistic 
291 LCN EΓ 23 36 140 PW Hell Hellenistic 
292 LCN EΓ 25 68 127 PW CA CA 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience. 
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Sample ID 
Excavation 
Area Trench Locus  
Pottery Bucket 
Number Pot Type Bucket TPQ 
Context 
Date 
293 LCN EB 26 23 78 PW CC I CA 
294 LCN WΓ26/27  115 34 PW CA Hellenistic 
295 ET NW 12 110 279 PW Hell Hellenistic 
297 ET NE 31 9 42 PW CA II CA 
298 ET SE 31 64 158 PW Hell Hellenistic 
299 ET NE 3 64 207 PW CG III CA 
300 ET SE 31 64 158 PW Hell Hellenistic 
301 ET NW 22 5 8 PW Hell Hellenistic 
302 ET NE 3 64 207 PW CG III late CC/Hell 
303 ET NW 11 baulk trim 19 PW Hell Hellenistic 
304 ET SE 1 26 57 PW Hell Hellenistic 
305 ET NW 22 5 8 PW Hell Hellenistic 
306 ET SE 1 11 31 PW Hell Hellenistic 
307 ET SE 31 41 89 PW CA CA 
308 ET SE 1 26 57 PW Hell Hellenistic 
309 ET NW 2 88 269 PW non-diagnostic Hellenistic 
310 ET SE 31 41 89 PW CA CA 
311 ET NW 11 baulk trim 19 CP Hell Hellenistic 
312 ET NW 3 59 170 CW ND CA/CC 
313 ET NW 1 122 246 PW Vc. BC  CA 
314 ET NE 31 9 42 CP CA II Hellenistic 
315 ET NW 2 46 136 PW Hell Hellenistic 
316 ET NW 1 122 245 CP IV c. BC CA/CC 
317 ET NW 12 107 268 CP Hell Hellenistic 
318 ET NW 12 110 279 CW Hell Hellenistic 
Table A4 (continued). Sample Provenience.
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Figure A1. Phase 1, Lower City South. Drawn by Rebecca Bartusewich. 
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Figure A2. Phase 2a (top) and 2b (bottom), Lower City South. Drawn by Rebecca 
Bartusewich. 
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Figure A3. Phase 3, Lower City South. Drawn by Rebecca Bartusewich.
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APPENDIX B 
 
ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS DATA TABLES 
ID Fabric  Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
1B I LCS CG/CA PW   7.2 10% very well calcareous vitrified brown 
42 I LCS CC PW   4.2 10% very well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
260 I ET CG/CA CP elongated 6.4 33% moderate igneous vitrified 
red brown/ 
gray 
264 I LCN Hell CP   1.9 33% well calcareous 
quartz 
sand red brown 
266 I LCN Hell CP   3 25% very well calcareous   
orange 
brown 
290 I LCN CC CW   3.3 50% moderate calcareous   
orange 
brown 
39 IA LCS CG/CA CP   4.1 33% moderate calcareous   red brown 
203 IA LCN CA CP   3.9 33% moderate igneous vitrified 
black 
brown 
8A II LCS Hell/Rom CP   3.2 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
21A II LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP   3.2 33% moderate calcareous   red brown 
39A II LCS CG/CA CP   2.6 33% poor calcareous vitrified 
brown 
black 
40A II LCS CG/CA CP   4.7 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
54 II LCS CG/CA CP   5.2 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
54C II LCS CG/CA CP   4.2 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
Table B1. General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
59 II LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP   3.3 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
60 II LCS CG/CA CP   5.3 50% well igneous   
orange 
brown 
70 II LCS CG/CA CP elongated 6 33% moderate igneous vitrified 
red brown/ 
black 
brown 
74 II LCS CG/CA CW   7.3 10% very well igneous 
mixed 
clays 
yellow 
brown/ 
orange 
brown 
80 II LCS CC CP   3.8 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
206 II LCN Hell PW   6.8 25% moderate 
calcareo
us serpentine brown 
213 II LCN CA CW   8 33% moderate igneous   brown 
220 II LCN CC CP   3.7 25% well 
calcareo
us 
quartz 
sand 
orange 
brown 
227 II LCN CA CP   7.7 33% moderate igneous   
orange/ 
red brown 
228 II LCN CA CP   4.5 25% poor igneous   
orange 
brown 
235 II ET CG/CA CP   4.4 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes Fabric Color 
237 II ET CG/CA CP   5.4 33% moderate igneous vitrified red brown 
239 II ET CG/CA CP   3 33% well igneous   
light orange 
brown 
243 II ET CC PW   5.6 25% well igneous   orange brown 
246 II ET CG/CA CP   4.5 33% well igneous   
light orange 
brown 
247 II ET CG/CA PW   2.6 33% moderate igneous   brown 
254 II ET CG/CA CP   5.6 50% moderate igneous   orange brown 
259 II ET CG/CA CP   5.5 33% moderate igneous   orange brown 
263 II ET CC CW   8.2 25% moderate igneous vitrified brown 
268 II 
LC
N Hell PW   6.4 25% moderate igneous   yellow brown 
277 II 
LC
N CC CW   6.9 25% well igneous vitrified green brown 
304 II ET Hell  CP   2.7 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
313 II ET CG/CA PW   3.2 33% very well calcareous pyroxene orange brown 
2 IIA 
LC
S CG/CA CP   4.6 33% very well igneous   red brown 
2A IIA 
LC
S CG/CA CP elongated 5 33% moderate calcareous   red brown 
3 IIA 
LC
S CG/CA CP   4.2 33% well igneous   orange brown 
8 IIA 
LC
S 
Hell/Ro
m CP   2.8 33% moderate igneous vitrified orange brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
36 IIA LCS CG/CA CW 
irregular 
and 
elongated 9.1 33% well calcareous vitrified red brown 
36B IIA LCS CG/CA CW 
irregular 
and 
elongated 6.2 25% very well  calcareous 
vitrified, 
abundant  
quartz and 
forams 
orange 
brown 
38A IIA LCS CG/CA CP   3.5 33% well igneous   red brown 
42A IIA LCS CC CP   4.1 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
44A IIA LCS CC CP   2.8 33% well calcareous 
poorly 
mixed,  
two clays red brown 
44C IIA LCS CG/CA CW   6.6 25% well igneous   
yellow 
brown 
76 IIA LCS CC CP   4.6 33% well igneous   red brown 
217 IIA LCN CC CW   10.7 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
232 IIA LCN CC CW   10.3 10% well calcareous 
fine sand,  
vitrified, 
some 
pyroxene 
yellow 
brown 
234 IIA ET CG/CA CW irregular 8.5 25% well calcareous serpentine 
yellow 
brown 
244 IIA ET CC CP   3.8 33% very well igneous   
dark orange 
brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thicknes
s (mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
256 IIA ET CC CW   9.2 33% moderate calcareous 
sparse 
subangular 
quartz 
yellow 
brown 
276 IIA LCN Hell CP   2.6 33% well calcareous   
dark 
orange 
brown 
316 IIA ET CC CP   2.9 33% poor igneous   
red 
brown 
318 IIA ET Hell CW   4.3 33% very well calcareous 
abundant 
quartz sand, 
sparse 
pyroxenes 
orange 
brown 
1 III LCS CG/CA CP   4.1 33% moderate mixed   
red 
brown 
7A III LCS Hell/Rom CP   4 33% moderate mixed   
red 
brown 
10 III LCS CC CP   2.2 33% well mixed   
orange 
brown 
10B III LCS CC CW   8.2 10% poor mixed   
yellow 
brown 
17 III LCS CG/CA PW   5.2 25% moderate mixed   
green 
brown 
18 III LCS CG/CA CP   3 33% well  mixed   
red 
brown 
19A III LCS Hell/Rom CW elongated   11.4 25% moderate mixed   
red 
brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
18 III LCS CG/CA CP   3 33% well  mixed   red brown 
32 III LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP   3.3 33% moderate mixed   
orange 
brown 
32B III LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP   3.6 33% moderate mixed vitrified red brown 
36A III LCS CG/CA CP   3.2 33% very well mixed   brown 
38B III LCS CG/CA CP   4 33% well mixed serpentine red brown 
48 III LCS Hell/Rom PW   6.9 33% very well mixed   
orange 
brown 
53 III LCS CG/CA CP   4.2 33% moderate mixed   
orange 
brown 
54B III LCS Hell/Rom CP   4.6 33% well mixed     
57A III LCS Hell/Rom CW   5.5 33% well mixed   
orange 
brown 
64A III LCS CG/CA CW 
rounded: 
burned out 
lime frags 8.2 50% very well mixed 
abundant 
quartz 
sand brown black 
78 III LCS Hell/Rom CW 
rounded: 
burned out 
clay pellets 12.3 25% well mixed   
yellow 
brown 
200 III LCN CC CW elongated 8.9 10% moderate mixed vitrified brown 
209 III LCN CA CP   5.8 33% well mixed   
red-orange 
brown 
210 III LCN CA CP   5.9 33% moderate mixed   red brown 
216 III LCN CA CP   2.2 33% moderate mixed vitrified black brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes Fabric Color 
222 III LCN CA CP   4 33% moderate mixed   red brown 
236 III ET CG/CA CP   5.8 33% very well mixed   
light orange 
brown 
238 III ET CG/CA CW   11.3 33% moderate mixed 
vitrified, 
poorly sorted 
red brown/ 
orange brown 
241 III ET CG/CA CW   8 25% moderate mixed 
quartz sand, 
pyroxene, 
serpentine orange brown 
252 III ET CG/CA PW   6 10% well mixed   green brown 
253 III ET CG/CA CW   8.6 33% well mixed 
quartz sand, 
pyroxene, 
serpentine orange brown 
257 III ET CC CP   4.1 50% well mixed   red brown 
270 III LCN CA CW   9.4 25% well mixed 
abundant 
quartz sand, 
sparse 
pyroxenes brown 
273 III LCN CC CW   9.2 50% poor mixed   orange brown 
291 III LCN Hell PW   6.3 25% very well mixed   yellow brown 
294 III LCN Hell PW   5.4 25% moderate mixed vitrified green brown 
311 III ET Hell  CP   4.9 33% moderate mixed   
brown/ 
red brown 
315 III ET Hell PW   5.1 25% moderate mixed   brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
1C IV LCS CG/CA CP elongated 5.1 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
17A IV LCS Hell/Rom CP   3.5 33% well igneous vitrified red brown 
18A IV LCS CG/CA CP   3.4 33% 
well 
sorted igneous   red brown 
21 IV LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP   2.7 33% moderate igneous vitrified 
brown 
black 
26 IV LCS CC CP   2 25% very well igneous 
vitrified, 
serpentine red brown 
32A IV LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP   4 33% well igneous 
vitrified, 
serpentine 
brown 
black 
40 IV LCS Hell/Rom CP   6.8 33% moderate igneous pyroxene red brown 
41 IV LCS CC CP   6.7 33% well igneous   
orange 
brown 
61A IV LCS CG/CA CP   4.6 33% moderate igneous vitrified brown 
207 IV LCN CA CP   10.5 33% well igneous serpentine red brown 
215 IV LCN CA CP   4.4 33% well igneous   red brown 
218 IV LCN CC CP   4.1 50% moderate calcareous 
quartz 
sand 
orange 
brown 
225 IV LCN CC CP   3.9 50% well igneous   red brown 
229 IV LCN CA CP   4 33% well igneous   red brown 
231 IV LCN CA CP   6 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
245 IV ET CG/CA CP   4 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
249 IV ET CG/CA CP   3.7 33% moderate igneous   
light orange 
brown 
250 IV ET CG/CA CP   5 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
255 IV ET CC CP   8 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
262 IV ET CG/CA CP   2.5 33% very well igneous   
orange 
brown 
271 IV LCN Hell CP   4 33% moderate igneous vitrified brown black 
279 IV LCN Hell CP   2.8 33% well igneous   red brown 
314 IV ET Hell  CP   1.7 33% moderate igneous   
orange 
brown 
317 IV ET Hell  CP   2.3 33% moderate igneous   red brown 
17B V LCS CG/CA PW   5 10% very well calcareous   
orange 
brown 
44B V LCS CC CP   3.1 33% very well calcareous 
quartz 
sand brown 
57 V LCS Hell/Rom CW   6.7 25% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
212 V LCN CC CW   7.8 33% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
224 V LCN CC CP   9.4 50% very well calcareous   
orange 
brown 
275 V LCN Hell PW   9.5 50% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
309 V ET Hell PW   7.3 25% very well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes 
Fabric 
Color 
7 VI LCS Hell/Rom PW   5.8 25% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
40B VI LCS Hell/Rom PW   8.8 25% very well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
44 VI LCS CG/CA CW   8.2 25% well calcareous   
orange 
brown 
201 VII LCN Hell PW   6.8 25% very well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
230 VII LCN Hell PW   6.6 25% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
242 VII ET CG/CA PW   7 5% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
312 VII ET CC CW   9.8 25% moderate calcareous 
sparse 
subangular 
quartz brown 
3A VIII LCS CG/CA PW   3.3 33% well calcareous   red brown 
10A VIII LCS CC PW   5 33% well calcareous serpentine 
orange 
brown 
14 VIII LCS Hell/Rom PW   5.6 33% well calcareous   
orange 
brown 
19 VIII LCS Hell/Rom PW   5.8 33% well calcareous   
orange 
brown 
23 VIII LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell PW   5.1 25% well calcareous   
green 
brown 
32C VIII LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell PW   6.9 25% well calcareous   
yellow 
brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes Fabric Color 
53A VIII LCS Hell/Rom PW   6.7 25% moderate igneous   yellow brown 
55 VIII LCS Hell/Rom CW   6.1 33% well calcareous vitrified brown 
61 VIII LCS CG/CA PW   4.1 33% well calcareous   yellow brown 
64 VIII LCS CG/CA PW   4.4 33% very well calcareous   yellow brown 
69 VIII LCS CG/CA PW   5.3 33% well calcareous   yellow brown 
69A VIII LCS Hell/Rom PW   5.5 33% moderate calcareous   orange brown 
70A VIII LCS CG/CA PW   8 33% moderate calcareous   brown 
76A VIII LCS CC PW   7 33% well calcareous serpentine brown 
202 VIII LCN Hell PW   5.8 33% well calcareous   orange brown 
204 VIII LCN Hell PW   5.8 33% well calcareous   yellow brown 
208 VIII LCN Hell PW   6.7 10% moderate calcareous   yellow brown 
214 VIII LCN Hell PW   8.2 33% very well calcareous serpentine yellow brown 
221 VIII LCN Hell PW   9 25% well calcareous   yellow brown 
223 VIII LCN Hell PW   7.3 25% moderate calcareous serpentine yellow brown 
226 VIII LCN Hell PW   5.6 25% well calcareous   yellow brown 
233 VIII LCN CA PW   4.1 25% moderate calcareous   brown 
248 VIII ET CG/CA PW   5.1 33% well calcareous serpentine orange brown 
251 VIII ET CG/CA PW   6.2 25% moderate igneous   brown 
261 VIII ET CA PW   4.6 33% moderate calcareous   orange brown 
269 VIII LCN Hell PW   8.6 33% well calcareous   brown 
272 VIII LCN Hell PW   3.6 25% moderate calcareous   orange brown 
292 VIII LCN CA PW   8.4 10% moderate calcareous   orange brown 
293 VIII LCN CA PW   5.9 10% very well calcareous serpentine yellow brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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Sample 
ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes Fabric Color 
297 VIII ET CG/CA PW   4.9 10% moderate calcareous   yellow brown 
300 VIII ET Hell PW   6.2 33% well calcareous   brown 
302 VIII ET CC PW   5.2 33% poor calcareous 
hematite 
clay clots  yellow brown 
306 VIII ET Hell PW   5.7 10% very well calcareous   yellow brown 
310 VIII ET CG/CA PW   7.1 25% well calcareous   orange brown 
1A IX LCS CG/CA PW   4.1 33% well calcareous 
poorly 
mixed orange brown 
3B IX LCS CG/CA PW   5.6 33% moderate calcareous   yellow brown 
7B IX LCS Hell/Rom CW   7.5 10% well igneous 
vitrified; 
quartz and 
pyroxene yellow brown 
8B IX LCS Hell/Rom PW   5 25% well igneous   orange brown 
43 IX LCS CG/CA PW   4.8 10% very well igneous   orange brown 
54A IX LCS Hell/Rom PW   5.5 25% well calcareous   brown 
205 IX LCN Hell PW   5.6 25% moderate calcareous 
quartz, 
serpentine orange brown 
211 IX LCN Hell PW   6.2 25% well calcareous   yellow brown 
219 IX LCN Hell PW   7.9 33% very well igneous serpentine orange brown 
240 IX ET CG/CA PW   7.9 33% very well igneous   brown 
265 IX LCN CA PW   5.4 10% very well calcareous vitrified yellow brown 
280 IX LCN Hell PW   2.3 10% very well calcareous serpentine orange brown 
295 IX ET Hell PW   5.5 10% very well calcareous   yellow brown 
298 IX ET Hell PW   6.5 10% very well calcareous   green brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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Sample 
ID Fabric Site Dating 
Pot 
Type Pores 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Inclusion 
Frequency Sorting Matrix 
Matrix 
Notes Fabric Color 
299 IX ET CG/CA PW   7.4 10% very well calcareous serpentine yellow brown 
301 IX ET Hell PW   5.4 25% very well calcareous   orange brown 
303 IX ET Hell PW   5.4 10% very well calcareous   green brown 
305 IX ET Hell PW   9.1 33% very well calcareous   orange brown 
307 IX ET CG/CA PW   4.9 25% well calcareous   yellow brown 
308 IX ET Hell PW   5 10% very well igneous   green brown 
Table B1 (continued). General Sample Information. Sorted according to fabric number. 
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Inclusion 
Type 
Description Sample Numbers 
A 
hematite clay 
clots/pellets, grog 
1, 1A, 1B, 1C, 3, 3A, 3B, 7, 7B, 8B, 17, 17B, 18, 
19, 19A, 21A, 32C, 36, 36B, 38, 39A, 40B, 42, 
43, 44, 44C, 53A, 54A, 57, 57A, 61, 64, 69, 69A, 
70A, 76A, 78, 200, 201, 203, 204, 205, 212, 214, 
217, 219, 220, 221, 227, 228, 230, 232, 233, 234, 
235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 243, 246, 247, 
248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 256, 257, 258, 259, 
260, 261, 262, 263, 265, 266, 270, 272, 273, 277, 
290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 297, 298, 299, 300, 
303, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310 
B 
sedimentary rocks: 
limestone, sandstone 
1, 1A, 1B, 3A, 3B, 7, 8, 8A, 10A, 10B, 17, 17A, 
17B, 19A, 23, 32C, 36A, 39, 42A, 43, 44, 44C, 
48, 54A, 54B, 55, 57, 64, 64A, 69, 69A, 70A, 76 
76A, 78, 200, 201, 202, 206, 208, 211, 212, 214, 
216, 217, 221, 222, 223, 226, 232, 233, 234, 241, 
242, 244, 248, 252, 256, 258, 265, 269, 270, 272, 
273, 275, 276, 280, 290, 292, 293, 294, 295, 297, 
298, 300, 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310, 312, 313, 315, 316, 318 
C foraminifera 
1, 1A, 2, 2A, 3, 3A, 3B, 7, 7B, 10A, 14, 17B, 19, 
19A, 32C, 36, 36A, 36B, 38, 38A, 40B, 44, 44A, 
55, 57A, 64, 69, 69A, 70A, 76A, 200, 201, 202, 
204, 205, 211, 212, 214, 217, 221, 223, 226, 230, 
233, 234, 242, 2448, 256, 258, 270, 272, 275, 
294, 298, 300, 301, 303, 305, 306, 309, 310 
D 
metamorphic rocks: 
chert, quartzite 
1, 1B, 7A, 8B, 10, 10A, 10B, 14, 18, 18A, 19A, 
21, 21A, 32, 32B, 36A, 38, 38B, 39, 42, 44, 44B, 
48, 53, 53A, 57A, 61, 61A, 64A, 69A, 70A, 78, 
200, 201, 202, 203, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 215, 
216, 221, 222, 226, 229, 230, 236, 238, 240, 241, 
246, 248, 252, 253, 255, 257, 258, 260, 262, 264, 
266, 270, 273, 290, 291, 294, 307, 309, 311 
E1 
volcanic igneous 
rocks: andesite, 
basalt 
7A, 17A, 19, 21, 26, 32, 32A, 32B, 40, 41, 61A, 
207, 215, 223, 227, 228, 228, 229, 231, 243, 245, 
249, 250, 251, 255, 256, 271, 279, 314, 317 
Table B2. Inclusion Identification. 
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Inclusion 
Type 
Description Sample Numbers 
E2 
plutonic igneous 
rocks: diorite, 
gabbro, granite 
1, 1A, 3, 3A, 3B, 7B, 8, 8A, 8B, 10, 10A, 10B, 
14, 17, 18, 19, 19A, 23, 32C, 36, 36A, 36B, 38A, 
38B, 39A, 40A, 40B, 42A, 43, 44A, 44C, 48, 53, 
53A, 54, 54A, 54B, 54C, 55, 57A, 59, 60, 61, 
64A, 69, 70, 70A, 74, 76, 76A, 78, 80, 200, 202, 
206, 208, 209, 210, 211, 213, 214, 216, 217, 219, 
220, 221, 222, 223, 226, 228, 232, 233, 234, 235, 
236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 244, 245, 246, 247, 
252, 253, 254, 257, 258, 259, 261, 263, 268, 269, 
270, 272, 273, 276, 277, 297, 298, 300, 301, 302, 
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 310 
F quartz 
All except 40B, 44, 51A, 76A, 221, 235, 240, 
256, 261, 299 
G K feldspars 
1A, 1B, 1C, 2, 3A, 3B, 10A ,10B ,17 ,18, 21, 23, 
26, 32C, 38A, 41, 42, 43, 53A, 54B, 59, 61A, 69, 
70A, 74, 202, 204, 206, 207, 210, 211, 215, 216, 
219, 222, 225, 226, 228, 229, 230, 231, 236, 237, 
238, 239, 240, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 249, 252, 
254, 255, 257, 259, 261, 262, 265, 266, 268, 275, 
280, 291, 293, 298, 300, 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 
309, 311 
H plagioclase feldspars 
1, 1A, 1B, 1C, 2, 3, 3A, 3B, 10, 10A, 18, 19, 23, 
26, 32, 32A, 32B, 32C, 38, 38B, 40, 40A, 42A, 
44C, 53, 54B, 55, 60, 64, 64A, 69, 70A, 76, 76A, 
80, 200, 202, 204, 206, 207, 209, 213, 215, 216, 
218, 220, 221, 222, 224, 225, 228, 229, 231, 233, 
234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 242, 243, 244, 246, 
248, 249, 250, 251, 254, 256, 258, 259, 260, 261, 
262, 263, 265, 268, 271, 273, 293, 295, 297, 298, 
299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318 
I opaques 
1C, 2A, 3, 3B, 7B, 8, 8A, 10B, 17, 17B, 18, 18A, 
26, 32A, 38A, 38B, 39A, 40, 40A, 41, 42A, 44B, 
44C, 54, 54C, 55, 57, 57A, 61, 61A, 64, 74, 76, 
78, 80, 200, 207, 210, 213, 215, 220, 228, 229, 
234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 241, 242, 245, 250, 
256, 259, 262, 263, 264, 270, 277, 292, 312, 315 
Table B2 (continued). Inclusion Identification. 
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Inclusion 
Type 
Description Sample Numbers 
J1 pyroxene  
1, 1A, 1C, 2A, 3, 3A, 3B, 7, 7A, 8, 8A, 10A, 10B, 
14, 17, 17A, 19, 19A, 21, 21A, 23, 32A, 36, 36A, 
36B, 38, 38A, 39, 39A, 40, 40A, 41, 42, 42A, 43, 
44A, 44C, 48, 53, 54B, 54C, 55, 57, 57A, 60, 
61A, 64, 64A, 69, 69A, 70, 70A, 74, 76, 76A, 80, 
202, 204, 206, 207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 
215, 217, 218, 220, 224, 234, 235, 236, 237, 240, 
241, 243, 244, 247, 249, 253, 254, 258, 259, 263, 
265, 266, 269, 272, 273, 276, 277, 279, 290, , 
295, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
307, 308, 310, 312, 313, 315, 318 
J2 
orthopyroxene or 
clinopyroxene 
1B, 40, 40A, 41, 44C, 53A, 54, 54C, 60, 64A, 70, 
213, 217, 233, 238, 240, 241, 245, 250, 253, 256, 
261, 262, 263, 265, 268, 270, 277, 292, 297, 299, 
307, 310, 312, 313,  
K 
other: hornblende, 
mica, olivine, 
serpentine 
2, 3B, 18, 18A, 21A, 32, 36, 36A, 36B, 38A, 
40A, 41, 53, 57A, 59, 70A, 204, 211, 213, 221, 
225, 231, 233,  237, 242, 263, 290 
Table B2 (continued). Inclusion Identification. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 2mm 
235 ET hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
236 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5mm 
237 ET hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
238 ET hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5mm 
239 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
240 ET hematite clay pellets abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
241 ET hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 1mm 
243 ET hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
246 ET hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5mm 
247 ET hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
248 ET hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
249 ET hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5mm 
250 ET hematite clay clots common rounded 1mm 
251 ET hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
252 ET hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
253 ET hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
256 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
257 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
258 ET hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
259 ET hematite clay pellets abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
260 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 1mm 
261 ET grog sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
262 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5mm 
263 ET hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
295 ET 
hematite clay pellets 
(vitrified) common rounded ≤0.5mm 
297 ET hematite clay clots common rounded  
298 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤0.5mm 
299 ET hematite clay clots common rounded  
300 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
301 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
303 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤0.5mm 
305 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
306 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
307 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤1mm 
308 ET hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤0.5mm 
309 ET hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
310 ET hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
Table B3. Attributes of Inclusion Type A. Sorted according to site.  
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
311 ET hematite clay clots common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
312 ET hematite clay clots common rounded <0.5mm 
313 ET hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
315 ET hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
318 ET hematite clay clots abundant rounded <0.5mm 
200 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5mm 
201 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
203 LCN hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤1mm 
204 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
205 LCN hematite clay pellets abundant subrounded 0.5-1.5mm 
212 LCN hematite clay clots sparse rounded <0.5mm 
214 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
217 LCN hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5mm 
219 LCN grog-burnt sparse angular 0.5-1mm 
220 LCN hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
221 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
227 LCN hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
228 LCN hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5mm 
230 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
232 LCN hematite clay clots common rounded <0.5mm 
233 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse rounded ≤1mm 
265 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse rounded ≤1mm 
266 LCN hematite clay pellets common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
270 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
272 LCN hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1.5mm 
273 LCN hematite clay clots common subrounded <0.5mm 
277 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5 mm 
290 LCN hematite clay clots common rounded <0.5mm 
291 LCN hematite clay pellets common subrounded ≤1mm 
292 LCN hematite clay clots sparse rounded ≤1mm 
293 LCN hematite clay clots common rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
294 LCN hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
Table B3 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type A. Sorted according to site.  
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type Frequency Shape Size 
1 LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
1A LCS hematite clay clots abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
1B LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
1C LCS hematite clay pellets sparse rounded ≤1mm 
3 LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5mm 
3A LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
3B LCS hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
7 LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤1mm 
7B LCS hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5mm 
8B LCS hematite clay pellets common subrounded 0.5-1.5mm 
17 LCS hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
17B LCS hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
18 LCS hematite clay clots sparse rounded 1mm 
19 LCS hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
19A LCS hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
21A LCS hematite clay clots common subangular 0.5-1mm 
32C LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
36 LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5mm 
36B LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5mm 
38 LCS hematite clay clots sparse rounded <0.5mm 
39A LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 1mm 
40B LCS 
hematite clay 
clots/strands common rounded 0.5-1mm 
42 LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
43 LCS hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
44 LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
44C LCS hematite clay clots common rounded <0.5mm 
53A LCS hematite clay pellets sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
54A LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5mm 
57 LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded ≤1mm 
57A LCS hematite clay clots common rounded <0.5mm 
61 LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
64 LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
69 LCS hematite clay clots common rounded 0.5-1mm 
69A LCS hematite clay pellets abundant subrounded ≤1mm 
70A LCS hematite clay pellets common rounded 0.5-1mm 
76A LCS hematite clay pellets sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
78 LCS hematite clay clots sparse rounded 0.5mm 
Table B3 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type A. Sorted according to site 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET micritic limestone common subrounded 2mm 
241 ET micritic limestone sparse subrounded 1mm 
242 ET micritic limestone abundant rounded 1mm 
244 ET micritic limestone common subrounded ≤1mm 
248 ET micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
252 ET sandstone common subangular 1mm 
256 ET micritic limestone abundant rounded 1-2mm 
258 ET micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
295 ET micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
297 ET micritic limestone abundant rounded ≤1mm 
298 ET micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
300 ET micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
301 ET micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
302 ET micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
303 ET micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
305 ET micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
306 ET micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
307 ET micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
308 ET micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
309 ET micritic limestone abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
310 ET micritic limestone abundant rounded ≤1mm 
312 ET micritic limestone abundant rounded 1-2mm 
313 ET micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
315 ET micritic limestone common subrounded 1-2.5mm 
316 ET micritic limestone common rounded 1-2mm 
318 ET micritic limestone common rounded <0.5mm 
200 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
201 LCN micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
202 LCN micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
206 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤1mm 
208 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 1-2mm 
211 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded 1mm 
212 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
214 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 1mm 
216 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded <1mm 
217 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
221 LCN micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
222 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded <1mm 
223 LCN micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
Table B4. Attributes of Inclusion Type B. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
226 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 1mm 
232 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
233 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded <1mm 
265 LCN micritic limestone common rounded <1mm 
269 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
270 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
272 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 1-1.5mm 
273 LCN micritic limestone abundant rounded <0.5mm 
275 LCN micritic limestone abundant subrounded 1mm 
276 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤1mm 
280 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
290 LCN micritic limestone common rounded 1-1.5mm 
292 LCN micritic limestone common rounded <1mm 
293 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤ 0.5mm 
294 LCN micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤1mm 
1 LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
1A LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
1B LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
3A LCS micritic limestone common rounded <0.5mm 
3B LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤1mm 
7 LCS micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
8 LCS micritic limestone common subrounded ≤1mm 
8A LCS micritic limestone common subrounded ≤1mm 
10A LCS micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
10B LCS micritic limestone abundant rounded 1-2mm 
17 LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded <0.5mm 
17A LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤1mm 
17B LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
19A LCS micritic limestone common rounded 0.5-1mm 
23 LCS micritic limestone  common rounded  ≤1mm 
32C LCS micritic limestone common rounded ≤1mm 
36A LCS micritic limestone common rounded 1mm 
39 LCS micritic limestone common rounded 1mm 
42A LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded ≤1mm 
43 LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5mm 
44 LCS micritic limestone common subrounded ≤1mm 
Table B4 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type B. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
44C LCS micritic limestone sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
48 LCS micritic limestone sparse  rounded <1mm 
54A LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded  <1mm 
54B LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded <1mm 
55 LCS micritic limestone sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
57 LCS micritic limestone abundant rounded 0.5mm 
64 LCS micritic limestone abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
64A LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
69 LCS micritic limestone common rounded <0.5mm 
69A LCS micritic limestone abundant rounded ≤1mm 
70A LCS micritic limestone sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
76 LCS micritic limestone sparse subrounded 1mm 
76A LCS micritic limestone abundant rounded ≤1mm 
78 LCS micritic limestone abundant subrounded 1-3mm 
Table B4 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type B. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET foraminifera common rounded  1mm 
242 ET foraminifera abundant rounded 1mm 
248 ET foraminifera sparse rounded ≤1mm 
256 ET foraminifera common rounded  ≤1mm 
258 ET foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm  
295 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5mm 
298 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5mm 
300 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
301 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
303 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5mm 
305 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
306 ET foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
309 ET foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
310 ET foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm  
200 LCN foraminifera common rounded  1mm 
201 LCN foraminifera abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
202 LCN foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
204 LCN foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
205 LCN foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
211 LCN foraminifera sparse rounded ≤1mm 
212 LCN foraminifera common rounded  ≤1mm 
214 LCN foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
217 LCN foraminifera common rounded  1mm 
221 LCN foraminifera abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
223 LCN foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
226 LCN foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
230 LCN foraminifera sparse rounded 1-2.5mm 
233 LCN foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm  
270 LCN foraminifera common rounded  ≤1mm 
272 LCN foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
275 LCN foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
294 LCN foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
1A LCS foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
2 LCS foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
2A LCS foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
3 LCS foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
3A LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
Table B5. Attributes of Inclusion Type C. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
3B LCS foraminifera common rounded <1mm 
7 LCS foraminifera common rounded  0.5-1mm 
7B LCS foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5mm 
10A LCS foraminifera common rounded <1mm 
14 LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
17B LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
19 LCS foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
19A LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
32C LCS foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
36 LCS foraminifera common rounded 1mm 
36A LCS foraminifera sparse rounded  0.5-1mm 
36B LCS foraminifera common rounded 1mm 
38 LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5mm 
38A LCS foraminifera sparse rounded  0.5-1mm 
40B LCS foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
44 LCS foraminifera common rounded ≤1mm 
44A LCS foraminifera common rounded ≤1mm 
55 LCS foraminifera abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
57A LCS foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
64 LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
69 LCS foraminifera sparse rounded 0.5mm 
69A LCS foraminifera abundant rounded 0.5-1mm 
70A LCS foraminifera common rounded 0.5-1mm 
76A LCS foraminifera abundant rounded ≤1mm 
Table B5 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type C. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
236 ET chert sparse subrounded 1mm 
238 ET quartzite sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
240 ET chert sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
241 ET chert sparse subangular 1mm 
246 ET chert sparse subrounded 1mm 
248 ET chert sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
252 ET chert common subrounded ≤1mm 
253 ET quartzite sparse subrounded 2-4mm 
255 ET metamorphic rock sparse subrounded <1mm 
257 ET chert sparse subrounded 1mm 
257 ET quartzite abundant subrounded 1-2mm 
258 ET chert sparse rounded ≤0.5mm 
260 ET chert sparse subangular <1mm 
260 ET quartzite common subrounded 1mm 
262 ET chert sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
307 ET chert sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
309 ET chert sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
311 ET chert sparse rounded <1mm 
200 LCN quartzite common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
201 LCN chert sparse subrounded 1mm 
201 LCN quartzite sparse subrounded 1mm 
202 LCN chert sparse subangular <1mm 
203 LCN chert common subrounded 1-3mm 
203 LCN quartzite sparse subrounded 2mm 
206 LCN quartzite common subrounded <1mm 
207 LCN chert sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
208 LCN chert sparse rounded <0.5mm 
209 LCN quartzite common subrounded <1mm 
210 LCN quartzite common subrounded ≤1mm 
215 LCN chert sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
216 LCN chert common subrounded ≤1mm 
221 LCN chert sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
222 LCN chert common subrounded ≤1mm 
226 LCN quartzite sparse subangular 1-2mm 
229 LCN chert common subrounded 1-2mm 
229 LCN quartzite sparse subrounded 1mm 
230 LCN chert sparse rounded ≤1mm 
264 LCN chert sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
Table B6. Attributes of Inclusion Type D. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
266 LCN quartzite sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
270 LCN chert sparse subrounded 1mm 
273 LCN quartzite sparse subrounded 1mm 
290 LCN chert common subrounded 1mm 
291 LCN chert sparse rounded <0.5mm 
294 LCN chert sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
294 LCN quartzite sparse subrounded <1mm 
1 LCS quartzite sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
1B LCS chert common subrounded <1mm 
1B LCS quartzite common subrounded <1mm 
7A LCS quartzite sparse subrounded 1mm 
8B LCS quartzite sparse subrounded 1mm 
10 LCS quartzite sparse subrounded 1mm 
10A LCS chert sparse rounded 0.5mm 
10B LCS chert sparse rounded ≤1mm 
14 LCS chert sparse subrounded <1mm 
14 LCS quartzite common rounded ≤1mm 
18 LCS chert sparse subangular ≤1mm 
18 LCS quartzite sparse subangular 1-2mm 
18A LCS chert sparse subrounded <1mm 
19A LCS chert common subrounded 1mm 
21 LCS chert sparse subrounded <1mm 
21A LCS chert common rounded ≤1mm 
32 LCS chert common rounded ≤1mm 
32B LCS chert common rounded <1mm 
32B LCS quartzite sparse subangular 1mm 
36A LCS quartzite sparse subangular <1mm 
38 LCS chert common subrounded 1-2mm 
38 LCS quartzite sparse subangular 1mm 
38B LCS chert sparse subrounded <1mm 
38B LCS quartzite sparse subrounded <1mm 
39 LCS chert common subrounded 1mm 
39 LCS quartzite sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
42 LCS chert sparse subangular ≤1mm 
42 LCS quartzite sparse subangular ≤1mm 
44 LCS chert sparse subangular 0.5mm 
44B LCS chert sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
Table B6 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type D. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
48 LCS chert sparse rounded <0.5mm 
53 LCS quartzite sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
53A LCS quartzite common subrounded ≤1mm 
57A LCS quartzite sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
61 LCS quartzite sparse subangular 2mm 
61A LCS chert common subrounded 1mm 
64A LCS quartzite sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
69A LCS chert sparse subrounded 1-3mm 
70A LCS quartzite common subrounded 1-2mm 
78 LCS chert common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
Table B6 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type D. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
243 ET basalt sparse subangular ≤1mm 
245 ET andesite common subangular 1-2mm 
249 ET andesite common subrounded 1-2mm 
250 ET andesite common subrounded 1-2mm 
251 ET basalt sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
251 ET 
intermediate volcanic 
igneous sparse subangular 1-2mm 
255 ET volcanic igneous common subrounded 1-3mm 
256 ET basalt sparse subangular <1mm 
314 ET andesite common subangular 1mm 
317 ET andesite common subangular 1mm 
207 LCN andesite common subangular ≤1mm 
215 LCN andesite common subangular 1-2mm 
223 LCN volcanic igneous sparse subangular 1mm 
227 LCN andesite abundant subrounded 1mm 
228 LCN basalt sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
228 LCN gabbro common subrounded 1-2mm 
229 LCN andesite common subangular 1-2mm 
231 LCN andesite common subangular 1-2mm 
271 LCN andesite common subrounded 1-2mm 
279 LCN volcanic igneous common subrounded 1mm 
7A LCS volcanic igneous common subrounded 1-2mm  
17A LCS volcanic igneous common subrounded ≤1mm 
19 LCS volcanic igneous sparse subangular <1mm 
21 LCS volcanic igneous common subrounded 1mm 
26 LCS andesite common subrounded 1mm 
32 LCS volcanic igneous sparse subrounded <1mm 
32A LCS volcanic igneous common subrounded ≤1.5mm 
32B LCS volcanic igneous common subangular 1mm 
40 LCS andesite common subrounded 1-2mm 
41 LCS andesite common subrounded 1-3mm 
61A LCS andesite common subangular 1-2mm 
Table B7.  Attributes of Inclusion Type E1. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET gabbro sparse subangular 1-2mm 
235 ET myrmekitic diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
236 ET gabbro common subanguar 1mm 
237 ET myrmekitic diorite common subrounded 1mm 
238 ET gabbro common subrounded 1-3mm 
239 ET diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
240 ET weathered diorite common subangular ≤1mm 
241 ET 
weathered 
granodiorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
244 ET gabbro common subrounded ≤1mm 
245 ET gabbro sparse subangular 1mm 
246 ET gabbro common subrounded 1-2mm 
247 ET gabbro sparse subangular 1-2mm 
247 ET weathered diorite abundant subrounded 1mm 
252 ET diorite sparse subangular 1mm 
253 ET gabbro sparse subangular 2-3mm 
254 ET quartz gabbro common subrounded 1-2mm 
257 ET 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
258 ET 
basic plutonic 
igneous sparse subangular 1mm 
259 ET myrmekitic diorite common subangular ≤2mm 
261 ET 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subrounded 1.5-2mm 
263 ET weathered diorite sparse subangular 1mm 
297 ET 
weathered diorite 
with hematite sparse subangular 1-2mm 
298 ET gabbro sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
300 ET weathered diorite sparse  subangular 1-2mm 
301 ET gabbro sparse subangular 1mm 
302 ET diorite sparse subangular 1-3.5mm 
303 ET gabbro sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
304 ET diorite common subrounded 1mm 
305 ET gabbro sparse subangular 1-2mm 
306 ET weathered diorite sparse  subangular 1mm 
307 ET weathered diorite common subangular 1mm 
308 ET weathered diorite sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
310 ET gabbro sparse subrounded 1mm 
Table B8.  Attributes of Inclusion Type E2. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
311 ET 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subrounded 1mm 
200 LCN weathered diorite sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
202 LCN gabbro common subrounded 1-2mm 
206 LCN 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subrounded 1mm 
208 LCN 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subrounded 2mm 
209 LCN 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subangular <1mm 
210 LCN gabbro sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
211 LCN weathered diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
213 LCN 
weathered 
granodiorite common subangular 1-2mm 
214 LCN weathered diorite sparse subangular 1-2mm 
216 LCN 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subrounded <1mm 
217 LCN gabbro common subrounded 1-1.5mm 
219 LCN weathered diorite sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
220 LCN weathered diorite sparse subangular 1-1.5mm 
221 LCN weathered diorite sparse subangular <1mm 
222 LCN 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subrounded <1mm 
223 LCN weathered diorite sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
226 LCN weathered diorite sparse subangular 1-2mm 
228 LCN gabbro common subrounded` 1-2mm 
232 LCN weathered diorite common subrounded ≤1mm 
233 LCN gabbro sparse rounded 1mm 
233 LCN weathered diorite sparse rounded 1mm 
268 LCN weathered diorite sparse subrounded <1mm 
269 LCN weathered diorite common subangular <1mm 
270 LCN gabbro sparse subangular 1mm 
272 LCN gabbro sparse subangular 1-2mm 
273 LCN weathered diorite common subangular 1-2mm 
276 LCN weathered diorite common subrounded 1mm 
277 LCN diorite sparse subangular ≤1mm 
Table B8 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type E2. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
1 LCS diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
1A LCS gabbro sparse subangular 1-3mm 
1A LCS weathered diorite sparse subangular ≤1mm 
3 LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subrounded 1-2mm 
3A LCS 
weathered 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subangular 1-2mm 
3B LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subangular 1-2mm 
7B LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
8 LCS myrmekitic diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
8A LCS myrmekitic diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
8B LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subangular 1mm 
10 LCS weathered diorite common subrounded ≤1mm 
10A LCS weathered diorite sparse subangular ≤1mm 
10B LCS 
weathered 
granodiorite common subrounded 1mm 
14 LCS weathered diorite common angular 1mm 
17 LCS gabbro common subangular ≤1mm 
18 LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous  common subrounded 1-2mm 
19 LCS gabbro common subrounded 1-2mm 
19A LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subangular 1-3mm 
23 LCS gabbro common subrounded 1mm 
32C LCS weathered diorite common subrounded 1mm 
36 LCS diorite common subangular 1-2mm 
36A LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subangular ≤1mm 
36B LCS diorite common subangular 1-2mm 
38A LCS gabbro common subangular 1-1.5mm 
38B LCS quartz-gabbro common subrounded 1-1.5mm 
39A LCS weathered diorite common subangular 1-3mm 
40A LCS gabbro common subrounded 1-2mm 
Table B8 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type E2. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
40B LCS gabbro common subangular 1-2mm 
42A LCS weathered diorite abundant subrounded 1-2mm 
43 LCS 
weathered 
diorite/gabbro sparse subrounded <1mm 
44A LCS gabbro sparse subrounded 1.5-2mm 
44C LCS diorite common subangular <1mm 
48 LCS weathered diorite sparse subangular ≤1mm 
53 LCS gabbro common subrounded 2mm 
53 LCS weathered diorite sparse subrounded 1-2mm 
53A LCS weathered diorite sparse  subrounded 1-2mm 
54 LCS 
weathered 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subrounded 1mm 
54A LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subangular 1-2mm 
54B LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous common subrounded 1mm 
54C LCS gabbro abundant subrounded 1-2.5mm 
54C LCS 
weathered 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subrounded 1mm 
55 LCS gabbro sparse subrounded 1mm 
57A LCS gabbro sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
59 LCS 
diorite (some 
mymerkitic) common subangular 1-2mm 
60 LCS quartz-gabbro abundant subrounded 1mm 
61 LCS myrmekitic diorite common subangular 1-2mm 
64A LCS weathered diorite sparse subangular 1-2mm 
69 LCS 
weathered 
diorite/gabbro sparse subangular  1-1.5mm 
70 LCS gabbro sparse subrounded 1-3mm 
70A LCS weathered diorite sparse subangular 1mm 
74 LCS gabbro sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
76 LCS weathered diorite abundant subangular 1-2mm 
76A LCS 
weathered diorite 
(covered in clay) sparse subangular ≤1mm 
78 LCS 
intermediate plutonic 
igneous sparse subrounded ≤1mm 
80 LCS weathered diorite common subrounded 1-2mm 
Table B8  (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type E2. Sorted according to site.  
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
236 ET quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
237 ET quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
238 ET quartz sparse subangular <0.5mm 
239 ET quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
241 ET quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
243 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
244 ET quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
245 ET quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
246 ET quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
247 ET quartz sparse subangular <1mm 
248 ET quartz sparse subrounded   
249 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
250 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
251 ET quartz sparse subangular <1mm 
252 ET quartz sparse subangular <1mm 
253 ET quartz sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
254 ET quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
255 ET quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
257 ET quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
258 ET quartz sparse rounded <1mm 
259 ET quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
260 ET quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
262 ET quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
263 ET quartz (heat altered) sparse subangular 0.5mm 
295 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
297 ET quartz sparse subrounded <1mm 
298 ET quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
300 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
301 ET quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
302 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
303 ET quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
304 ET quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
305 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
306 ET quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
307 ET quartz sparse rounded <0.5mm 
308 ET quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
Table B9. Attributes of Inclusion Type F. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
309 ET quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
310 ET quartz sparse rounded <0.5mm 
311 ET quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
312 ET quartz sparse subrounded 1mm 
313 ET quartz sparse subrounded <1mm 
314 ET quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
315 ET quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
316 ET quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
317 ET quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
318 ET quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
200 LCN quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
201 LCN quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
202 LCN quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
203 LCN quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
204 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
205 LCN quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
206 LCN quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
207 LCN quartz  common subangular 0.5mm 
208 LCN quartz common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
209 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
210 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
211 LCN quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
212 LCN quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
213 LCN quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
214 LCN quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
215 LCN quartz common subangular 0.5-1mm 
216 LCN quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
217 LCN quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
218 LCN quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
219 LCN quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
220 LCN quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
222 LCN quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
224 LCN quartz abundant subangular 0.5-1mm 
225 LCN quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
226 LCN quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
227 LCN 
quartz (some exhibit 
heat altering) common subrounded <0.5mm 
Table B9 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type F. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
228 LCN quartz abundant subangular 0.5-1mm 
229 LCN quartz (heat altered) common subangular 0.5-1mm 
230 LCN quartz common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
231 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
232 LCN quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
233 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <1mm 
264 LCN quartz common subrounded ≤1mm 
265 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <1mm 
266 LCN quartz sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
268 LCN quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
269 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
270 LCN quartz sparse subangular <0.5mm 
271 LCN 
quartz (some heat 
altered) common subangular 0.5-1mm 
272 LCN quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
273 LCN quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
275 LCN quartz abundant subangular 0.5-1mm 
276 LCN quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
277 LCN quartz  sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
279 LCN quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
280 LCN quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
290 LCN quartz sparse subangular <0.5mm 
291 LCN quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
292 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <1mm 
293 LCN quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
294 LCN quartz common subangular 0.5-1mm 
1 LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
1A LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
1B LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
1C LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
2 LCS quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
2A LCS quartz  sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
3 LCS quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
3A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
3B LCS quartz  sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
7 LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
Table B9 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type F. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
7A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
7B LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
8 LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
8A LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
8B LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
10 LCS quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
10A LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
10B LCS quartz  sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
14 LCS quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
17 LCS quartz  sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
17A LCS quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
17B LCS quartz sparse rounded <0.5mm 
18 LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
18A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
19 LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
19A LCS quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
21 LCS quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
21A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
23 LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
26 LCS quartz sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
32 LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
32A LCS quartz  common subrounded 0.5mm 
32B LCS quartz  common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
32C LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
36 LCS quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
36A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
36B LCS quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
38 LCS quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
38A LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
38B LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
39 LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
39A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
40 LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5mm 
40A LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
41 LCS quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
42 LCS quartz common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
42A LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
Table B9 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type F. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
43 LCS quartz  sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
44A LCS 
quartz (some heat 
altered) common subangular 0.5-1mm 
44B LCS 
quartz (most heat 
altered) common subrounded ≤1mm 
44C LCS quartz common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
48 LCS quartz  sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
53 LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
53A LCS quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
54 LCS quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
54A LCS quartz common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
54B LCS quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
54C LCS quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
55 LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
57 LCS quartz common subangular <0.5mm 
59 LCS quartz common subangular 0.5mm 
60 LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
61 LCS quartz sparse rounded 0.5mm  
61A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
64 LCS quartz sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
64A LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
69 LCS quartz  sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
69A LCS quartz sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
70 LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
70A LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
74 LCS quartz common subrounded <0.5mm 
76 LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
78 LCS quartz sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
80 LCS quartz sparse subangular 0.5mm 
Table B9 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type F. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
236 ET orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
237 ET orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
238 ET orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
239 ET orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
240 ET orthoclase common subangular <1mm 
243 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
244 ET orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
245 ET orthoclase sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
246 ET orthoclase common subrounded 0.5mm 
247 ET orthoclase common subangular  0.5mm 
249 ET orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
252 ET orthoclase common subangular 0.5mm  
254 ET orthoclase common subangular 0.5mm 
255 ET orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5mm 
257 ET K feldspars common subangular 0.5mm 
259 ET orthoclase sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
261 ET orthoclase common subangular 0.5mm  
262 ET orthoclase abundant subangular 0.5-1mm 
295 ET orthoclase common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
298 ET orthoclase common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
300 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
301 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
302 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
303 ET orthoclase common subrounded ≤0.5mm 
305 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
306 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
309 ET orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
311 ET K feldspars common subangular 0.5mm 
202 LCN orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
204 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
206 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
207 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
210 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5mm 
211 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
215 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
216 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
219 LCN orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
222 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
Table B10. Attributes of Inclusion Type G. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
225 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
226 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
228 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
229 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
230 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
231 LCN orthoclase common subangular <1mm 
265 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5mm 
266 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
268 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
275 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
280 LCN orthoclase sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
291 LCN orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
293 LCN orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
1A LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
1B LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
1C LCS orthoclase common subangular 1-3mm 
2 LCS orthoclase common subangular 0.5mm 
3A LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
3B LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
10A LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
10B LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
17 LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
18 LCS orthoclase common subangular 1mm 
21 LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
23 LCS orthoclase common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
26 LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
32C LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
38A LCS orthoclase sparse subangular <0.5mm 
41 LCS orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
42 LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
43 LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
53A LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
54B LCS orthoclase common subangular 0.5-1mm 
59 LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5mm 
61A LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
69 LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
70A LCS orthoclase sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
74 LCS orthoclase sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
Table B10 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type G. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
235 ET oligoclase common subangular  <0.5mm 
235 ET plagioclase common   <0.5mm 
236 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
237 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
238 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
239 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
242 ET plagioclase common   <1mm 
243 ET plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
244 ET plagioclase common   <0.5mm 
246 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
248 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
249 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
250 ET plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
251 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
254 ET plagioclase common   <0.5mm 
256 ET plagioclase common   0.5mm 
258 ET plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
259 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
260 ET oligoclase sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
260 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
261 ET plagioclase common   0.5-1mm  
262 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
263 ET plagioclase sparse   1mm 
295 ET plagioclase abundant   ≤0.5mm 
297 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
298 ET plagioclase abundant   ≤0.5mm 
299 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
300 ET plagioclase common   ≤0.5mm 
301 ET plagioclase common   <1mm 
302 ET plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
303 ET plagioclase abundant   ≤0.5mm 
304 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
305 ET plagioclase common   <1mm 
306 ET plagioclase common   ≤0.5mm 
307 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
308 ET plagioclase common   ≤0.5mm 
310 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
311 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
312 ET plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
Table B11. Attributes of Inclusion Type H. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
313 ET plagioclase common   0.5-1mm 
314 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
315 ET plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
316 ET plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
317 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
318 ET plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
200 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
202 LCN plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
204 LCN plagioclase sparse   ≤0.5mm 
206 LCN plagioclase sparse   ≤0.5mm 
207 LCN plagioclase common   0.5mm 
209 LCN plagioclase common   <1mm 
213 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
215 LCN plagioclase common   0.5mm 
216 LCN plagioclase common   0.5mm 
218 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
220 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
221 LCN plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
222 LCN plagioclase common   0.5mm 
224 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
225 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
228 LCN plagioclase abundant   0.5mm 
229 LCN plagioclase common   0.5mm 
231 LCN plagioclase common   1mm 
233 LCN plagioclase abundant   0.5-1mm 
265 LCN plagioclase common   0.5mm 
268 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
271 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
273 LCN plagioclase sparse  <0.5mm 
293 LCN plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
1A LCS plagioclase common   <1mm 
1B LCS plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
1C LCS plagioclase common   0.5mm 
2 LCS plagioclase common   0.5mm 
3 LCS plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
3A LCS plagioclase common   <1mm 
3B LCS plagioclase common   <1mm 
10 LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
Table B11 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type H. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
10A LCS plagioclase common   0.5-1mm 
18 LCS plagioclase common   0.5-1mm 
19 LCS plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
23 LCS plagioclase abundant   ≤0.5mm 
26 LCS plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
32 LCS plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
32A LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
32B LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
32C LCS plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
38 LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5-1mm 
38B LCS plagioclase common   <0.5mm 
40 LCS plagioclase common   0.5mm 
40A LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
42A LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
44C LCS plagioclase sparse  <0.5mm 
53 LCS plagioclase sparse   <0.5mm 
54B LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
55 LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
60 LCS plagioclase common   <0.5mm 
64 LCS plagioclase sparse   ≤ 0.5mm 
64A LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
69 LCS plagioclase sparse   <1mm 
70A LCS plagioclase abundant   <1mm 
76 LCS plagioclase common   0.5mm 
76A LCS plagioclase common   0.5-1mm 
80 LCS plagioclase sparse   0.5mm 
Table B11 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type H. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET opaques sparse rounded 0.5mm 
235 ET opaques common subangular 0.5-1mm 
236 ET opaques sparse subangular 0.5mm 
237 ET opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
238 ET opaques sparse subangular <0.5mm 
239 ET opaques sparse subangular 0.5mm 
241 ET opaques sparse subangular 1mm 
242 ET opaques common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
245 ET opaques sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
250 ET opaques sparse subangular 0.5mm 
256 ET opaques  sparse rounded 0.5-1mm 
259 ET opaques common subangular <0.5mm 
262 ET opaques common subrounded <0.5mm 
263 ET opaques sparse rounded ≤1mm 
312 ET opaques sparse rounded 1mm 
315 ET opaques sparse angular 1-2mm 
200 LCN opaques sparse rounded 0.5mm 
207 LCN opaques sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
210 LCN opaques sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
213 LCN opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
215 LCN opaques sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
220 LCN opaques sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
228 LCN opaques sparse subangular 1mm 
229 LCN opaques sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
264 LCN opaques sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
270 LCN opaques sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
277 LCN opaques common rounded 0.5-1mm 
292 LCN opaques sparse subrounded 1mm 
1C LCS opaques common subrounded ≤1mm 
2A LCS opaques common rounded 0.5mm 
3 LCS opaques common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
3B LCS opaques abundant subangular 1-2mm 
7B LCS opaques abundant rounded <0.5mm 
8 LCS opaques common subrounded ≤1mm 
8A LCS opaques common subrounded ≤1mm 
10B LCS opaques common rounded 0.5-1mm 
17 LCS opaques common subangular ≤1mm 
17B LCS opaques sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
Table B12. Attributes of Inclusion Type I. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
18 LCS opaques sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
18A LCS opaques common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
26 LCS opaques sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
32A LCS opaques common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
38A LCS opaques common rounded 0.5mm 
38B LCS opaques common rounded 0.5-1mm 
39A LCS opaques common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
40 LCS opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
40A LCS opaques common rounded ≤1mm 
41 LCS opaques common subrounded 0.5mm 
42A LCS opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
44B LCS opaques sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
44C LCS opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
54 LCS opaques common subangular 0.5-1mm 
54C LCS opaques common subangular 0.5-1mm 
55 LCS opaques  common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
57 LCS opaques  sparse subangular 0.5mm 
57A LCS opaques  sparse rounded   
61 LCS opaques sparse angular <1mm 
61A LCS opaques common subangular 1-2mm 
64 LCS opaques common subangular 0.5-1mm 
74 LCS opaques common rounded <0.5mm 
76 LCS opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
78 LCS opaques  sparse rounded 0.5mm 
80 LCS opaques common subangular 0.5mm 
Table B11 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type I. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
234 ET pyroxene sparse subangular <0.5mm 
235 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
236 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
237 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
240 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
241 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
243 ET pyroxene abundant subangular ≤1mm 
244 ET pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
247 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
249 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
253 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
254 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
258 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
259 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
263 ET pyroxene sparse subangular 1-2mm 
295 ET pyroxene common subangular ≤0.5mm 
297 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
298 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
299 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
300 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
301 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
303 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
304 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
305 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
306 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
307 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
308 ET pyroxene common subangular ≤0.5mm 
310 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
312 ET pyroxene common subangular ≤1mm 
313 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
315 ET pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
318 ET pyroxene common subrounded <0.5mm 
202 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
204 LCN pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
206 LCN pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
207 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
209 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
Table B13. Attributes of Inclusion Type J1. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
210 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
211 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
212 LCN pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
213 LCN pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
214 LCN pyroxene sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
215 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
217 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
218 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
220 LCN pyroxene common subangular <0.5mm 
224 LCN pyroxene common subrounded 0.5mm 
265 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
266 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
269 LCN pyroxene common subangular <0.5mm 
272 LCN pyroxene sparse subangular  0.5-1mm 
273 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤ 0.5mm 
276 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
277 LCN pyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
279 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
290 LCN pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
1 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
1A LCS pyroxene common subrounded 0.5mm 
1C LCS pyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
2A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
3 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
3A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
3B LCS pyroxene common subrounded 0.5mm 
7 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
7A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
8 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
8A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
10A LCS pyroxene common subrounded 0.5-1mm 
10B LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded ≤0.5mm 
14 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
17 LCS pyroxene common surounded ≤1mm 
17A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
19 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular ≤0.5mm 
Table B13 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type J1. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
19A LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
21 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
21A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
23 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
32A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
36 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular <0.5mm 
36A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
36B LCS pyroxene sparse subangular <0.5mm 
38 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
38A LCS pyroxene common subangular <0.5mm 
39 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 1mm 
39A LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
40 LCS pyroxene common subrounded 0.5mm 
40A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
41 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
42 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
42A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
43 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
44A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
44C LCS pyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
48 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
53 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
54B LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
54C LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
55 LCS pyroxene common subrounded <0.5mm 
57 LCS pyroxene sparse subangular <0.5mm 
57A LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
60 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5-1mm 
61A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
64 LCS pyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
64A LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
69 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
69A LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
70 LCS pyroxene common subrounded 0.5mm 
70A LCS pyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
74 LCS pyroxene sparse rounded <0.5mm 
76 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
76A LCS pyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
80 LCS pyroxene sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
Table B13 (continued). Attributes of Inclusion Type J1. Sorted according to site. 
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
238 ET orthopyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
240 ET orthopyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
241 ET orthopyroxene sparse  subangular 0.5-1mm 
245 ET orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
250 ET orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
253 ET orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
256 ET orthopyroxene sparse  subangular ≤1mm 
261 ET orthopyroxene common subangular <1mm 
262 ET orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
263 ET orthopyroxene common subangular 1-1.5mm 
297 ET orthopyroxene common subrounded <1mm 
299 ET orthopyroxene sparse subrounded <1mm 
307 ET orthopyroxene sparse subrounded <1mm 
310 ET orthopyroxene sparse subangular <1mm 
312 ET orthopyroxene sparse subangular 1mm 
313 ET orthopyroxene common subrounded <1mm 
213 LCN orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
217 LCN orthopyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
233 LCN orthopyroxene common subangular ≤ 1mm 
265 LCN clinopyroxene sparse subangular 1mm 
268 LCN clinopyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
270 LCN orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
277 LCN orthopyroxene sparse subangular <0.5mm 
292 LCN clinopyroxene common subangular <1mm 
1B LCS orthopyroxene sparse subrounded <1mm 
40 LCS orthopyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
40A LCS orthopyroxene sparse subanglar 0.5-1mm 
41 LCS orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5-1mm 
44C LCS orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
53A LCS clinopyroxene sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
54 LCS clinopyroxene sparse subrounded 0.5mm 
54 LCS orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
54C LCS orthopyroxene common subangular 0.5mm 
60 LCS orthopyroxene sparse subangular <1mm 
64A LCS orthopyroxene sparse subrounded 1mm 
70 LCS orthopyroxene sparse subangular 0.5mm 
Table B14. Attributes of Inclusion Type J2. Sorted according to site.  
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Sample 
ID Site Inclusion Type  Frequency Shape Size 
225 ET hornblende sparse subangular <0.5mm 
237 ET hornblende sparse subrounded <0.5mm 
237 ET serpentine common   <1mm 
242 ET olivine sparse subangular <0.5mm 
263 ET biotite mica sparse   0.5mm 
263 ET serpentine abundant   <1mm 
204 LCN serpentine sparse   <1mm 
211 LCN hornblende common subrounded <0.5mm 
213 LCN biotite mica sparse   0.5mm 
221 LCN amphibole sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
231 LCN olivine sparse subangular <1mm 
233 LCN serpentine sparse   <1mm 
290 LCN serpentine common   <1mm 
2 LCS amphibole sparse subangular 0.5-1mm 
2 LCS olivine sparse subangular 0.5mm 
3B LCS serpentine common   <1mm 
18 LCS serpentine common   <1mm 
18A LCS serpentine sparse   <1mm 
21A LCS biotite mica sparse   0.5mm 
21A LCS serpentine common   <1mm 
32 LCS muscovite mica sparse   <0.5mm 
36 LCS olivine sparse  subrounded 0.5mm 
36A LCS serpentine sparse   0.5mm 
36B LCS olivine sparse  subrounded 0.5mm 
38A LCS serpentine sparse   <1mm 
40A LCS serpentine common   <1mm 
41 LCS serpentine sparse   <1mm 
53 LCS serpentine sparse   <1mm 
57A LCS serpentine common   <1mm 
59 LCS hornblende sparse subangular <0.5mm 
70A LCS serpentine common   <1mm 
Table B15. Attributes of Inclusion Type K. Sorted according to site. 
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Lower City North 
Fabric Type CA CC Hell Total 
I   1 2 3 
IA 1     1 
II 3 2 2 7 
IIA   2 1 3 
III 5 2 2 9 
IV 4 2 2 8 
V   2 1 3 
VII     2 2 
VIII 4   9 13 
IX 1   4 5 
Total 18 11 25 54 
Lower City South 
Fabric Type CG/CA CC 
Late 
CC/Hell Hell/Rom Total 
I 1 1     2 
IA 1       1 
II 7 1 2 1 11 
IIA 7 3   1 11 
III 8 2 2 6 18 
IV 3 2 2 2 9 
V 1 1   1 3 
VI 1     2 3 
VIII 5 2 2 5 14 
IX 3     3 6 
Total 37 12 8 21 78 
East Terrace 
Fabric Type CG/CA CC Hell Total 
I 1     1 
II 8 2 1 11 
IIA 1 3 1 5 
III 5 1 2 8 
IV 4 1 2 7 
V     1 1 
VII 1 1   2 
VIII 5 1 2 8 
IX 3   6 9 
Total 28 9 15 52 
Table B16. Fabric Type according to Date and Excavation Area. 
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Sample ID Site Dating Pot Type 
Fabric 
Number 
Standardization 
Number 
235 ET CG/CA CP II 1 
237 ET CG/CA CP II 1 
239 ET CG/CA CP II 1 
243 ET CC PW II   
246 ET CG/CA CP II 2 
247 ET CG/CA PW II   
254 ET CG/CA CP II 1 
259 ET CG/CA CP II 1 
263 ET CC CW II 7 
304 ET Hell  CP II   
313 ET CG/CA PW II   
206 LCN Hell PW II   
213 LCN CA CW II   
220 LCN CC CP II 2 
227 LCN CA CP II 1 
228 LCN CA CP II 1 
268 LCN Hell PW II   
277 LCN CC CW II 7 
8A LCS Hell/Rom CP II 1 
21A LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP II   
39A LCS CG/CA CP II 1 
40A LCS CG/CA CP II 1 
54 LCS CG/CA CP II 1 
54C LCS CG/CA CP II 1 
59 LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP II 1 
60 LCS CG/CA CP II   
70 LCS CG/CA CP II 2 
74 LCS CG/CA CW II 7 
80 LCS CC CP II 1 
Table B17. Fabric II Standardization Details. The Standardization Number is used to 
match different types of standardization in the fabric.   
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Sample ID Site Dating Pot Type 
Fabric 
Number 
Standardization 
Number 
234 ET CG/CA CW IIA   
244 ET CC CP IIA 6 
256 ET CC CW IIA   
316 ET CC CP IIA 6 
318 ET Hell CW IIA   
217 LCN CC CW IIA   
232 LCN CC CW IIA   
276 LCN Hell CP IIA 6 
2 LCS CG/CA CP IIA 6 
2A LCS CG/CA CP IIA 6 
3 LCS CG/CA CP IIA 6 
8 LCS Hell/Rom CP IIA 6 
36 LCS CG/CA CW IIA   
36B LCS CG/CA CW IIA   
38A LCS CG/CA CP IIA 6 
42A LCS CC CP IIA   
44A LCS CC CP IIA   
44C LCS CG/CA CW IIA   
76 LCS CC CP IIA 6 
Table B18. Fabric IIA Standardization Details. The Standardization Number is used to 
match different types of standardization in the fabric.   
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Sample ID Site Dating Pot Type 
Fabric 
Number 
Standardization 
Number 
245 ET CG/CA CP IV 9 
249 ET CG/CA CP IV 8 
250 ET CG/CA CP IV 9 
255 ET CC CP IV 8 
262 ET CG/CA CP IV 8 
314 ET Hell  CP IV 8 
317 ET Hell  CP IV 8 
207 LCN CA CP IV 9 
215 LCN CA CP IV 9 
218 LCN CC CP IV 9 
225 LCN CC CP IV 9 
229 LCN CA CP IV 8 
231 LCN CA CP IV 9 
271 LCN Hell CP IV 9 
279 LCN Hell CP IV 8 
1C LCS CG/CA CP IV 9 
17A LCS Hell/Rom CP IV 8 
18A LCS CG/CA CP IV 8 
21 LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP IV   
26 LCS CC CP IV 8 
32A LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell CP IV 8 
40 LCS Hell/Rom CP IV 9 
41 LCS CC CP IV 9 
61A LCS CG/CA CP IV 9 
Table B19. Fabric IV Standardization Details. The Standardization Number is used to 
match different types of standardization in the fabric.   
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Sample ID Site Dating Pot Type 
Fabric 
Number 
Standardization 
Number 
248 ET CG/CA PW VIII 3 
251 ET CG/CA PW VIII 3 
258 ET CG/CA PW VIII 3 
261 ET CA PW VIII   
297 ET CG/CA PW VIII 3 
300 ET Hell PW VIII   
302 ET CC PW VIII   
306 ET Hell PW VIII   
310 ET CG/CA PW VIII 3 
202 LCN Hell PW VIII 3 
204 LCN Hell PW VIII 3 
208 LCN Hell PW VIII   
214 LCN Hell PW VIII 3 
221 LCN Hell PW VIII 3 
223 LCN Hell PW VIII   
226 LCN Hell PW VIII   
233 LCN CA PW VIII   
269 LCN Hell PW VIII   
272 LCN Hell PW VIII 3 
292 LCN CA PW VIII   
293 LCN CA PW VIII   
Table B20. Fabric VIII Standardization Details. The Standardization Number is used 
to match different types of standardization in the fabric.   
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Sample ID Site Dating Pot Type 
Fabric 
Number 
Standardization 
Number 
14 LCS Hell/Rom PW VIII   
19 LCS Hell/Rom PW VIII 3 
23 LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell PW VIII   
55 LCS Hell/Rom CW VIII   
61 LCS CG/CA PW VIII 3 
64 LCS CG/CA PW VIII 3 
69 LCS CG/CA PW VIII   
10A LCS CC PW VIII   
32C LCS 
Late 
CC/Hell PW VIII 3 
3A LCS CG/CA PW VIII   
53A LCS Hell/Rom PW VIII   
69A LCS Hell/Rom PW VIII   
70A LCS CG/CA PW VIII 3 
76A LCS CC PW VIII 3 
Table B20 (continued). Fabric VIII Standardization Details. The Standardization 
Number is used to match different types of standardization in the fabric.   
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Sample ID Site Dating Pot Type 
Fabric 
Number 
Standardization 
Number 
240 ET CG/CA PW IX 5 
295 ET Hell PW IX 4 
298 ET Hell PW IX 4 
299 ET CG/CA PW IX 4 
301 ET Hell PW IX 4 
303 ET Hell PW IX 4 
305 ET Hell PW IX 4 
307 ET CG/CA PW IX 4 
308 ET Hell PW IX 4 
205 LCN Hell PW IX 5 
211 LCN Hell PW IX 5 
219 LCN Hell PW IX 4 
265 LCN CA PW IX   
280 LCN Hell PW IX 4 
43 LCS CG/CA PW IX 4 
1A LCS CG/CA PW IX 5 
3B LCS CG/CA PW IX 5 
54A LCS Hell/Rom PW IX   
7B LCS Hell/Rom CW IX   
8B LCS Hell/Rom PW IX 4 
Table B21. Fabric IX Standardization Details. The Standardization Number is used to 
match different types of standardization in the fabric.   
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APPENDIX C 
 
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS  
   
a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 1, b.) sample 1A, c.) sample 1B, d.) sample 1C, e.) sample 2, f.) sample 2A. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 3, b.) sample 3A, c.) sample 3B, d.) sample 7, e.) sample 7A, f.) sample 7B. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
 
  
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 8, b.) sample 8A, c.) sample 8B, d.) sample 10, e.) sample 10A, f.) sample 10B. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 14, b.) sample 17, c.) sample 17A, d.) sample 17B, e.) sample 18, f.) sample 18A. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification. 
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 19, b.) sample 19A, c.) sample 21, d.) sample 21A, e.) sample 23, f.) sample 26. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 32, b.) sample 32A, c.) sample 32B, d.) sample 32C, e.) sample 36, f.) sample 36A. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 36B, b.) sample 38, c.) sample 38A, d.) sample 38B, e.) sample 39, f.) sample 39A. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 40, b.) sample 40A, c.) sample 40B, d.) sample 41, e.) sample 42, f.) sample 42A. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 43, b.) sample 44, c.) sample 44A, d.) sample 44B, e.) sample 44C, f.) sample 48. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 53, b.) sample 53A, c.) sample 54, d.) sample 54A, e.) sample 54B, f.) sample 54C. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.    
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 55, b.) sample 57, c.) sample 57A, d.) sample 59, e.) sample 60, f.) sample 61. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 61A, b.) sample 64, c.) sample 64A, d.) sample 69, e.) sample 69A, f.) sample 70. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.    
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 70A, b.) sample 74, c.) sample 76, d.) sample 76A, e.) sample 78, f.) sample 80. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 200, b.) sample 201, c.) sample 202, d.) sample 203, e.) sample 204, f.) sample 205. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 206, b.) sample 207, c.) sample 208, d.) sample 209, e.) sample 210, f.) sample 211. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.    
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 212, b.) sample 213, c.) sample 214, d.) sample 215, e.) sample 216, f.) sample 217. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 218, b.) sample 219, c.) sample 220, d.) sample 221, e.) sample 222, f.) sample 223. 
Photographed in XPL (except f. in PPL) at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 224, b.) sample 225, c.) sample 226, d.) sample 227, e.) sample 228, f.) sample 229. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 230, b.) sample 231, c.) sample 232, d.) sample 233, e.) sample 234, f.) sample 235. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 236, b.) sample 237, c.) sample 238, d.) sample 239, e.) sample 240, f.) sample 241. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 242, b.) sample 243, c.) sample 244, d.) sample 245, e.) sample 246, f.) sample 247. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 248, b.) sample 249, c.) sample 250, d.) sample 251, e.) sample 252, f.) sample 253. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a.  b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 254, b.) sample 255, c.) sample 256, d.) sample 257, e.) sample 258, f.) sample 259. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 260, b.) sample 261, c.) sample 262, d.) sample 263, e.) sample 264, f.) sample 265. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 266, b.) sample 268, c.) sample 269, d.) sample 270, e.) sample 271, f.) sample 272. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 273, b.) sample 275, c.) sample 276, d.) sample 277, e.) sample 279, f.) sample 280. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 290, b.) sample 291, c.) sample 292, d.) sample 293, e.) sample 294, f.) sample 295. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 297, b.) sample 298, c.) sample 299, d.) sample 300, e.) sample 301, f.) sample 302. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 303, b.) sample 304, c.) sample 305, d.) sample 306, e.) sample 307, f.) sample 308. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
   
d. e. f. 
a.) sample 309, b.) sample 310, c.) sample 311, d.) sample 312, e.) sample 313, f.) sample 314. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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a. b. c. 
 
  
d.   
Photomicrographs. a.) sample 315, b.) sample 316, c.) sample 317, d.) sample 318. 
Photographed in XPL at 4x magnification.   
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